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Abstract
Faculty in post-secondary educational institutions is directly involved in
designing, implementi!lg and directing coursework components. The degree of the
coursework's impact on student learning can be attributed in part to these instructional
gatekeepers. Extensive research indicates that service-learning tenets incorporated into
curriculum have enhanced student learning experiences. Nevertheless, faculty inclusion
of service-learning curricular components in higher education remains marginal.
The purpose of this research was to study post-secondary faculty perceptions,
motivations, and concerns from three local institutions of higher education regarding the
phenomena that attracts or deters faculty from participating in service-learning pedagogy.
This study concludes that more than one third of faculty who do not incorporate Servicelearning has no knowledge of the pedagogy or do not know how to implement servicelearning project effectively. Others are reluctant to implement service-learning because of
the perception that it is not relevant to their coursework or that logistical issues are
overwhelming. Those who do service-learning state that while concerns exist; the
benefits to all constituents far surpass any pedagogical hindrances. A Spearman rho test
for analysis of the demographics of gender, rank, and tenure was performed for variances
in faculty perceptions.
By employing a mixed method approach, the researcher attempted to
pragmatically study the problem through multiple lenses. An electronic survey was
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conducted and distributed to 2710 post-secondary teaching faculty in Monroe County,
NY. Open-ended survey questions, focus groups, and interviews were designed to gather
data from phenomenological experiences. These multiple research methods were
interactive and humanistic in nature.
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Background

Background of the Study
Early concepts of linking education with fundamental moral values and the
development of good character with positive civil behaviors can be attributed to classical
theorists such as Aristotle and Plato (Speck & Hoppe, 2004). "With respect to higher
education, these philosophers envisioned university graduates prepared to contribute to
the alleviation of human suffering, the insurance of human rights, and the development of
a productive society" (Speck & Hoppe, p. 4).
The idea of serving the community through education has had a rich legacy as
early as the 1600's when the initial brick and mortar universities were constructed in the
United States (Boyer & Hechinger, 1981; Titlebaum, Williamson, Daprano, Baer &
Brahler, 2004). This historical linking of education and service in post-secondary
education can be found in the Annotated History of Service-Leaming in Appendix A.
Well-established universities began to change their mission from teaching and research to
include service as a response to land grant college growth after 1862 (Speck & Hoppe,
2004). Indeed, from the success of the collaboration of education, service, and
governmental ideologies during the Depression, "no president since Roosevelt has tried
to lead the nation without tapping a pool of talent that only campuses could provide"
(Boyer & Hechinger, p. 13). As such, the inclusion of service through civic engagement
initiatives was widely accepted in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century
universities, and flourished until the 1960's.
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However, in the l 960's, the concept of civic participation declined by as much as
42% in part due to the

self~centered narci~sism

of the baby boomers (Putnam, 2000;

Boyer & Hechinger, 1981; Kessinger, 2004, Speck & Hoppe, 2004; Titlebaum,
Williamson, Daprano, Baer, &Brahler, 2004). The drastic reduction in civic engagement
narrowed and redefined the concept of servic·e. Civic activism no longer included the
obligatory service of responsible citizens to country or organizations that historically
represented rights and ·liberties, including post-secondary educational institutions (Barber
& Battistoni, 1993). Without civil responsibility or engagement, altruism or charity is all

that remains.

Definition ofService~Learning
Although service in the academe has had a rich legacy, the term 'service-learning'
did not appear in the literature until the 1960' s (Stanton, Giles, & Cruz, 1999). The term
'service-learning' was first coined in 1969 to articulate the process of alleviating human
needs through actions learned during educational assignments (Southern Regional
Education Board, 1969). Sigmon's (i979) typology inserts a hyphen between the two
tenets of service and learning forming service-learning to denote the balance of service
and learning activities. Therefore, Sigmon's definition of true service-learning is a
mutually benefiting praxis between the server and the served, whereby each participant is
learning through the component of service (Sigmon). Kendall (1990) notes that "servicelearning should help participants see their service in the context in the realm of social
policy and social justice, rather than in the context of charity,-, (p. 20). Jacoby (1996)
supports this distinction asserting that reciprocity separates service-learning from
volunteerism, charity, internship, and other co-operative exploits.
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These varying definitions articulate common tenets of service-learning pedagogy
which includ,e rjgor, reflection, reciprocity, and community engagement through service
(Jacoby & Assoc!!ltes, 1996; Rhoads, 1997; Stanton, Giles, & Cruz, 1999). For the
purpose of this study, service-learning will be defined a.s "i;t credit bearing educational
experience in which students participate in an organized service activity in such a way
that meets identified commul}ity needs and reflects on the service ac;tivity ,in such a way
as to gain further understanding of course content, a brQqger appreciation of the
discipline, and an enli_gtpced sense of civic responsibility" (Bringle & Hatcher, 1995, p.
112). Keen understi;tnding of key definitions and tefl11S !$vital to any study. These
definitions relating to service-learning pedagogy ca:n be foupd in Appendix B.
Problem Statement

A resurgence of interest in service-learning pedagogy has continued since the
early 1980's into the new millennium. Indeed, academicians have contemplateq the
tenets of service-learning as a possible vehicle for educational and social reform (Jacoby,
1996). Despite an extensive period of pedagogic;al research, the problem of marginal
participation in community service through structured service-learning courseworl<: in
higher educational institutions persists (Astin, 1999). Whereas the impact of servicelearning on students has been studied extensively (Astin & Sax, 1998; Eyler & Giles,
1999: Kendrick, 1996; Myers-L.ipton, 1996; Rhoads, 1997; Rhoaqs &,Howard, 1998;
Schneider, 1999), a gap exists betwe~11 th<; idea of service-.learning and the reality of
faculty initiation andjmplementation of thi,s pedagogy in higher education. The question
remains: If the pedagogy oJfers such compelling evidence for student learning at1d
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development, why are service-learning· curricular components ih higher education not
more prevalent?

Significance of the Study
The significance of this .study resided, in its contribution to the body of exi?ting
knowledge of service-learning in post secondary education (Glatthorri & :Joyner, 2005).
Limited studies of faculty perceptions, motivations, and concerns in regards to service"
learning pedagogy hav·e .been documented in the literature. As a byproduct of this mixedmethod research project, increasing faculty dialogue, interest, and participation in this
pedagogy may transpire. As faculty participation increases, ser\rice-learning pedagogy
may shift from the margins of accepted educational methods into a mainstream practice.
Higher education's institutional mission tenets of preparing .students to ehter the
workforce with the proper training should also have connections with the community.
The knowledge as to how to go about building such connections would be instilled
through practice and experience (Speck & Hoppe, 2004). Whereas these are lofty goals,
research indicates that these endeavors might be satisfied through active involvement in
service-learning pedagogy (Astin & Sax, 1999; Eyler & Giles, 1.999; Plater, 2004;
Kecskes, 2006).

Purpose of the Study
This .study sought to gain understanding of what phenomena attracts or deters
faculty from participating in the pedagogy of service-learning. In addition, variation in
responses according to disaggregated demographics such as rank, tenure status, gender,
and discipline was reported and analyzed. Historically, studies of faculty, who are the
designers and gatekeepers of curriculum, have been marginal (Cruz & Giles, 2000;
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Driscoll, 2000; Kahne, Westheimer & Rogers, 2000; Holland, 2000; & Eyler, Giles,
Stenson & Gray, 2001). Leaders in the field of service-learning, such as Holland,
(personal communication, July 23, 2007) and Bringle (personal communication, August
1, 2007), as well as Pribbenow (2005) and Driscoll (2000), have championed the pursuit
of further studies on faculty participatiop. Therefore, this study added' to the body of
knowledge on faculty perceptions, motivations, and concerns regarding the concept of
implementing

~ervice-learning

projects into curriculum.

Research Questions
Foul)dational and enduring ideology of the American education system includes
implementation of learning processes to help adults cope with changing social conditions,
to enjoy life, and to understand themselves in the world (Stubblefield & Keane, 1994).
These principles are analogous with service-learning tenets. As such, the researcher
attempted to determine why service-learning is not currently a mainstream practice in
higher education.
This study sought to answerthe following questions:
I. What are the perceptions, motivations, and concerns of faculty who teach in
higher educational institutions who incorporate service-learning pedagogy into
curriculum?
2. What are the perceptions, motivations, and concerns of faculty who teach in
higher educatio-nal· institutions who do not incorporate service-learning pedagogy into
curriculum?
3. To what extent is there variation in the responses of participants disaggregated by
rank, tenure, gender, and discipline?
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Scope and Limitations of the Study
The ,potential scope of this project included conducting an e-mail survey at seven
local higher educational ·institutions with the potential of including as many as 5,000
post-secondary teaching faculty over a period of six months. Several limitations to the
study existed. The researcher assumed that faculty has a basic knowledge of the
pedagogy and possesses the technical equipment and computer expertise that is needed to
participate in the Web-based survey. The researcher also assumed that faculty will deem
this research as important and relevant. As such, faculty would be willing to participate in
the study.
Other biases existed which limited the findings of the study. These biases may be
demographical in nature because the researcher chose the educational institutions due to
follow-up convenience. Additional biases may have been created by the timing of the
response of the participants to the survey as well as those produced by the lack of
participation by some potential participants.
Chapter Summary
As far back as the ancient Greeks, service linked with education has had a vital
and pervasive influence on the well-being of a society. Incorporating service-learning
pedagogy into the diverse curriculum of post-secondary classrooms has a rich body of
research evidence supporting its efficacy. Therefore, studying and identifying the
phenomena which motivates or deters faculty involvement in service-learning pedagogy
is a serious undertaking with important and substantive research implications. These
implications may include the identification of interventional strategies to facilitate faculty
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pedagogical engagement of service-learning projects into curriculum on a more
widespread basis.
Chapter 2 of this study explored theoretical constructs based on the review of the
empirical literature. Following this review of the literature, research design and
methodology will be discussed in Chapter 3. The results of the research will be
disseminated in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 will provide a discussion of the findings and
recommendations based on the analysis of the data collected.
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Chapter 2: Review of the Literature

Introduction
The literature review in this chapter focuses on the theoretical and conceptual
frameworks of service-learning. Seminal studies garnered from empirical research,
insights into constituent perceptions, post-secondary mission tenet realization and costs
of implementation, as well as the benefits of pedagogical and civic engagement have
been widely discussed in the literature and are represented in this chapter. From these
themes, the problem of disinclination of post-secondary faculty to engage in servicelearning pedagogy has been investigated.

Theoretical Underpinnings of Service-Learning
Establishing a theoretical framework for the study provided the basis for
knowledge expansion (Davis & Parker, 1997). In essence, the intertwining of the tenets
of civic engagement, constructivism, reflection, and transformational learning are
foundational attributes of service-learning pedagogy. Whereas many other educational
philosophers have contributed to the research of service-learning, the seminal works of
Dewey, Freire, Kolb, and Mezirow have formed the conceptual construct of the servicelearning movement in the United States (Stanton, Giles, & Cruz, 1999).
Interweaving of educational theories and civic engagement philosophies through
service became a matter of public discourse in the late nineteenth century as a response to
the phenomena of mass immigration in the early 1900's (Speck & Hoppe, 2004). Dewey
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(1916) launched his conception of democracy known as an ethic-of-care philosophy,
which linked education, democracy, and service. Dewey believec] that education should
be community-oriented and include participatory citizenry as a lifestyle to insure
democracy and· a democratic society through civic engagement .activities (Dewey, 1916;
Dewey, 1927).
Complementing Dewey's work, Freire introduced the constructivist philosophy of
conscientization in 1970 which recognized the need for praxis betwe·en Dewey's call for
action and critical reflection (Freire, 1970). Freire believed that the key to transforming
social conditions involved viewing both action and reflection as inseparable. Application
and synthesis of knowledge through experience and reflection, rather than obtaining facts
through traditional methods, would serve to edify or to transform students, as well as
their communities through true generosity (Freire).
True generosity is accomplished though a mutuality of involvement of the serving
and the served. Mutual goal setting, participation, evaluation, reflection, research,
contracts, and other activities that give voice to those receiving ,service empowers
individuals or entire peoples to be<;:ome more self-sufficient (Maybach, l 996). Without
this spirit of true generosity, those serving become oppressors by only recognizing the
weaknesses of the service recipients (Freire, 1970). This mentality of weakness further
marginalizes the recipients from the mainstream population. Convincing these recipients
of their own unfitness to function creates an unjust social order, and inadvertently,
continues the cycle of helplessness (Freire). Freire not only encouraged citizens to engage
in service, but he also challenged them to explore the consequences of the effects of
service through reflection.
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From the works of previous experiential theorists, Kolb (1984) designed a circular
model of reflective thought and action that demonstrated how experiential learning might
be linked to social change. Through the reflective thought process, individuals can use
past experiences· as mech?p.isms for further learning and subs.eqµent alterations. It is
through these alterations. in thought and corresponding action that transformation may
occur (Kolb).
As learning theory expqnded, Mezirow (1.990) began to focus on meaning-making,
individual growth, and development through adult experience.s th,;it could become
transfomiative. Transform.ative learning theory is a form of emancipatory education. As
such, the intent of the educa1or is to involve the learner in new w~ys Qf understanding to
identify and define the needs of the learner and others to promote interpersonal, social, or
political action (Mezirow, 1990). Mezirow's philosophy included a strong conviction that
educators have an obligation, not only to serve as models of civic engagement, but to
provide opportunities for students to practice socii,il consciousness. These activities
should occur in supportive and reflective environmepts from which learners assume
responsibility for decision making and problem

solv~ng.

Service-Learning Rationale
The rcitionale of introducing s.ervice-learping opportunities to students is to develop
deeper connections to serve others, to discover the value of working in groups, to
investigate community issues, to participate in decision making, and to make purposeful
reflection (Claus & Ogden, 1999). These advantages are derived from the union of
several disciplines, namely, composition, communication., collaboration, community, and
continuity of care. Far reaching benefits from these disciplines may include personal
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reflection of values regarding cultural paradigms, community issues, civic responsibility,
examination of leadership roles, educational philosophies, and democratic ideologies
(Rhoads, 1997).

The reality of service-learning: Beyond the mission statement. Educational
organizations and institutions adapt the concept of service-learning to uniquely reflect
their mission, vision, and.guiding :principles· of their pedagogical role (Kendall, 1990,
Jacoby and Associates, 1996; Stanton, Giles & Cruz, 1999; Eyler & Giles, 1999;
Schneider, 1999). Service is often included in the mission statement of institutions of
higher education, but the importance of service is seldom as evident in their work as are
teaching and research (Holland, 1997). Rather than turning outward to engage in civic
and public affairs in order to serve others, education seemed to be acquired for the
purpose of self-interests (Kecskes, 2006). This mutually exclusive existence neither
benefits the community nor does it tap into the knowledge of the university, from which
solutions to community problems may reside or may be resyarched-(Hoppe & Speck,
2004). According to Morreale

anc~ Applegate,

"society is appropriately asking that higher

educational institutions justify its huge investment in research ai;id teaching in higher
education and to rediscover its responsibility to society" (2006, p. 264).

Resurgence of civic engagement through volunteerism. The September 11th
terrorist attack on New York City has awakened the ideal of civic responsibility among
college students and resulted in mass involvement of youth in volunteer activ.ities. A
report from The Corporation of National and Community Service (CNCS, 2006) reports
".the college student volunteerism rate increased by 20% to 3.3 million students in 2005.
College students are twice as likely to volunteer as individuals of the same age Who are
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not enrolled in an institution of higher education (30.2% and 15.1% respectively)" (p. 2,
3). These statistics seem to suggest that college students may be recognizing their role in
civic engagement. However, these numbers represent service in the form of volunteerism
and may not include the reflective component of service-learning. Rhoads (1997) argues
that without· the reflective element and the educational instruction to transition the service
into a possible transformational stratagem, the benefit of the service may end when the
student concludes the activity. Those who serve with short-sighted, egotistical ideals may
do so from interests that "lie in changing the consciousness of the oppressed, not in.
changing the situation that oppresses them" (Freire, 1970).
Creating and Designing Service-learning Curriculum
When creating and designing service-learning curriculum, educational institutions
should create service opportunities that directly impact the skill set of the learners. To do
so, the definition, mis·sibn, goals, and benefits of service-learning must be clearly
communicated to the students. Additionally, service-learning curricula will add a
community service-project in conjunction with a reflection strategy in lieu of a more
traditional component such as a research paper or group project (S. Bender, personal
communication, February 20, 2007). The service project should further the learning
objectives of the academic course, include academic rigor, address community needs, and
require students to reflect on their activity in order to gain an appreciation for the
reciprocal and cbllaborative relationship that exists between civics, community agencies,
and academics (http://servicelearning.ucf.edu, 2007). Reflection methodology can be
varied, but the most popular techniques are journal writing, the completion of a reflection
paper, a project that synthesizes the course content with the service activity, and in-class
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discussion (Jacoby & Associates, 1996).The component of reflection is a form of
assessment which attempts to evaluate student learning (Welcl;l & Billig, 2004).

Studies ofService-learning Programs in Higher Education
Learn and Serve America Higher Education (LSAHE) conducted a study of more
than 1,300 students from 28 higher educational institutions for the purpose of evaluating
LSAHE funded service-learning.programs (Gray, Ondaatje & Zakaras, 1999). This study
revealed that service-learning opportunities for sttidents had increased through additional
service projects integrated into coursework. These service-projects seemed to strengthen
community relations. Yet, many institutions lacked the on-going resources to support
and assist faculty in this endeavor. Gray, Ondaatje and Zakaras note that "only 52% of
community colleges, compared to 75% of all others types of colleges, housed a servicelearning center. Community Colleges were found to be the least funded for organizations
supporting service-learning pursuits·(27%) in comparison to 70% ofresearch
universities": Community colleges were the least likely to require a service-learning
component as a condition for graduation. Without the institutional tradition of service in
conjunction with faculty support systems, such as the leadership of a service-learning
coorginator and a service-learning center, it was left to faculty to execute the logistics of
other non-teaching skills. These skills require substantial proficiency and time to
coordinate the arduous activities required to network with various community agencies
(Gray et al.). All of these issues were noted as barriers to faculty participation in serviceleaming pedagogy.
A nationwide study was conducted by The American Association of Community
Colleges (AACC) in 2003. The purpose of this study was to gauge the level of service
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learning involvement in community colleges around the nation and additionally
attempted to record the changd and growth in service-learning.programs at the
community college level (Prentice, Robinson, & McPhee, 2003). The data from this study
concluded that the average number of faculty participating in service-learning was 14
full-time and six part-time faculty per college. Less than half (49%) of the institutions
provided service-Jearning professional development. Additionally, less than 10% of
faculty who incorporated the pedagogy receive release time or reassigned time. It appears
that money and release time are not related to participation.

Impact on Students' Perceptions, Attitudes and Values
The benefits of service-learning to students are often asserted as a rationale used
to entice faculty participation in

service~learning.

Markus, Howard, and King (1993)

conducted an experiment on 89 sophomores and juniors at the University of Michigan
enrolled in two "Contemporary Political Issues" courses. The first course was studied
with a treatment consisting of a service-learning component, whereas students inthe
second course served as a control group. A Likert-style questionnaire, in a pre~ and postcourse research design, studied the effects of service-learning and non-service learning
pedagogy on the students' social and politic(ll beliefs. Additionally, the researchers
conducted a multivariate analysis of variance (ANOVA).
The findings of this study revealed a statistically significant difference between
the two groups of students.

Service~learning

students reported an ability to apply

principles from this course to new situations and developed overall values in this field of
study, F (8, 45) = 2.19, p <.05. Survey questions regarding course grades revealed a·
statistically significant difference (t = 2.66, p. < .01 ).
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Other statistically significanJ differences were discovered, The community service
sections differed markedly on the reported measures of course impact when compared to
the control group without a service component. The pre- and post- evaluations of the
control group noted significant individuaJ-level improvement changejn only three of the
15 items. However, those students with the service-learning component demonstrated
'sigl)ificant pre- to post-course change individual-leve.l.' i.mprovement in eight of the 15
items. Attendance in the-service-learning gi;oup was 85%, while the control group
attendance was measured at 78%. The
personal importance attached to

servic~-learning

"wor~jpg

students reported increased

toward· equal opportunity for all U.S. citizens'',

"volunteering my time helping people in need" qpd "finding a career that pro.vides the
opportunity to be helpful to others or useful ip s9ciety" (Markus, Howard, & King, 1993).
Georgetown University, a private Catholic and Jesuit college, located outside of
Washington, D.C. has incorp9rated the tenets ofcivic engagement into their mission
statement and

co~rsework

since 2000 (Marullo, Weigert, & Palacinps, 2006). A social

justice analysis program's q1pstone project, Project D.C., which included servicelearning projects, w;:is evaluated and compared to a traditional capstqne coui;se jn
Sociology. Percent ch11nge in student learning between pre-test and post-test in~t.ruments
responses
a~ high

W<\S

c:i.11alyzed. The average final scores for the Project D.C. swdents were twice

(:42.07%} as the traditional capstone results (1 ~%). P.('.. Project student responses

to integrating tbe9ry and research, analyzing quantitative· and qualitµtive data superseded
the traditional capstone i.r:1dicators by a positive change of 10.63%, 26.07%, and 25.75%
respectively. The D.C. Projec;:t students' responses indicated that their ability to apply
concepts to real -life increased fivefold·. Understanding multiculturalism and g!lining a
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sense of social justice had more than doubled. In addition, the tenet of understanding
cultural influences scored 18. 79% for the D.C. Project as compared to 1.00% for the
traditional capstone students (Marullo, et al.).

Student Satisfaction, Skill-building, and Civic Responsibility Outcomes
The Indiana School of Nursing Bachelor of Science (BSN) program conducted a
study 9f 50 sophomore students who performed a health screening service~leaming
project at a community agency (Reising, Allen, & Hall, 2006). Data were collected using
anonymous questionnaires and a written reflection at the end of both experiences. Likertstyle questionnaires (5-point Likert-type scale, with 5 being the highest) were used. The
mean for each closed-question was analyzed. The study reported: (a) "that overall student
satisfaction was rated 3 .8, (b) development of blood pressure and heart rate assessment
skills was rated as 4.1, (c) development of health counseling skills was rated as 3.6, (d)
seeing health promotion theory in action was rated as 4.4, (e) development of
professional and civic responsibility was rated as 4.0, and (f) experience with a variety of
healthcare needs was rated as 4.4" (Reising, Allen & Hall, p. 513).
From open-ended questions, student comments and written reflections were
analyzed using content analysis. M;ajor themes were studied. Many students describ~d
positive experiences including becoming more comfortable and proficient in blood
pressure acquisition.and patient counseling, using skills in a real-life setting, heightened
awareness of professional demeanor, and making a difference in the lives of others.
Nearly 64% of students attributed their comfort in assessing their own blood pressure
taking skills to partaking in the screenings and 36% attributed their comfort in
participating to their work. Students later participated with faculty in implementing

1"6

strategies to assist future groups qf students in blood pressure

screening~.

The findings of

these researchers concluded that benefits of service-learning projects may include
personal and interpersonal development, social responsibility, &nd improvements in
academic learning (Eyler, Giles, Stenson, & Gray, 1993).
Pryor's report for The Center of Governmental Research, Inc. (CGR) measl.lred
the'iropact of service-learning at Monroe Community College in Rochester, NY in 2005
by conducting a pre- and post-test to two groups of students. A group of students was
involved in a service-learning course and the control group was not. According to this
study, 26% of service-learning students agreed or agreed strongly that they would take
additional service-learning classes in the future, as compared with 13% of the control
group students. Additionally, 53% of the students who took the service-learning courses
agreed or strongly agreed that the service c.omponent helped their understanding of the
course material (Pryor, 2005). The research sqggests that students believe servicelearning is meaningful and would pµrsµe additionfll courses with a service-learning
component.
Service-learning and Community Outcomes
In another study by Reising, Allen, and Hall (2006b) community outcomes were
measured in regarqs to the effectiveness of a service-learning program. Community
outcomes were defined as changes in health behaviors that resulted in lowering of blood
pressures, reduced risk for l:iigb bJood pressures, and an overall healthier lifestyle
(Reising, et al., 2000b ). Again, the BS.N 1).UfSing students and community members were
participants in the study. Four.health screening sessions, totaling 917 client health
screenings, were conducted over a period of 16 months. Obtaining a 54% response rate of

survey completion and submission, 39% of the respondents·had initiated positive
measures to lower their blood pressures, or risk for hypertension. In short, the findings of
these studies support the ideology that service-learning activities can result in positive
community outcomes. In addition,

service~ learning

synthesizes the common good of the

participants with the individual accomplishment of the learners. Because service-learning
is a reciprocal entity, the service-learners are impacted by the community (Reising, et al,
2000b).

~
How the community impacts service-learners. Students, as citizens of a
community, should have a vested interest in the community. Whereas education focuses
OQ

individual skill building, connections with other citizens in the community are forged

through the implementation of civic engagement. Through civic engagement activities,
learners may receive the educational connection that promotes self-esteem, personal
assurance, and support towards a more.equitable society (Lisman, 1998). ln fact, Butin
(2003) asserts that "through these connections, the students should.receive the benefits of
enhanced cognitive, affective, and ethical education" (p. 1675).
Service-learning often immerses students in interactions with others with whom
the students might otherwise not have come in contact. Butin (2003) coins these
interactions as 'border-crossings'. Various skill-sets, abilities, .and interactions with
native-born and

foreign~born

are needed to boost efficiency, differentiation of goods and

services, as well as problem-solving proficiency in the workplace (Ottaviano & Peri,
2004). Lee and Ulaga state, "Years ago, the US services firms faced virtually no foreign
competition in their home markets. However, through aggressive investments during the
l 990's, service marketers are dealing with an increasingly globalized environment,
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confronting new opportunities for profit while facing world-class competition in their
home markets" (2004, p.193).
Friedman (2006) claims that .the world is becoming 'flat' due to the toppling of
societal, cultural, and political barriers. Developing relationships, social and intellectual
capital within American communities through properly educating its students is
imperative as our communities go global and become more complex (Friedman). In
order for graduates of higher education to be able to participate and to thrive in a
futuristic global workforce, "students must be able to operate in, .mobilize, inspire, and
manage a multidimensional and multicultural workforce" (Friedman, 2006, p. 282).
Service-learning is one valid and appropriate tool to accomplish this desired goal.
Social and intellectual capital. Social and intellectual capital is needed to
compete on a global scale (Friedman, 2006; Patrick, 1998). Social and intellectual capital
includes learning how to learn, having a passion and curiosity for anything which
develops the intelligence quotient, playing well with others, being able .to forge
relationships, demonstrating the ability to tackle novel challenges and lastly, being able to
synthesize the big picture (Friedman). Additionally, Patrick states "civic virtues and
participatory skills can be developed through methods of cooperative learning and
service-learning" (p. 2). However, social and intellectual capital is built on skill
development through relationships of trust. Trust can be built through expei:iential
learning in concert with academic, cognitive-based learning activities (Patrick). These
skills can be learned locally and implemented on a global scale.
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Student Perceptions
Although service.learning may hold many potential benefits for students, not
every student maywish to be engaged in service-learning. "Students are concerned for
practical gain in their education, and wonder whether there is any application fm: their
liberal studies in their own lives" (Speck & Hoppe, 2004, p.18), Students may not see the
value in ·how service-learning projects could promote their academic and career
preparation (Caputo, 2005). For.others, time constraints originating from transportation
issues, family, and work may thwart participation (Reising, Allen, & Hall, 2006;
McCarthy & Tucker, 1999).
Service-learning coursework is oftentimes a new experience for students. Students
are at differing levels of deYelopment and learning styles (McEwen, 1996). As such,
students may feel unprepared or unable to perform the required activities (McCarthy &
Tucker, 1999). Introducing social justice issues can alter the traditional classroom
experience as 'a safe, harmonious place' into a space where personal values and
assumptions are Often challenged (Green, 2003). Some students have realized that
personal, social, and cultural practices may have perpetuated various cultural and societal
ills that service-learning seeks to remedy (Green).
Many of society's problems can not be solved during the time frame of one
semester. The work must be ongoing. Maybach states "It takes a great deal of time,
structured experience, attention to social and emotional growth, and_ incremental skill
building to arrive at an enlightened relationship with others" ( 1996, p.6). Students may
feel conflicted in forming relationships which may conclude at the end of the semester.
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Faculty Perceptions ofAdapting Service Learning
Faculty who implement service-learning .note that student interest in the subject
seems to increase due in part to the utilization of newly developed student .problem"solving skills (Eyler & Giles, 1999). Additionally, traditional measures of learning are
enhanced, making teaching more enjoyable and less monotonous (Bringle & Hatcher,
1996). How and when service projects occur, can heighten faculty's sense of autonomy.
Faculty also can choose their professional and personal level of involvement by assigning
service projects with various amounts of flexibility (Bringle & Hatcher).
Notwithstanding the many benefits· of service'-learning, there is no unanimity of
opinion concerning the value of service-learning. Butin (2003) for instance, calls servicelearning "a disruptive pedagogy" (p. 1683). Due to tl}e experiential origin of servicelearning, the roles of the teacher and the student are blurred because teaching and
learning become shared entities (Butin). ·Participation in the problem encourages students
to participate in the solution which may include encouraging students to question the
status-quo. Teachers who tend to incorporate traditional teaching methodologies and who
act as the primary gatekeeper of knowledge may find

service~learning

interactions to be

intimidating (Freire, 1970). In. addition, service-learning may require faculty to do more
than fulfill traditional educational roles.
Faculty must be willing to challenge old thinking and practices, to become open
to and to become comfortable with uncertainty and to learn how to surrender some of the
control of classroom management and leadership ideology. These traditional behaviors
are not easily relinquished. Before undertaking this pedagogy, many instructors remain
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unconvinced of service-learning's merits. Faculty may want credible evidence that the
pedagogy is worthwhile and accomplishes stakeholder and constituent outcomes.
Conducting longitudinal studies to prove or disprove various claims are expensive and
time consuming. Caputo suggests that educators need patience to bear out affects of
service-learning on long term civic engagement and other claims {Caputo, 20.05).

Institutional Implementation Support
To facilitate and support higher education

service~learning

institutions,

organizations that specialize in service-learning pedagogy exist. Many organizations such
as Campus Compact, The American Association of Community Colleges (AACC), the
American Association of Higher Education, Learn and Serve America, Ameri-Corps, a
host of listservs, and many others have resources available to assist in the process.
Professional development, multi-ineaia, grant funding, and many other assets are
accessible to new and existing programs (Howard, Gelmon, & Giles, 2000).
Nevertheless, implementing a

service~learning

program is a detailed process.

Implementing service-learning across the curriculum. Including service-learning
projects across the campus can be a slow process. Five to seven years is oftentimes
required to invoke campus-wide infusion of the pedagogy (Furco & Holland, 2004).
Arranging student transportation between campus and project sites, integrating service
projects with these off-site organizations as well as designing on-campus, non-service
projects can be administratively and logistically challenging. Coordinating academic and
nonacademic schedules and integrating service projects with academic ones can consum.e
precious time and energy (Adler-Kassner, Crooks, & Watters,.2001).
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In addition to identifying critical constituents, forming relationships with selected
'

community agencies .is an on-going endeavor of goodwill. Developing these
relationships requires good communication skills. Kouzes and Posner (2002) note
"Leaders should listen deeply to others, discover and appeal to a common purpose, give
life to a vision by communicating expressively, so that people can see themselves
involved in the practice" (p. 148).

Implementation costs. Institutional practices of innovation and sustainability are
necessary for the longitudinal growth of any organization (Hall, 1999). Nevertheless,
implementing any program across the curriculum ca.n be costly and will mandate many
behavioral changes. "Behavioral changes cannot be

sust~ined

without str.uctural supports

in place. Leaders must pay as much attention to these structural supports as the changes
themselves" .(Porter-O'Grady & Malloch, 2003, p.290). One of the structural costs of
imple!llenting and sustaining service-learning programs is the establishment of a
centralized office to support the initiative. Sixty-four percent of campuses reported
making budget commitments averaging $81,000 per year to establish or maintain a
centralized service-learning office and staff. On the average, 65% of the budget came
from institutional funds. (Morton & Troppe, 1996).
Implementing any new program requires support on many levels. Support may
include technical and logistical assistance in the form of professional development and
faculty mentoring. Other activities to sustain the initiative, including raising capital
through grant writing, fundraising, or endowments are an ongoing function (Hammond,
1994). These changes can be expensive and may disrupt normal institutional processes. In
essence, institutional support is needed to move the constituents through a process of
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transformational learning which includes learning new ideologies and unlearning old
ones, all the while maintaining and sustaining some familiar organizational structure
(Porter-O'Grady & Malloch, 2003).

Chapter Summary
The review of the empirical literature reveals that service-learning has strong
theoretical and conceptual frameworks fashioned through centuries of linking education
with service. Ongoing studies, contributing to the foundational research base from
service-learning pedagogical practices, continue to increase the understanding, the
effectiveness, and the evolving contributions of the practice in regards to student
beneficence. Yet, faculty who are deemed as the gatekeepers of the curriculum, seem
reluctant to infuse service-learning tenets into post-secondary curriculum.
In order to study current perceptions, motivations, and concerns of post secondary
faculty in regards to implementing service-learning into curriculum, research
methodology will be designed and conducted. A detailed description of the mixedmethod approach used to answer the research questions posed will be found in Chapter 3
of this dissertation.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
Introduction
The basis of this inquiry rested on the assumption that data gathered from a
diverse collection of research methodology would provide a broader understanding of
phenomena and experiences of participants (Creswell, 2003). This study sought to
investigate and explore the perceptions, motivations and concerns of post-secondary
faculty regarding the inclusion of service-learning pedagogy into curriculum through a
mixed-method approach. This mixed-method approach gathered data through a
quantitative survey and through focus groups and interviews at three post-secondary
institutions.
Sample and Population
The Greate.r Rochester New York Region, located in Monroe County, New York
surpasses national education attainment levels (U.S. Census Bureau, 2000) due in part to
the number of colleges and universities in the area. For the purpose of this study, an
electronic survey was distributed to a sample of the population known as teaching faculty
in colleges and universities that issue associates and undergraduate degrees in Monroe
County, NY. Within the potential participants of the population, faculty voluntarily chose
to participate. Those who chose to participate formed a convenience sample (Sue &
Ritter, 2007). The data generated from the survey provided the researcher with the ability
to adequately correlate the data to similar populations in order to provide insights and
inform policy (Creswell, 2003).
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The designated sample 6f faculty was inclusive of all ranks ahd incorporated
tenured, non-tenured, and adjunct faculty, currently teaching at one of the three
participating higher educational institutions in Monroe County, NY. The higher
institutional settings are identified as Monroe Community College (MCC), Rochester
Institute of Technology (RIT), and St. John Fisher College (SJFC). These institutions
were chosen by the researcher for several reasons. Each institution is a traditionat, brick
and mortar facility credited with a well~established history of educating undergraduate
students for more than 25 years. For the purposes of qualitative follow up, these
institutions are conveniently located to the researcher.
In order to insure that the research process complies with ethical practices of
SJFC, this researcher involved the Institutional Review Board (IRB) of the organizations
from which participants may be solicited (Creswell, 2007). The IRB documentation
forms are located in Appendix C. The desigIJ. of this study was non-experimen!al in
nature and therefore, no harm to the respondents was identified. In addition, participants
had the ability to freely participate or to not as well as opt out of the survey at any time.

Research Design
The research design must be in alignment and be responsive to the proposed
research questions which seek to investigate and explore the perceptioIJ.s, motivations and
concerns of post-secondary faculty towards the inclusion of service-learning into
curriculum. A mixed-method approach was used to study the probJem pragmatically
through multiple lenses (Creswell, 2003}. An electronic survey was conducted to gatheF
qual)titative data. The quantitative data was complemented by qualitative methods
through the use of focus groups and interviews to exploit nested information on a smaller
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scale with fewer participants (Creswell). The researcher also reduced bias by
triangulating t4e data (Creswell). Triangulation is the synthesis of different research
methods in the same study to collect data, to increase credibility, and provide ·reliability
and validity .(Gill & Johnson, 2002).

' Quantitative Data Collection Methods
A survey is an efficient and effective method of non-experimental data collection
(Creswell, 2003). As such, this non-experimental study .utilized a survey as its main
quantitative data collection method. Questionnaires provide a reasonably accurate way to
collect and analyze behavioral data (Rea & Parker, 2005). Therefore, to help answer the
research question concerning behavioral attributes such as faculty perceptions,
motivations, and concerns, a Likert-style scale was used to collect and analyze data
quantitatively (Scheuren, 2004). In order to capture and maintain the attention of a
perspective participant throughout the survey, questionnaire design and distribution
methodology was vital to good data collection.

Web-based Questionnaire Design and Distribution
Designing and distributing a Web-based survey was an appealing data collection
method for this study because this form of delivery can be cost effective, expedient,
efficient, and capable ofreaching a wide demographic area in a.short period of time (Sue
& Ritter, 2007; Rea & Parker, 2005). Good questionnaire design may enhance the
success of the survey. Participants may be more apt to initiate and complete the survey if
the questions are well-structured and unbiased. The number of questions, as well as how
the questions are formatted, may impact completion rates. For example, open-ended
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questions require more thought, and therefore, more response time "in comparison to
closed-ended questions (Rea & Parker; Scheuren, 2004; & Spunt, 1999).
To increase the response rate, Spunt (1999) recommends that the survey be as
short as possible, so as to prevent survey fatigue and respondent drop-off. To limit survey
fatigue and respondent drop-off, this .researcher programmed a contingency question into
the survey. In the electronic platform program, a contingency question activated a
command;known as

skip~logic.

Skip-logic directed the respondent to a new set of

questions based on their response to the contingency question, preventing the respondent
from feeling forced to read and answer unnecessary questions (Sue & Ritter, 2007;
SurveyMonkey.com). Sur\rey fatigue was limited by conducting a timed pilot-test (Sue &
Ritter).
To satisfy these constraints, the researcher subscribed to a web host known as
SurveyMonkey (surverymopkey.com). This web host provided an electronic platform
that allowed the researcher a fair degree of creativity and control of the survey design
process. The number and format of questions, as well as the response options, were easy
to use and were easily manipulated.
Distribution of the survey was conducted through a single-stage sampling
distribution procedure This sampling procedure was one· in which the researcher had
access to names in the population through an electronic database of faculty contacts,
known as an e-mail distribution list (Sue & Ritter, 2007). Each of these participating
post-secondary institutions created faculty e-mail distribution lists as a major form of
communication and educators have ready access to this electronic media. These sampling
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distribution methods were readily available to the researcher through the information
technology personnel and therefore were utilized to conduct this study.
The survey platform enabled the researcher to establish a time frame between the
distribution and return of the survey. An electronic cover-letter that accompanied the
' initial survey distribution can be found in Appendix D. The cover letter explained the
purpose of the research and the procedure for completing the questionnaire. In. addition,
participants were assured of the confidentiality of both their participation and responses.
After the one week return time had expired, the researcher evaluated the response rate.
"The response rate·is the percentage of the potential respondents who were ipitially
contacted and completed the questionnaire" (Rea & Parker 2005). Schonlu, Fricker, &
Elliott (2002) state that "e-mail survey response rates range from 6-68%" (p. 20).
SurveyMonkey allowed the researcher to track respondents, as well as nonrespondents (SurveyMonkey.com). As such, those who did not respond were issued a
reminder through the software application. This feature helped the researcher to avoid
skewing the data with multiple replies from one or more respondents. Additionally, the
researcher activated the collection feature of the web-based host. The collection feature
enabled the researcher to "create a survey which collected separate responses from each
of the surveyed institutions. Each collector's responses will all come back to the original
survey combined together in one results summary" (SurveyMonkey Conversion Guide,
1999-2007, p. 9). One survey was distributed to three institutions and the web-based host
merged the data at a later point.
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Instruments Used to Collect Quantitative Data
For the purposes of this research, data was collected through an electronic
distribution of a modified survey. This survey instrument was initially created by Abes,
Jackson, and Jones (2002) and was further modified by Banerjee (2005). Thfee
quantitative instruments served as a cross-sectional construct that addressed the research
questions. These instruments are kl}own as the Faculty Perception Survey (FPS), the
Faculty Motivation and Deternmt.s for the Use of Service-Leaming Survey (FMDUSL)
and the Personal Characteristics Survey (PCS) (Banerjee). Permission to use

the~e

tools

is located in Appendix E. Banerjee's research instruments are located in Appendix F.
Faculty Perception Survey
The FPS measured: faculty awareness and insights of service-leamiµg pedagogy.
Twenty-five questions were formatted in a Likert-style scale, which range frorµ 1 =
Strongly Disagree to 7 = Strongly Agree. The instrument employed 19 questions to
measure faculty's perception of service-learning as a value-added construct for learning
and teaching within Banerjee' s target population of faculty i,µ Family and Consumer
Sciences (fCS). Additionally, six questions were designed to avoid response set bias
rather than faculty perceptions (Banerjee, 2005). Response set bias is the tendency to
respond in a particular way to the ~ontent of a questionnaire which can affect the validity
and reliability of the survey (Glanz, 2003).
In addition to creating the FPS tool, Banerjee (2005) established validity and
reliability for this instrument. Mertler (2006) defines validity of research data as "a
characteristic of data that deals with the extent to which the data have been collected
accurately and measure what they purport to measure" m:ici cJefines reliability as "a
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concept related to the consistency of quantitative data" (p. 237, 239). Validity ;;md
reliability help to insure trustworthiness, credibility, and dependability of the study
(Mertler). Content, construct, and face validity were obtained by a panel of s~rvice
learning experts who scrutinized the surveys. Additionally, these experts established
inter-item correlation for reliability using Gronbach' s alpha of .91. The Cronbach
standard for reliability is 0.70. In comparison, Banerjee's alpha score exceeds that
standard. This finding assured. thatthe 19 items of the FPS section of the survey .measure
the same construct. The results of these analyses provided strong evidence for the
reliability and validity of the FPS scale

(Ban~rjee).

Faculty Motivation and Deterrents for the Use ofService-Learning Survey
Banerjee (2005} adopted and modified the instrument created by Abes, Jackson,
and Jones (2002) to study faculty motivation and deterrents for the use of s.ervicelearning. Validity and reliability assessment was p~rforme_dJhrough a pilot test of tlw
survey done by a panel of experts at Abes,_ Jackson, and Jones' home institution at Ohio
State University (Abes, Jackson, &Jones; Banerje_e). To clarify apy possible confusion
regarding participant practice of service-learning pedagogy, a definit_ion of servicelearning was provided. The survey consisted of seyeral components: (a) faculty's
motivation to incorporate service-learning

into~eaching,

(b) faculty's intention to

continue to incorporate service-learning, and (c) faculty's rationale for not including
service-learning into curriculum.

Personal Characteristics Survey
For the purposes of this study, a modification to Banerjee's PCS portion of the
electronic survey was designed to limit the personal characteristics of faculty to the
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research question pertaining to rank and tenure, gender, and discipline. From participant
responses, quantitative data was statistically analyzed and trends were identified through
Microsoft Excel and the Statistical Program for Social Sciences (SPSS) 16.0 for
Windows.
In conclusion, a researcher may design an appropriate instrument for data
collection or the tool may be replicated from the design of another researcher from a
previous study. Replicating the theoretically sound work done by Banerjee may add
information and value to the body of existing knowledge. Therefore, the three
aforementioned tools were electronically adapted for this study through the importation
of the tool into SurveyMonkey.
Quantitative Data Analysis
Descriptive statistics were used to analyze the collected data. Because faculty
perceptions, motivations and concerns regarding service-learning implementation were
foundational to this study, the researcher.eI11ployed a variety of de~criptive statistics to
summarize various elements of the disaggregated data. From participant responses,

/

descriptive statistics data summarized the information by using the three most commonly
used measures of central tendency: mean, median, and mode. In addition, measures of
variability and dispersion were utilized to explain data. Tabular and graphic summaries
assisted in organizing and displaying the data nonlinguistically.
Numerical data may not sufficiently represent faculty experiences or capture
specific language or voices on the topic (Creswell, 2003). From the results of this survey
data, this researcher extrapolated participants' responses from several open-ende<f
questions of this study which was used as qualitative data.
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engaging a small number of faculty in extensive and prolonged conversations. The intent
of conducting phenomenological inquiry is to generate themes through the discovery of
new knowledge_artd meaning from life experiences of the subjects (Kvale, 1996;
Creswell,2003). Once identified, these themes were foniied to ,extrapolate valuable
information for the study.
In addition to discovering themes, _internal. validity was considered. "Internal
validity deals w.ith the question of how research findings match reality, for example, do
research findings mirror reality and do fipdings capture what is really there?" (Merriam,
1998, p. 201 ). Internal validity was strengthened through a collaborative review process
of interview transcripts, observation notes and comments with the participant throughout
the study. Plausibility or accuracy before the final analysis was interpreted, published,
and established through the process of triangulation. (Mertler, 2006). The process of
triangulation enhanced the credibility of the data by seeking to obtain similar information
from different independent sources or methods.
One method of triangulation w.as established as an audit trail (Gay & Airasian,
2000). The audit trail included field notes artd repeated the implementation of member
checks for the purposes of supplying detailed descriptions.
Plan ofAction and Timeline
In preparation for IRB application, the researcher completed an on-line training
course through the St. John Fisher College web site in December 2007. Through
networking with other service-learning coordinators, the researcher's alumni associations,
or through a Google search (www.google.coin), the seven higher educational· institutions'
service-learning coordinators were identified_in-August 2007. During that same time
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period, the researcher contacted each potential higher education institution through e-mail
to inquire as to the possibility of the institution's participation in this doctoral research.
Of those selected by the researcher, four individuals representing four institutions
expressed interest in participating in the research study. These individuals gained the
approval of their institution and guided the researcher through each of the institution's
IRB process. Due to logistical constraints, one college was unable to participate. The
remaining three representatives assisted the researcher in forming a relationship with the
information technology (IT) administrator. The IT administrator guided the researcher as
to how to host the electronic survey through the institution's e-mail client.
Concurrently, the researcher subscribed to the Web..:based host known as
SurveyMonkey. Banerjee's survey was then-electronically transformed and prepared for
distribution. A consent form and an introductory e-mail explaining the n,search
significance for all potential participants were created. The following timeline will be
established:
\ The proposal and the supporting research documents were drafted, discussed with
\

the dissertation Chair, and were revised in December, 2007. Additionally, the researcher
pilot tested the survey on select 25 cohort members, obtained and analyzed feedback, and
made corrections as needed. The pilot test was designed to evaluate the collector feature
of the web-based survey host, to gauge time requirements to complete the survey as well
as to assist in troubleshooting any potential problems.
The dissertation proposal was successfully defended in December 2007. The
researcher began survey distribution on April 1, 2008, with the second call to participate
concluded on April 15, 2008. Data was collected and analyzed. Themes were developed
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and focus group questions were formulated. Potential focus group participants were
identified and invitations sent out through electronic format. Focus groups and
interviews commenced in April 2008 and concluded June 2008. Data was analyzed and
themes were identified in June 2008.
Chapter Summary
This chapter described the rationale of selecting a mixed-method research design.
Research instrumentation and data collection methods utilized for this study were
discussed. In addition, the researcher formulated an action plan, which spanned a five
month time frame for data collection and the data analysis processes.
Chapter 4 reports the results of the data collection. The analysis of quantitative
and qualitative data was performed to gain insights as to the perceptions, motivations,
and concerns of faculty in post-secondary institutions regarding implementing serviceleaming into curriculum.
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Chapter 4: Results
Introduction
The goal of this research study was to gain understanding of the perceptions,
motivations, and concern.s of post-secondary faculty regarding the implementation of
service-learning projects into curriculum. This chapter presents the findings of this study.
A mixed-method approach was used to gather and to disseminate data.
The first section of this chapter provides a brief overview of the research
questions and the use of a survey to collect quantitative data. Seven institutions of higher
education were asked to participate in this study. Of these seven, three colleges
participated. The survey was distributed to 2710 faculty members in three higher
educational institutions through the use of SurveyMonkey, a Web-based host. The
participant responses were collected and analyzed using descriptive statistics. The sample
of the population consisted of those faculty who self-selected into the survey, forming a
convenience sample. This convenience sample will be used to generate policy, rather than
to generalize data to other populations.
The second section of this chapter provides selected qualitative data. Two focus
groups and nine interviews with faculty who do implement service-learning (SL) and
who do not include service-learning (NSL) pedagogy in their curriculum were conducted.
Additional qualitative data was collected through open-ended questions from the
quantitative survey distributed through SurveyMonkey. The identified phenomenological
themes generated by these sessions will be discussed.
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Research Questions
The following three research questions were the focus of this investigation:
1. What are the perceptions, motivations, and concerns of faculty who teach in
higher educational institutions who incorporate service-learning pedagogy into
curriculum?
2. What are the perceptions, -motivations, and concerns of faculty who teach in
higher educational institutions who· do noLincorporate service-learning pedagogy into
curriculum?
3. To what extent is there variation in the responses of participants disaggregated by
rank, tenure, gender, and discipline?

Survey Distribution Background
In an attempt to answer each of the three research questions posed, the researcher
adapted a survey instrument which originated with Abes, Jackson, and Jones (2002) and
was adapted and replicated by Banerjee (2005). This survey consisted of three segments:
(a) the FPS portion of the survey was used to measure SL and NSL faculty perceptions of
the pedagogy, (b) the FMDULS portion which was adapted to measure motivations and
deterrents for the use of service-learning, and (c) the PCS segment was implemented to
study demographic information of the participants. For the purpose of this research, the
aforementioned research instruments were transformed into an electronic survey format
and were distributed though an electronic web-host known as SurveyMonkey.
Electronic web-host surveys are a relatively new phenomenon. These surveys are
being used to capture information for both needs analysis and data collection. Electronic
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web-hosts can be a cost effective, fast, and efficient way to reach a wide demographic
area in a short period of time (Sue & Ritter, 2007; Rea & Parker, 2005). The researcher
considered these attributes in relationship to the sample population and chose
SurveyMonkey as a method to distribute, collect, and analyze the data. In addition, the
researcher chose to distribute the surveys electronically through e-mail.
The electronic survey was distributed to faculty from three participating higher
educational institutions directly through each of the college's e-mail client list. The webhost utilized the researcher's e-mail address as (a) the sender of the invitation to
participate in the survey, (b) a legitimate non-commercial solicitor to avoid spam
blockers and filters, and·( c) as a collector of all ·undeliverable e-mail
(SurveyMonkey.com).
In order to obtain e-mail lists of faculty, a series of professional relationships were
established at each institution. In,itially, ·permission to conduct this research was granted
by each institution's IRB. Once all of the three college's· IRB granted permission, the
researcher inquired about the· existence of a service-learning coordinator (SLC) at each
institution. If such a position .existed at the institution, the researcher enlisted his or her
support in promoting the study. The service-learning coordinator assisted the researcher
in identifying key technology support administrators and academic administrators at their
respective institl.ltions. At one institution, no SLC existed and as such, the researcher
identified the dean at that institution and contacted hi).ll for assistance.
Extensive personal and electronic contacts with the academic and technology
administrators resulted in the designing a plan unique to their individual institutional
context. These administrators identified.various barriers to successful distribution such as
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academic calendar constraints. One administrator at each college solicited faculty
participation through an informational e-mail to encourage faculty participation. The
technology systems' administrators provided an up-to-date Excel spreadsheet of faculty
e-mail. These e-mail addresses were imported into the researcher's SurveyMonkey
address book for distribution purposes. Each technology systems' administrator guided
the distributions of the survey to navigate through spam .filters. Spam is unsolicited,
usually commercial e-mail sept to a large number of e-mail addresses (Sue & Ritter,
2007).
SurveyMonkey helped the· researcher to avoid skewed data by blocking multiple
replies from respondents. A SurveyMonkey function that limits one response per e-mail
address was initiated by the researcher. Participants who did not complete the survey
were allowed to reenter the survey. However, those participants who opted out of the
survey as well as those who fully completed the survey, were not allowed· to reenter the
survey at a later time. The survey remained accessible for a three-week period at each
'institution. The researcher initiated an additional invitation two weeks after the initial
distribution to faculty who had not previously responded (SurveyMonkey.com).
Skip logic was embedded into the electronic sm:vey at various intervals in an
attempt to avoid survey fatigue. Skip-logic directs the respondent to a new set of
questions based on their response to the contingency question, preventing the respondent
from feeling forced to read and answer unnecessary questions (Sue & Ritter, 2007;
SurveyMonkey.com). Respondents were able to skip a question or opt out of the suNey
at any time. Those who opted out of the survey were counted as respondents to the initial
survey. However, these individuals were not counted .in any statistical analysis of the
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responses. In addition, those who opted out were not issued a second invitation to
participate.
Of the 2710 surveys distributed, three hundred and forty-five faculty members
responded to the survey, garnering a 12.6% collective response rate. "The response rate is
the percentage of the potential respondents who were initially contacted and completed
the questionnaire" (Rea & Parker 2005). Schonlu, Fricker, and Elliott (2002) state that "email survey response rates range from 6-68%" (p. 20). Of the 2710 surveys that were
distributed, 11 were returned as undeliverable on the first distribution. The undelivered
surveys were sent to the researcher's e-mail as a collection site by SurveyMonkey in
order to provide accurate information as to distribution efficiency. The 11 undeliverable
surveys were removed from the database.

Survey Components
This study replicates Abes, Jackson and Jones (2002) and later adapted by
Banerjee (2005) which investigated the perceptions, motivations, and detertents of
implementing service-karning into a post-secondary curriculum. The survey was
comprised of four sections: (a) faculty perceptions, (b) motivations, (c) deterrents, and (d)
demographics. Many definitions of service-learning·exist (Kendall, 1990). The definition
of service-learning (Bringle and Hatcher, 1995) was embedded early in the first section of
the survey in order to ensure a commop vocabulary alJlong participants.
In addition to the definition of service-learning, 25 questions measured interval
data through the use of a seven point Likert~style scale. All respondents' (SL and NSL
faculty) perceptions of service-learning were collected and analyzed. Three of the 25
questions were embedded in the survey for response set bias purposes (Questions 7, 11,
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and 23). Response set bias is the tendency to respond in a particular way to the content of
a questionnaire, which can affect.the validity and reliability of the survey (Glanz, 2003).
These three questions were asked as negatives and were inversely coded to the other
questions to avoid skewing the data.
Question 26 divided the' respondents' into two g;r6tips: those who include servicelearning pedagogy into curriculum and those who do not. Skip logic then •transported
those who incorporate ser\rice-leaming to second part of the survey (Questions 27
through 36) and those who do not to Questions 58 through 65. Questions 27 through 36
helped to collect and analyze responses from SL faculty though the use of Likert-style
scale. Additionally, data was gathered by asking these respondents to rank their answers
according to importance. Several open-ended' questions were posed throughout this
section of sur\Tey to capture additional linguistic responses. A forced answer of 'Yes' to
Question 36 "You are almost finished, please take a few more minutes to answer seven
'remaining questions about yourself' enabled skip logic to advance SL faculty to the final
section.of the survey (Questions 58 through 65). This final area of the survey inquired
about respondents' personal and professional demographics.
An answer of 'No" to Question 26 "Using the definition of service-learning as a
guideline, do you currently or have you ever taught a course that included a ser\Ticelearning component?" enabled tlie skip logic function to advance NSL faculty tb the third
section of the survey (Questions 37 to 57). This portion of the survey identified deterrents
to service-learning. A five point Likert-style scale and open ended questions were used to
gather data as to why this population does not incorporate SL into their curriculum. These
respondents continued the survey process until the survey terminated at Question 65.
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Questions 58 though 65 collected the demographic information on NSL faculty for this
study. These final seven questions were the same demographic questions that the SL
group answered. The complete SurveyMonkey survey can be found in Appendix I.

Quantitative Methodology
The quantitative data was collected by SurveyMonkeY- aIJd later exported to Excel
and SPSS, for analysis of the-variables. Each variable of interest was examined separately
and analyzed using descriptive statistics. In addition, a Crombach alpha score of .96 was
established for questions 1-25 for this study. This data was described with values and
organized into statistical tables and can be found on
Table 4.1 in Appendix J.

Research Question I: Service-learning Faculty Perceptions
To gain understanding of faculty perceptions of service-learning, a seven-point
Likert-style sca,le, ranging from "Strongly Disagree" (1) to "Strongly Agree" (7), was
used to collect the data. Descriptive statistics, which included the Mean (M), Median?
Mode, and Standard Deviation, were calculated through the use of SPSS for all of the
respondents for each of the 25 questions. This qata was further aggregated into two
groups: (a) those faculty who identified themselves as service-learning faculty (SL), anq
(b) those who did not incorporate the pedagogy (NSL). Questions 7, 11 and 23 were
asked as a negative so were ranked Strongly Disagree (7) and Strongly Agree (1).
Eighty-five respondents identified themselves as SL faculty. These respondents
were either engaged in service-learning at the present time or have included serviceleaming projects in their curriculum in the recent past. The highest mean scores for SL
faculty was Question 2: "SL enhances students' awareness of the world around them"
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(M = 6.29), followed by Question 12: "Service participation helps students apply theories
and concepts to real settings" (M = 6.12). Question 3: "Service-learning helps students
understand critical problems" and Question 6: "Service participations helps students
reali?:e that they can make a difference in peoples' lives" each scored M

=

6.06. The

, standard deviation (STD) for Question 3 and 6 were 1.238 and 1.247 respectively.
Conversely, Question 8: "Service-learning inspires students to become involved in social
issues" and Question 24 which stated "Service-learning enhances the ability to get along
with people of different races and cultures" received the fowest Mean scores of M = 5.25
and M = 5.29 respectively. All of the statistical tables are locatecHound in Appendix J.
Research Question 1: Service-Learning Faculty Motivations
The second section of.the survey (Questions 27 through 35) incorporated
Banerjee's instrument (2005), which was modified from the original Abes et al. (2002)
model. These questions probed various sources of motivators that encouraged servicelearning faculty to include service-learning projects into their-curriculum. To investigate
various potential motivating factors, survey questions included (a) sources of
encouragement, (b) instructional- support systems, (c) specific outcomes, (d) the
likelih6od of continuing service-learning, (e) the importance ofrewards, and (f) the level
of helpfulness of each source of encouragement.
Sources of encouragement to include service-learning. Service-learning faculty
was asked to identify those who encouraged them to incorporate·service-learning and the
importance of each source of encouragement (Question 27). SL faculty reported the most
frequently received encouragement came from another faculty member in their
department (61.8%), followed by faculty members outside of their department (55.8%),
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and community members (54.5%). The importance of the encouragement was calculated
using a four point Likert-type scale ranging from "Not Important" (1) to 'Very
Important" (4). SL respondents cited another faculty member in their department (M =
3 .17), a community member (M = 3 .0), and students (M = 3 .0) as having higher levels of
importance when considering incorporating the pedagogy. All of the statistical tables can
be found in Appendix J.
The data co1lectea by this researcher is consistent with the previous findings of
the Banerjee study,conducted in 2005. However, the respondents from the Abes et al.
study (2002) responded receiving the most encouragement from their department first,
followed :by their chairperson, and lastly, encouragement from faculty in other
departments. In all three studies, encouragement from administration (president, senior
academic officer, and college dean) was ranked as the lowest two sources of
encouragement influencing faculty to incorporate the pedagogy into their curriculum.

Effective sources of instructional support for service-learning. Question 28 listed
six possible forms of instructional support that SL respondents may have .received to
assist them in incorporating SL components info curriculum. SL respondents were asked
to cite the most helpful forms of instructional support and to rank the perceived level of
helpfuJness of each. A four-point Likert-type scale ranging from (1) "Not Helpful" to (4)
"Very Helpful" was used to rate helpfulness. In addition, respondents were requested to
answer 'Not Applicable' ifthe cited source of instructional support was not experienced.
Respondents cited advice from colleagues (72.7%) as most frequent resource for
instructional support and found this information the most helpful of all resources.
Professional journals and presentations were cited as the next highest form of support
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(56%). Professional organizations and conferences were noted as the third highest form
of support at (54.5%).
These respondents were then asked to rate the instructional support degree of
helpfulness on a Likert-type scale of (1) "Not Helpful" to (4) "Very Helpful". These
lespondents ranked advice from colleagues as the most helpful source of instructional
support (M = 3.34) followed by mentoring (M

=

3.08) and professional organizations or

conferences (M = 2.93). Whereas mentoring was ranked second in its helpfulness to
encourage the use of service-learning, mentoring was cited as one of the least often
experienced sources of instructional support. All statistical tables are located in
Appendix J.
Motivating outcomes for service-learning faculty. Question 30 provided a list of
15 motivating outcomes of SL, as well as an.open-ended question to provide additional
faculty response. These outcomes included seven student learning outcomes, five
community outcomes, and three professional responsibility outcomes. From :the list of
outcomes, respondents were asked to identify three of the most important outcomes that
influenced their deci.sion to incorporate the pedagogy. Averaged service-learning faculty
responses indicated that student outcomes (34.5%) were ranked qS being the most
influential reasons to include service learning, followed by community outcomes (26.8%)
and professional outcomes (8.7%).
Th.e four outcomes that most strongly motivated SL inclusion were selected by at
least 25% of the respondents were (a) "increases students' personal development"
(58.4%), (b) "increases

~tudents'

understanding of the course material" (46.8%), (c)
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"provides useful service in the community" (41.6%}, and (d) "increases students' civic
participation" (40.3%). All statistical tables are located 1n Appendix J.

Likelihood of using service-learning in the fitture. To gain understanding of the
likelihood that SL faculty would continue using SL in the future, Question 31 asked
respondents about the likelihood of using the pedagogy in the future through a series of
questions using a five-point Li]\ert-type scale ranging from "Very Unlikely" ( 1) to "Very
Likely" (5). Of the 77 respondents, 63 (81.K%) said they are very likely or likely to
continue. Eleven SL respondents (13%) indicated they were unlikely or very unlikely to
continue. Four (5.2%) of the SL faculty responded that they were neither likely nor
unlikely to continue in the future. The·Mean of these responses, M

= 4.29, indicates a

high likelihood of participants continuing to include service-learning components. The
likelihood of SL participants using service-learning in the foture can be found on in
Appendix J.

Rewards. Questiop 33 asked SL respondents to evaluate the importance of being
rewarded in their performance reviews and when being considered for promotion and
tenure. Ten or (13%) thought these rewards were very important. Twenty-nine (37.7%)
faculty members stated these rewards were somewhat important and 19 respondents
(24.7%) indicated that rewards were not'important. All statistical tables ar.e located in
Appendix J.

Research Question 1: Service-learning F acuity (:oncerns
Although 81.8% of service-learning faculty members i.ndicated the likelihood to
continue service-learning, Question 32 asked the SL participants what, if any, concerns
might cause them not to continue to incorporate service-learning in their teaching, or to
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do so less frequently. These respondents were asked to choose a maximum of three items
from a list of nine potential deterrents (concerns), grouped into four categories. These
categories were (a) time, logistics, and funding, (b) student and community outcomes, (c)
reward structure, and (d) comfort with the ability to effectively use service-learning.
Service-learning respondents cited time, logistics anq funding as the biggest
concerns they had in considering whether or not to continue implementing the pedagogy
(27.9%). These concerns were followed by concern ofrewards (23.7%), the effective use
of service-learning components (20.9%), and student and community outcomes (14.6%).
Question 3 2 provides a list of potential deterrents and concerns for continuing the
pedagogy in the SurveyMonkey survey can be found in Appendix J.
Research Question 2: NSL Faculty Perceptions

Two hundred and forty-nine participants identified themselves as NSL faculty.
These respondents are not engaged in service-learning at the present time nor have they
included service-learning projects in their curriculum in the recent past. The three highest
mean scores for NSL faculty from the perceptions section of the survey (Questions 1-25)
were: (a) Question 2: "SL enhances students' awareness of the world around them" (M =
6.11 ), (b) Question 13:

"Service~learning

a challenging task" (M

=

enhances self-esteem when .students accomplish

5. 77)", and (c) Question 3 "Interactions with individuals during

service participation helps students better understand critical problems facing society"
(M

=

5.74). The lowest level of agreement was Question9 (M = 4.91): "Service-learning

helps students think critically" apd Question 24 (M = 4.98) which stated "Servicelearning enhances the ability to get along with people of different races and cultures". All
statistical tables are located in Appendix J.
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Research Question 2: NSL Faculty Concerns
To gain understanding of why NSL faculty does not incorporate the pedagogy,
these participants answered questions 37-57. Question 37 probed faculty knowledge of
the pedagogy. Ninety-three (38.1 %) of the NSL faculty reported that they do not
ipcorporate SL projects into their curriculum because they have either never heard of SL
or have limited knowledge of the pedagogy. This information is found in Appendix J.
Questions 38-55 implemented a.five point Likert-type scale ranging from "Strongly
Disagree" (1} to "Strongly Agree" (5) on what concerns NSL faculty regarding the
pedagogy. NSL faculty overwhelmingly believes that his or her institution places a high
value on teachiµg and community service and or civic engagement. In addition, NSL
faculty (83.5%) .stated that they themselves place a high value on community service and
or civic engagement. However, NSL faculty cited other reasons for not including SL in
curriculum. One hundred and eighteen (47.7%) ofNSL respondents

i~dicated

that

service-learning is not relevant to the courses they teach (Question 41 ). Ninety-six
(44.8%) answered that they did not know how to incorporate SL components effectively
(Question44).

Ninety~four

(39%) ofNSL responded that they do noruse SL because they

anticipate having logistic problems coordinating the community service aspect (Question
52). Eighty NSL respondents (33%) do not use SL because they have not been given nor
do they anticipate being given release time to develop service-learning projects (Question
51 ). NSL respondents' concerns regarding the implementation of service-learning can be
found in Appendix J.
Likelihood of incorporating service-learning in the jilfure. Question 56
NSL participants "How ·likely is it that you will incorporate

service~learning

aske~

in the
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future?" Of the 244respondentswho answered this question, 135 (55.3%) said they were
unlikely or very unlikely to add the pedagogy. Eighty-two respondents were unsure.
However, 27 NSL respondents (11 %) stated they were likely or very likely to incorporate
SL projects in the future. This information can be found .in Appendix J

Reseqrch Question 3: Variations in Participant Responses Disaggregated by Independent
Variables of Interest
The demographic"section of the survey was modified from the Abes, Jackson, and
Jones (2002) and Banerjee (2005) studies by the researcher to align it more closely with
the sample of the, population studied for this research project. For this study, the
following data points of: (a) gender, (b) rank, (c) tenure status (d) the number of years
taught in a higher educational institution, (e) full-time. or part-time employment status,
and (f) how many SL courses they taught were included in the demographic section of
the survey. ·For the purpose of this study the variables of gender, rank, tenure, and
discipline are of interest. Other demographic information can be found in Appendix K.

Gender. Total respondents consisted of 144 (45.7%) males and 171 (54.3%)
females. Further aggregation of the data revealed that 78 (24%) are currently
incorporating or have incorporated SL components in the recent past. Twice as many
females 46 (62.2%) identified themselves as SL faculty, as did males, who comprised 28
(37.5%) of the sample. Of the 241 NSL faculty, 125 males and 116 females responded to
the survey.

Rank and tenure status. Of the six professional rankings, three rankings reported
having the most experience with SL. Associate professors:(33.8%) reported having the
most experience with service-learning, followed by assistant professors (24.7%), and
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lecturer (22.1 %). Fifty-five percent of SL respondents reported being in tenure-track or in
tenured positions. Of the 241 NSL respondents, 61.6% are in tenured or in. tenure track
positions. Overwhelmingly, both groups responded as full-time employees.

Discipline. In the open-ended survey Question 58, respondents were asked to
identify their teaching discipline from a list of common post-secondary·disciplines. Of
the 240 faculty .members who responded, 93 participants indicated 'Other' and submitted
a more appropriate description. The researcher made adjustments in this question to
narrow the·choices to five disciplines: Technical (Engineering and Mathematics), Liberal
Arts, Prnfessional (Education and Health Professions), Business, and Science. Of the 114
Liberal Arts faculty who completed this question, 30 (26.3%) faculty incorporated SL
pedagogy. In the Professional areas of the colleges, 22 of these 72 (30;6%) of
respondents were SL faculty. The discipline of Business reported the highest number of
service-learning faculty. Fourteen of the 29 Business faculty (48.3%) included SL
projects, followed by 11 (18.3%) of the 60 Technical faculty members and lastly, one of
45 (2.2%) in the.Science division who included SL in their coursework.

Spearman rho Test for Statistical Significance
The Spearman corelation coefficient is a nonparametric .procedure that detennines
the strength of the relationship between two variables. Additionally, the Spearman test
fuctions on the basis of r_anks of data. and requires ordinal data for both variables such as
a Likert-style scale (Holcomb, 2006). The demographic variables of (a) gender, (b) rank,
and (c) faculty tenure were evaluated for statistical significance at the p=.05 and p=.01
levels of significance using a Spearman rho test of variance.
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Gender. In order to further describe variance ar;nong the demographic data points
of interest, a Spearman rho correlation coefficient was calculated for the relationship
between .the gender of SL participants and perceptions of service learning at the p=.05
level of significance (Quesfions 1-25). According to Holcomb's description of the
statistical strengths of relationships based on correlation coefficients, "a correlation
coefficient value range of r values ranging from .01 to .24 is defined as weak, whereas r
values between .25 and .49 are considered moderate (2006, p.121)". One weak positive
relationship was found between gender and the perception that service-learning enhances
students' awareness of the world around them at the p=.05 level of significance.
Two moderate correlations were found between gender and SL perceptions
(Holcomb, 2006). These correlations indicate moderate relationships between gender and
service participation at the p=. 05 level of significance for Questions 12 (Spearman r

=

.263) and 20 (Spearman r = .250).
A Spearman rho correlation coefficient was also calculated for the relationship

between gender of NSL participants and perceptions of service learning at .the p=.05 level
of significance (Questions 1-25). Four weak positive correlations were found betWeen
gender and Questions l, 10, 16, and 23. The relationship between gender and several
perception questions were found to be weak relationships but were significantly
significant at the p=.Ol level. These questions included 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 12, 13, 14, 17, 19,
20, 21, 22, 24 and 25.
Faculty rank. Spearman rho analysis of variation statistical test was performed on
the·variable of faculty rank. At the p=.05, Questions 9, 10, 13, 14, 18, 19, and 24 had
weak correlations based upon Holcomb's descriptions of the strengths of statistical
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relationships (2006). Questions 12 was significantly significant at the p=.O 1 level of
significance.

Tenure status. The variable of tenure status was evaluated for statistical
significance. Questions 2, 3, 6, 13, 17, 19, and 22 were statistically significant at the

p=.05 level of significance and Questions 9, 10, and 12 were statistically-significant at the
p=.01 level of significance. All.of these levels of significance were weak correlations
according to Holcomb.
Spearman rho correlations were limited to Questions 1 through 25 when
comparing SL and NSL groups to demographics. The Spearman correlation matrix for SL
and NSL groups can be found on Tables 4.12 and 4.13 respectively in Appendix L.

Qualitative Methodology
To extrapolate additional meaning beyond the quantitative survey analysis, the
application of a more descriptive methodology is required. A phenomenological approach
was utilized to acquire rich descriptions of the experiential practice of teaching with or
without inclusion of service-learning tenets (Gay & Airasian, 1996; Creswell, 2007).
Focus groups, interviews, and open ended survey questions probed both SL a:qd N~L
participants regarding their perceptions, motivations, and concerns regarding the
pedagogy.

Background to Qualitative Methodology
The researcher utilized four methods to invite faculty members to participate in
the qualitative research process: (a) the Web-based survey question asked for interested
participants to identify themselves, (b) a list of service-learning faculty secured from
fieldwork experiences, (c). a daily collegiate web-based daily newsletter distributed by
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the researcher's home college, and (d) personal invitation. From these ·invitations, two
focus groups and nine other interviews were initiatep and condµcted.

Phenomenological probing. A series of questions were generated. to gain insights
from experiences of faculty who do and who do not incorporate service-learning
pedagogy in order to answer the research questions. These focus group and interview
questions wei:e created by the researcher and her dissertation committee wember to be in
alignment with the research questions. These focus group and interview questions can be
found in Appendix G.
Additional probing questions were often supplemented to extrapolate SL and NSL
participapts' perceptions, motivations, and concerns. Qualitative data generated from
focus groups, interview participants, and open-ended survey ql,le§tions was used to
provide descriptive narratives. These narratives attempted to expl<;i,i.Q participants'
perspectives and offer unexpected informatiqn on·ap issue

(G~y

& Airasian, 1996; Sue &

Ritter, 2007).
T,he focus group discussi.on (lnd ipterviews were conducted by the researcher,
through the use of a recording device. FoJiowing the interviews and the focus groups, a
verbatim transcrip,tion was generated, to ip.sure continuity of data and to assist .in
providing credibility, validity, and relial;>ility to the data collection mechanisms (Cottrell
& McKenzie 2005; Kvale, 1996; .Mertler, 2006). Verbatim transcription was

p~rformed

using Goldwave and Dragop. Naturally Speaking software programs.
Internal validity was strengthen.eo through a collaborative review process of
interview transcripts, observation notes, pnq co)llments with each participant throughout
the study. Plausibility or accuracy before the fi.n.al i;inalysis was interpreted, published,
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and established through the process of triangulation. (Mertler, 2006). One method of
triangulation is establishing an audit trail (Gay & Airasian, 2000). The audir trail included
field notes and repeated the implementation, of member checks for the purposes of
supplying detailed descriptions.

Research Question 1: Service-Learning Faculty Perceptions
Several SL participants Spoke about the need to 'debunk the service-leaming
mystique' of academy-wine misconceptions of the pedagogy, which may cause other
faculty to be disinclined to incorporate the pedagogy. These misconceptions included the
creation of a heavier workload and the perceived need to make widespread changes in the
course assignments to accommodate SL projects.
I do know the biggest fear for our department right now. It is: "I don't know how
we would fit in." "I don'.t 'know how I'd have them write their paper." "I don't
know how I'd grade." "I don'fknow that much about these ... (agencies)." I
would just like to say ... and I do start conversations all the time with "You decide
what you want to put (into the curriculum). I've done nothing. I do nothing. If
the student decides to do this option, it's all in their plate. They contact the
agency. They (the students) write the paper. They (the students) do everything
and I just read the reflection paper. It's just the same as if you have any other kind
of paper. So, yeah, it's their fear of more workload. 'What do I-cut out?' You
need to cut nothing out. Nothing! You just add this (reflection) paper in."
Other SL participants stated that there is some supplementary work involved
when incorporating SL projects. However, the type of service-learning project seemed to
drive the amount of workload, as well as how the project was implemented into the
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curriculum. Some participants embedded the project into the syllabus, which resulted in
all-student participation, whereas other projects were optional. In addition, many SL
participants cite the support through a service-learning coordinator also helped limit
additional faculty workload.
Every SL participant·perceived that service-learning pedagogy might be more
widely adapted across the curriculum through the provision of a service-learning
coordinator (SLC). This person would assist the SL faculty in agency coordination
efforts, the logistics of the SL activities, and garnering fundi11g sources for various
projects. One SL participant stated: "I'd be less likely to continue (without the SLC).
The SLC coordinates meetings and those with site managers and the instructors. She
answers all of our questions. It would be much more of a burden-that's how I perceive
it". Another SL participant added:
Yeah, it (SL) complicates rnY life. Sometimes the logistics are incredible-trying
to have two populations have an encounter and a dialog that they otherwise
wouldn't have is one of the most valuable things in the world!
I would love to have some resources. I've put forth money for disposable cameras
or film. We've produced a magazine-usually on my own dime. For one project, I
think I spent several hundred dollars out of my own pocket. I felt it (the
project) was important, and I didn't have time to seek funding. If there

W(lS

an

office to help with that, that would be wonderful! Now gart of this is my own
choice.
Several SL participants have discovered that the ·initial perception of having
difficulty finding appropriate community partners to support the intended student
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learning outcomes was not always valid. For some participants, these

~gencies

were

provided through a Service-learning Coordinator. Others coordinated projects through
their owh volunteer work q,t various sites. In addition, some faculty initiq,ted relationships
through 'cold calls'. Once these associations were established, SL faculty seemed to
cultivate these relationships more fully in order to provide future opportunities. When
explaining how SL faculty initiated community partners, SL faculty responded:
My students were in aboµt eight different agencies which I did set up the contacts
and the sample service projects ahead of time. I will follow up with some oftbe
same people next semester to see if these agencies want to continue with students
with the same approach,
Through

th~

years people (faculty) around here know that I h~ve been

doing this (SL) w01;k, and so somebody might call from one ·of the offices and
they'll say, oh you should talk with ..... and.you know, that person will contact me,
and so on. And ifl can't do something, I'll try to find somebody else (another
faculty member). One (of the other faculty members) was talking about the
difficulty of finding places where he could engage his students. One of the things
that J said was "If you start doing this (SL)-if you do tlJ.is a couple more years 1
people are going to start calling you, and the hard thing is, you'll have to be
turning tliem down. You just pick the thing tlu_1t makes the most sense in terms of
the curriculum that you're teaching-the one that is going to be most fruitful for
your students".
Part of the .requirement of that class is that I required that everybody
(swdents) perform the service at a particular community agency. Why that .one?
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Because I know, I would never do something like this (SL) with an agency that I
don't have some familiarity with, or a deeper knowledge of. I chose this agency
for a number. of reasons. I knew how it would.be for. students, and I knew how
they would be accepted or not.

Research Question 1: Service-Learning Faculty Motivations
Most of the SL participants expressed a strong desire to continue including the
pedagogy .in their coursework. Each stated that they see tangible and intangible value for
the student and for their own professional practice. Students have been awarded various
scholarships due to community service activ~ties. At some institutions, the service hours
are noted on the transcript. Students have been able to supplement their resumes through
the various skills that have been built through various SL projects. SL activities have
created networks in the community which have been pivotal for employment
opportunities. Additionally, SL activities build teamwork through group dynamics.
Several SL participants cited that the outcomes of these projects, the student 'a-ha!'
experiences, and the community gains have become personal and professional highlights
of their teaching careers:
My SL students did research on.credit card abuse among various people groups.
They-presented their findings to a chief bank'ruptcy court judge who linked
these websites to his major website. Students developed survey questions about
credit card abuse, check cashing, and using pawn shops as a way to gain money.
J:hey surveyed other students on campus. What they learned was not only what
credit card abuse was, but how it could be corrected. They also learned the
sociology point of view: what values, what family experiences, what societal
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These service projects provide students with unique and authentic opportunities
for personal growth, as well as avenues for applicability of course material to real life
practices.
In this college, I also see the majority of my students are kids that are just not sure
what they want to do. So they're following the tidbit of passion that they have.
See ... service~learning is just perfect. How could yov not take advantage of that
because you're not sure what you want to do? It's like going to school to be a
teacher. If you spend 4 years 'learning to be a teacher, then that senior year you
go, "Oh my God! I hate kids!!" You know? It would be awful! Or I want to be a
nurse .. .I'm going to school to be.a nurse and I don't sit bedside with a dying
person. There's an odor. .. there's a genuine feeling ... there's a panic ... there's a
scare ... there's a language of the dying. Ifl didn't know it, I might not want to be
a nurse. Do you know What I mean? I can't imagine not doing sel"Vice learning.
It's gotta be a big component! It's the most genuine exposure to the field, because
students are hands-on, right there, first experience. There's nothing like that!
Nothing can get taught in the classroom like that. There's emotions tied to jt that
you can't get out of a book, you just can't!
Research Question 1: Service-Learning Faculty Concerns

Service-learning faculty had several concerns about the pedagogy that were
extrapolated from the interviews. These concerns included: (a) student safety, (b)
transportation, (c) faculty rewards, and (d) 'upping the respect' of the pedagogy through
administrative support and encouragement. Some faculty also expressed concern in
regards to student safety on and off-campus. Safety issues included providing a safe
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classroom environment so students can debrief, if needed, and reflect on their servicelearning experience.
We have a much more fruitful conversation, and students learn that other people's
lives don't always work the way theirs do. I think the reflective component is so
important. I want people to be able to express anything in that classroom. We
commit to each other that we will not change the way we think about you. We
will not talk about those issues outside the room. I think that is critical to the
relationship they have when they're out working.
Things happen here that happen in all cities, and I feel a real sense of
responsibility in preparing my students by not sending them anyplace where they
are going to be in danger. I try to let them know not to be silly or foolish. I go
into all of the neighborhoods in Rochester but there are some neighborhoods I
don't go to by myself at night. But the main thing is we shouldn't be ignoring or
making invisible those parts of our culture.
Transportation seemed to be a concern for many SL faculty. At some postsecondary institutions, students are not allowed to have cars on campus. Pue to legal
issues, participating in the community is limited unless the college coordinates bussing.
This can ·be an expensive and logistic problem especially if students have special needs.
Many SL participants were concerned about the use of ~xtrinsic rewards as a
motivating force to either promote or to sustain the pedagogy. Additionally, many stated
that monetary compensation in the form of a stipend or release time should be offered as
an incentive for faculty to implement the pedagogy. Whereas this was done in one
institution to generate interest in the pedagogy, it is no longer offered.
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I am thinking of how .to increase faculty involvement. I am thinking

~bout

some

stipend and administratively sanctioned rewards for faculty but then I thought, no,
the true value is in actually how you are doing it now at a grassroots level-because
you want to. I think these are the more valid reasons for doing it. If we do it with
extrinsic rewards 1 we will bring people in for the stipend, or for the promotion, or
to get a promotion, which are all false reasons, and that's not the best reason
to do SL or anything else. We try to find ways to being faculty on board. We
can bring some bad baggage along when we offer extrinsic rewards. It comes
down to bringing faculty in through other faculty and Jet them see the intrinsic
and extrinsic rewards, just as students bringjn other students.
Full-time Equivalents· (FTEs). are those extrinsic r.ewards that send a
college administration down a path that doesn't have anything to do with the real
rewards that come from service-learning; it doesn't translate with the·carrot on
end of their stick. As soon as the go_vemment sees a wonderful program, then
they create grants to bring about more good programs, and tqen people getinto it
for the money, rather than the· 'real purpose and the good intentions and the
motivation gets off track. Any change will be slow _and from the grassroots level,
from people \\'.ho .really feel the motivation and passion for doing it for its sake,
not foi: the extrinsic rewards. And the gove1]1lllent is great, with no intent of
malice; the government is trying ito ·bring about these things through extrinsic
rewards that somehow c_orrupt the prqcess.
I take it from the aspect of that .this is what I did during my review, part is
service to school and part is service to the community. So I would consider it my
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service to the community. I look at it from other faculty members' point of view,
it probably would be: "Do you (administration) want me to do this?" If so, then I
feel forced and I want to be paid for it.
Several SL faculty expressed the concern of 'upping the respect' of servicelearning pedagogy through administrative encouragement, support, and through
recognition in various forms. In addition, SL partitipants also recognized the need for
collegial respect:
I tl:iink one of our challenges is not just students becoming excited, aware, and
involved, but faculty, in overcoming the hesitancy to develop SL into course
because of obstacles of time, resources and support, and that feeling that this will
have the potential to add to their tenure and promotion. At a lotof institutions, it
is seen as a good thing, but not necessarily at the level ofresearch or scholarship
or service. It's upping the respect of being involved in SL, not just Promotion &
Tenure but also doing SL, which varies due to support. If there is someone
assisting and developing the contacts with the projects and agencies, then it takes
less time. But if not, it does takt:; extra time to develop. So, I think there needs to
have some compensation such as a stipend or release time.
I take such joy in SL that I can't imagine not doing it, and I can't imagine
somebody wanting to stay in their stuffy office. I do research, I do! I spend hours
in front of my computer and hours and hours with books and so on. I do that kind
of research as well, but at some point, it has to mean something, and for me that
meaning is always found in its connection with how can this work be used.
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One person even said to me once, "Well, I'm not out to save the world".
And he meant that as a slap to me. I was thinking, but I would never have the guts
to say this (out loud): "Let me get this straight. You're willing to let the whole
world go by without your actually interacting with it in some way? I'm not out to
save the world either. I don't have the wisdom or the knowledge to do that, but
I'm not going to sit on my butt. I'm going to participate in society and encourage
my students to find a way".
Research Question 2: Non Service-Learning Faculty Perceptions
Many NSL participants perceived that incorporating a service-learning project
would require a substantial time commitment. Many expressed frustration due to a
recognized lack of time in their ever-expanding responsibilities. Implementing servicelearning components seemed to be perceived as just another complicated logistic to an
already overfilled professional role.
Several NSL participants stated: "Faculty and students in my discipline are
already stretched too thin '.in terms of the demands of field experience, etc. that
incorporating service-learning into our program would require a major rethinking and
retooling of our discipline". Another participant added "I would need much more time to
develop classes for something as involved as this. As it stands now, I barely have time to
prepare for the average classroom class!"
Other perceptions were discovered through the open-ended survey questions.
These perceptions included the belief that service-learning was happening elsewhere on
campus and completing SL projects in short periods of time might not be possible. Still
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others ·expressed the pe.rceptioQ that

~ervice-learning.projects

.and reflection ar.e difficult

to assess.
In regards to the community partners, several participants offered the perception
that developing community partners WO\.ll_d be di(ficult and that these partners might treat
students only as volunteers. Additionally, SL projects might be viewed by students as just
another project to complete and that the grade might be viewed more important than the
community involvement'.
Some NSL participants perceived that_ student readiness to pa_rticipate in SL
activities in the community needs to be cultivated:
I am.struggling to get students to do the coursework: Students' ability to do the
coursework has diminished the last fjve years, and dramatically, in the last 10.
Students need to learn the basic skills of time management and study skills first
before entering into tbe community to perform service. These students can't give
what tbey don't have.

Research Question 2: Non Service Learning Faculty Motivations
One hundred and twenty-five NSL faculty responded to Question 57. Question 57
was an open-ended question which probed: "What, if anything, might increase the
likelihood that you will incorporate SL into your teaching in the future?" There appeared
to be a wide dichotomy of faculty knowledge Of the pedagogy. One iu five respondents
(25 of the 125 respondents) to this open-ended question cited the need for more
infopnation through professional development, mentoring, modeling, and establishing
best practjces for their particular class. These sentiments were also expressed by three of
the five non-service-learning faculty members who participated in the interviews. Many
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cited that SL was not relevant to the courses they teach. In addition, many NSL faculty
said that they would welcome help in developing the SL components to overcome
logistical issues. Others cited they might consider SL projects if the pedagogy was
valued, encouraged by the institution's hierarchy, rewarded, or could be utilized towards
tenure procurement.
Research Question 2: Non Service Learning Faculty Concerns
Twenty-eight faculty members voiced a concern that service-learning was not
relevant to their coursework. Writing, math, history, engineering, entry level courses,
organic chemistry, and graduate work were cited by NSL faculty as not being applicable
to service-learning projects.
In both \he open-ended survey question and in interviews, some faculty expressed
concern as to how their teaching rank has hindered their exploration of the pedagogy. "I
am adjunct faculty and adjuncts are discouraged from doing anything other than teaching
assigned courses in lecture format, even when there are programs to assist and
compensate faculty for innovative programs. This attitude would have to change".
Another respondent stated: "I am one adjunct out of about 10 teaching the same course. If
it was decided as a group to change the overall structure, I would make that change".
Other NSL cited student readiness and preparation to go into the community was
a key factor that influenced nonparticipation. This NSL faculty stated that SL requires a.
commitment from all constituents and as such, students must be good representatives of
the college. In addition, students must be able to accomplish tasks and to receive the
community benefits of the pedagogy.
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Summary of the Findings
Three hundred and forty-three respondents completed the Web-based survey
incorporating responses from three local colleges. Total respondents consisted of 144
(45.7%) males and 171 (54.3%) females. Further aggregation of the data revealed that 78
(24%) ate currently incorporating or have incorporated SL in the recent past. Almost
twice as many females 46 (62.2%) identified.themselves as SL faculty as did males who
comprised 28 (37.5%) of the sample. Of the six professional rankings, associate
professors (33.8%), assistant professors (24.7%), and lecturer (22.1 %) reported having
most experience with

service~learning.

The years taught in higher education were fairly

comparable among the groups, but those who incorporate service-learning are
overwhelmingly full time employees (58%) and were either on tenure-track or had
already obtained tenure status.
Two hundred and forty-five participants or 75.7% of responding faculty did not
currently teach or have never taught-a course that.included

service~learning.

These NSL

respondents are described as 116 (51.9%) female and 125 (48.l %) male, between 41 to
60 years of age (58.6%), and work full time (65.9%) in tenured track or tenured positions
(61.7%) collectively.
Analysis of the quantitative data collected from the Web~based survey in
conjunction with the qualitative data collected from two focus groups and nine interviews
revealed that faculty has a limited knowledge of the definition of service-learning
pedagogy or may define the pedagogy differently. As sucli, many faculty members are
not aware of the pedagogy's tenets and its empirically recognized value to students, to
faculty, to the community, and to the mission of the higher educational institution in
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which they teach. Those who are aware of the definition of service-learning reported that
they are less likely to participate due to logistical issues. NSL faculty cited the:>e
logistical; issues most often consisted of the perception that the pedagogy requires a large
time investment and the perceived difficulty of coordinating a meaningful community
partnership.
Many respondents seem hesitant to participate in service-learning pedagogy
without the support and encouragement of colleagues and the hierarchy of the institution.
'upping~the

SL respondents were·vocal about

respect' of service-learning participation

through recognition of the pedagogy as a form of scholarship, rather than that of just
good works through volunteerism.
Both SL and NSL respondents cited the need to establish a service-learning
coordinator to assist faculty with ;the logistics and pedagogical tooling of their
coursework. Other forms of support were cited as the need for more information through
professional development, mentoring, modeling, and the establishment of best practices
for particular coursework. Many NSL respondents indicated a lack of relevancy or a lack
of understanding as to how SL could be infused into their syllabi.
Ipterestingly, severahesponses from adjunct faculty in the open-ended survey
questions revealed a perceived sense of disparity in ,teaching expectations and teaching
methods for this partic,;ular group by administration and their colleagues. These
perceptions seemed to frustrate adjunct participation in the academy by thwarting
meaningful and innovative professional growth such as infusing service-learning projects
into their curriculum.
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The majority of SL respondents were full-time employees. These faculty
members stated that they were likely or very likely to continue service-learning. Servicelearning respondents cited the pedagogy's impact on students and the community, and
richer classroom discussions as rationale for persistence. SL respondents' experiences
were often celebrated as professional highlights of their teaching careers.
Novice SL respondents were more likely to continue with the assistance of a SLC.
Whereas those who have implemented SL into their coursework over many years state
they are also likely to continue in the pedagogy without a formal SLC, although
assistance with funding and other logistics would be appreciated.
Many faculty seems to desire tangible rewards for incorporating service-learning
tenets. However, some seem to believe that extrinsic motivators can adulterate the
intention and the outcome of the pedagogy.
Conclusion
Chapter 4 discussed the findings of the quantitative data that was obtained
through an electronic survey of 1210 faculty members in three post-secondary
educational institutions. Phenomenological themes were identified through open-ended
survey questions, focus groups and interviews.
Chapter 5 will explore the implications of the results of this study. In addition,
limitations of the study, as well as the recommendations resulting from this research will
be discussed.
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Chapter 5: Discussion

Introduction
Service-learning pedagogy has garnered much acclaim in the past 30 years as a
method of enhancing, fortifying, applying, and infusing students' didactically acquired
knowledge and skill sets in pragmatic and helpful ways in the community. As
gatekeepers of curriculum, as skilled practitioners of the craft of learning, and as
community members, faculty in post-secondary educational institutions should explore
pedagogical methods which benefit students and the community, while enhancing the
mission of their institutions.
This chapter will conclude an evaluation of this study by discussing the
implications of the findings. Additionally, evaluating the research methodology and the
limitations of the study will be addressed.

Implications of the Findings
Data from this research study indicates that post-secondary faculty and their
corresponding institutions of higher education place high value on community service.
However, many of these respondents seem unaware of how t,o link education to
community service. This perceived unawareness stems from the inability to define the
service-learning pedagogy. Faculty also stated a lack the knowledge as how servicelearning projects could be incorporated into curriculum to enhance existing coursework.
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Too many definitions for SL exist and as such, the practice of true SL seems to
have been undermined and many misinterpretations have ensued (Kendall, 1990 &
Sigmon, 1979). Throughout the interview process, the pedagogy was self-defined, rather
than institutionally defined. These responses from participants could be one indicator of
why the pedagogy is not more widely practiced. Therefore, defining pedagogical terms
more uniquely and more pragmatically at an institutional level will help minimize
confusion between volunteerism, co-ops, fieldwork, and internships. Creating an
institutional definition of SL will also help establish best practices of the pedagogy.
Statistically significant corr.elations on the Spearman rho test demonstrate reliable
relationships between gender, rank, tenure and faculty perceptions. However, these
relationships are considered weak (Holcomb, ·2006). Whereas some institutions might
view implementing additional fiduciary .resources beyond professional development
activities to exploitthese correlations, others might not. The interest and the pursuit of
implementing SL pedagogy may continue at the grassroots pace of every-participant
recruitment of other faculty. Data gathered from this study clearly demonstrates that the
growth of service-learning is credited to SL faculty recruitment rather than from other
sources.
Whereas no respondents advocated for mandatory service-learning requirements
during this research project, many did advocate for increased awareness and increased
participation of the pedagogy. Momentum at the grassroots level might be best exploited
by SL faculty self-disclosure and the creation of deliberate opportunities for collaborative
pursuits. These collaborative endeavors could assist their institutions .in (a) defining
service-learning and civic engagement as each pertains to that unique institution, (b)

creating a. mentoring mechanism for novices, (c) developing meaningful models to instill
relevancy, (d) promoting the pedagogy through public relations, and (e) crafting
assessment tools to help capture beneficence of all constituents.
Awareness and respect of the pedagogy should be elevated in each institution. To
achieve this end, SL should be viewed as an educational initiative, as are any other
programs. To increase faculty

awarene~s,

collegial services and other support networks

should be heightened. Creating a service-learning support team of experienced SL
educators can build collaboration among interdisciplinary faculty, as well as creating
satisfying, collegial, and· civil interpersonal relationships on campus. Recruiting and
professionally supporting other c9lleagues, sharing assessment-instruments, and creating
a necessary tool kit for best practices can be done through on-line discussion or in person.
To avoid misperceptions concerning service_-learning, additional education is
needed to inform the entire faculty of-the tenets· of service-learning and its beneficence to
all constituents'. This beneficence was oftentimes measured. However, many other
immeasurable outcomes were also cited as strong intrinsic motivation and ongoing
rationale for participation. Awareness and respect of the pedagogy should be elevated in
each institution and through community relationships. Service-learning faculty's high
regard for the pedagogy was often cited and credited.
As the number of SL faculty increase, the pedagogy may be recognized as another
respected form of scholarship. The requirements for tenure and promotion are diverse and
somewhat unique to faculty contribution to the academy. As such, faculty members who
choose to participate in community service through service-learning pedagogy should be
assessed, validated, and rewarded when being considered for tenure and promotion.
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Promotion of the pedagogy through shared governance activities, various
departmental meetings, student presentations, and professional development can help
assuage anxiety, help foster excitement, build collaborative relationships, as well as
create opportunities for celebration (Bolman & Deal, 2003). As a result, building capacity
and identifying methods of sustaining the pedagogy can be identified and pursued.
Building capacity and sustaining the initiative will involve obtaining and
investing financial and human-capital such as the procurement of a Service-Leaming
Coordinator. The SLC can act as an ambassador, positively connecting both the college
and the community partners. This person should assist with the logistics of the pedagogy
and define best practices. Building pedagogical relevance and proper assessment tools
into existing courses can. be researche4 and articulated by the SLC. Faculty need clear
direction and cohesive project choices that will enhance existing curriculum. Initial
projects should be relatively simple and foundational. Assessment methods should be
coherent, usePfriendly, and student-level appropriate.
Future research initiated through a SLC or at a grassroots level of SL faculty can
establish pedagogical relevance and the development of appropriate assessment tools.
Addressing these and other concerns of NSL faculty could initiate additional interest.
When queried through the survey, 33.6% of NSL respondents said that they are unsure.if
they would incorporate SL into future teaching. It was also the NSL faculty members
who voiced the need for extrinsic rewards such as stipends or other incentives as
recruitment tools. At two of the three institutions, stipends were an early method of
recruiting faculty, but were not sustained longitudinally. Yet, the entire SL faculty that
was interviewed stated extrinsic rewards were not the focus of their practice nor did they
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believe monetary gain elevates the,pedagogy. Rather, as they matured in theirpractice,
SL faculty _cited (a) a richer professional purpose, .(b) self-designed best practice
methodology, (c) conducting additional research, (d) recogni_zing student and community
beneficence and, to a liµiited degree, (e) multi-level collegial support as their 'rewards'.
Whereas mamre SL faculty is resolute in their pedagogical practice without a
SLC, novice SL faculty practice seems to hinge on such a role. This finding supports the
research conducted by Bringle et al. (1997), Abes et al. (2002) a_nd Banerjee' s (2005)
indicating the need for institutional support. As concerns and deterrents from this and
other research are evaluated and exploited, identification of sustainable initiatives c.ould
elevate the number of SL faculty (Holland, 200 l ).
Indeed, during the NSL faculty interviewing process for this research project,
every NSL faclllty began to brainstorm ways ofincorporati.ng the pedagogy before the
interview ended. The researcher interprets this phenomenon to post-secondary faculty
high level of acknowledgement of the impact of educational altruism and sense of higher
purpose. In addition, those who have practiced service-learning state that student and
community beneficence 'have become both personal and professional highlights.
The definition of community may need to be broadened (Sergiovanni, 1994).
Transportation issues, as well as time and logistics are compelling deterrents to servicelearning inclusion. However, if the institution's definition of community also includes the
college community, there is a host of ways college students can learn and serve the
college community without leaving the building. However, cate should be taken not to
impede-on the institution's definition of servic~-learning and never to forget the
democratic components of civic engagement and social justice.
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In addition, good public relations strategy could also create a conductive
atmosphere in order to combine community and academic interests based on mutual trust
and respect. While initial trial and error may occur when in the preliminary auspices of
establishing community partnerships, establishing a good relationship through
communication and assessment will do much to secure a successful and stable servicelearning environment in the future. Good public relations will be required to move
various target audiences to awareness, to understanding, to want (SL courses), and for the
academy and the community to become advocates for each other (Jemstedt, 2001). These
relationships should be an incl.usive entity in all academic, business, and public relations
transactions, pursuits, and ·Communications (Heifetz, 1994). However, engaging in novel
pursuits such as the implementation of service-foaming across the curriculum in a format
of inclusively is not without risks. Those risks should be planned for through
communication and problem-solving techniques (Fink, 2002).

Limitations to the Study
The complexity of this study over the duration of 28 months of study provided
many limitations to this project. First, the logistics of contacting other institutions to
conduct research was COll1plex due to finding sponsorship in other institutions to promote
this study. Second, the researcher worked through three individual and unique college
cultures with their own exclusive Institutional Review Board applications. One key
institution, well known for its strong SL program, was not able to participate due the
semiannual meeting of its IR13. Third, the timing of the spring IRB meeting was too late
in the data collection process to include this group of faculty in this research project. In
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addition, there were numerous technology challenges that required approval that were
time consuming.
Technology challenges included familiarization with web-host surveys and
transforming a paper-based survey to electronic format. Obtaining permission from each
institution to distribute the electronic survey was necessitated. Identification of a sponsor
and specific .personnel at each college was also required to assist the researcher in
distributing the electronic survey. The researcher was informed of unique spam filters at
each institution and at one specific institution, was limited to the mutually established,
very limited time frame of distribution. The researcher also obtained the most up-to-date
e-mail addresses of faculty from the IT personnel and imported them into
SurveyMonkey. Records were kept on non-distributed surveys.
The Web-based survey was launched in the Spring of 2008. One of the sponsoring
institutions follows a quarter curricular format and the other two operate by semester. The
academic schedules of all three colleges were different including the sc;heduling of winter
and spring breaks, midterm, and final exam weeks. To ensure the best survey response,
the researcher had to be mindful of these time frames. In addition, two of the three
colleges completed spring semester in early May 2008. This limited the amount of time
,.
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faculty was available for focus groups and interviews.
Conducting focus groups was also a challenging elyment in this research.
Conflicting teaching time and committee wor}\ schedules were complex and convening
six to eight faculty for focus groups was not possible. The researcher was able to conduct
two small focus groups, but found that interviewing participants ipdividually was more
practical.
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Web-based survey instruments are a refatively new phenomenon, but they are
gaining popularity. As such, faculty report .that they are inundated with survey research
arriving at their desk and this factor may have caused the survey response rate to be less
robust than had been expected.
Recommendations
The researcher has several recommendations regarding this research study. The
research instrument, the process.of data collection; and future research implications will
be discussed.
Instrument. The instrument was replicated from previous studies of Abes,
Jackson, and Jones (2003) and Banerjee (Q005). The instrument was transformed from
paper to electronic format. Whereas skip logic limited the number of survey questions to
those who did incorporated .service-learning and those who did not, some questions
should be revised to a:v.oid confusion. In the Perceptions section, the response set bias
questions could be restructured or eliminated. These questions were reported as
controversial and were termed "loaded" by some participants. Questions 27 and 28 could
be reconstructed for clarity. Question 35: "In what courses did the service-learning
occur?" should reflect-the discipline of the colleges rather than possible unique programs
or courses as was listed. Additionally, the responses to this open-ended question were
difficult to categorize.
Data Collection through SurveyMonkey. SurveyMonkey was an intuitive method
of data collection. There were no problems experienced with this Web-host. Uploading a
large number of e-mail addresses was relatively effortless. SurveyMonkey data analysis
was limited to percent, numbers, and graphs. Whereas filtering for various relationships
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was performed, the analysis of data is on a novice level and does not formally meet all of
the statistical analysis ne.eds of a doctonil researcher. Additionally, the researcher could
not download the data that was collected to SPSS. Rather, the data was first downloaded
to Excel and was then imported into SPSS. This was a time consuming process.
Future research. Several suggestions for further research are identified:
1. How can institutional capacity be qesigned and constructed in order to build
and to sustain SI'.- pedagogy across the curriculum through the tenets of
relevancy, assessment, and beneficence?
2. How can resources be best utilized to support SL pedagogy?
3. What are the best practices of promoting SL in the academe and in the
community?
4. How can the role oJ reciprocity between the post-secondary institution
and the community be further developed?
Conclusion
Leaming is most effective when theory and practice are coupled with reflection.
The :review of the empirical literature reveals that service-learning has strong theoretical
and conceptual frameworks fashioned through centuries of linking education with
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service. Ongoing studies contributing to the foundational research base from servicelearning pedagogical practices continue to increase the understanding, the effectiveness,
and the evolving contributions of the practice. These studies confirm student,
community, and collegial beneficence.
In regard to service-learning's beneficence one focus group member with
unwavering confidence offered the following comment: "Student participation in the

n·

civic affairs through service-learning in post-secondary educational institutions could
positively change the community in ways that state and federal government have not
been able to do through billions of tax dollars and the multitudes of programs they
support". Indeed, at this time of governmental reluctance or inability to fund humanistic
endeavors, college students may be well equipped and adept at addressing and meeting
community needs by way of service-learning projects.
Through the infusion of service-learning projects, which promote mutual goal
setting, participation, problem-solving, and other activities, society may be transformed
into a more civil and democratic experience for all. Service-learning cannot be viewed in
isolation in the academe. Knowledge of the ,pedagogy',s beneficence to all constituents
through various forms of public relations events inside and outside of the academe in
conjunction with willing faculty members to mentor novice faculty can act as catalysts to
provide momentum towards institutional practice of service-learning. However, to
achieve such a grandiose result, SL activities must be "ongoing, expected, valued, and
legitimized in the institution's intellectual core and organizational culture" (Furco &
Holland, 2004, p. 24).
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---Annotated History of Service Learning

1862 - 2002
Source: Peter Titlebawn, Gabrielle Williamson, Corinne Daprano, Janine Baer & Jayne
Brahler from the University of Dayton, Dayton, OH, May 2004
For all those who use service learning in their teaching and don't fee) they have a strong
sense of its history, this comprehensive, annotated history of service learning list may be
insightful. The current project is a combinat1on of two excellent web sites:
The University ofMinnesobl, Career and Community Learning Center
http://www.servicelearning.umn.edu/faculty/History_of_ServiceLcaming_Nationally.btml

The National Service-Learning Clearinghouse
http://www.serviceleaming.org/artide/archlve/36/
-· .
First Morrill Acl is passed and signed by President Abraham Lincoln, donating
public lands to the several states, the sate of which is for the "endowment, support,
and maintenance of at least one college where the leading object shall be, without
excluding other scientific and classical studies and including military tactics, to
teach such branches of learning as are related to agriculture and the mechanic ans,
in order to promote the liberal and practical education of the industrial classes in
the several oursuits and nrofcssions in life."
~-

1862 Morrill Act
establishes Land Grant
Institutions

http://www.nasulgc.org/publications!Land_Grant/Chronology.htm
1870- l930s Chautauqua John Heyl Vincent and Lewis Miller proposed to a Methodist Episcopal camp
Movement in the United meeting that secular as well as religious instruction be included in the summer
States"
Sunday-school institute. Established on that basis in 1874, the institute evolved into
an eight-week summer program, offering adult courses in the arts, sciences, and
liumanities. Thousands attende<I each year; for those who could not, there were
courses for home study groups, and lecturers were sent out to supplement the
material furnished from the organization's publishing house. Local reading circles
flourished around the country.
http://reference.allrefer.comlc11cyc!0Pedia/CJ<;:hautauq-mv.html
1889 lane Addams and
friends establish Hull
House in Chicago

Miss Jane Addams, Pres. Hull House Society, Chicago. "I meant to have my title
read "The college settlement" or rather the "social settlement idea as illustrated by
Hull House." J, am always Sorry to have the settlement regarded as an institution.
You can live a settlement life whether you live on the west side of Chicago, or on
the east side, if you provide yourself with the necessary ideas as well as the zeal for
carrying out these ideas and ifyou hook yourself fast with your whole mind to
your neighborhood, living in social relations with the, people among whom your
life has been cast, The settlement is an effort to live among "all sorts and conditions
of men" and insist that a life is not lived as it should be unless it comes in contact
with all kinds of people. We all have dreams for our individual improvement; we
all have our family life and we should endeavor in addition to our individual and
family life to live a life that will bring us into a larger existence, and connect us
with society.as a whole."
http:l/www.uic.edu/deptslhist/hull-maxwell/vicinity/nwsl/documen!Slhtml/addamshullhouse.htm
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189()s..t910 peak of
University Extension
Programs

Initially, the extension program concentrated on working with fanners and their
families, which comprised the majority of the nation's population, to help improve
their quality oflife and standard of living. Extcn~ion workers demonstrated how to
,produce more and bener varieties of~gri911tural commodities; how to benefit from
better nutrition, clothing and housing; and how to work together to bring about
major improvements, such as electric cooperatives.
http;//outreach.missouri.edulabout/hist9ry.shtml

1903 John Dewey and
develop the intellectual
foundations of servicelearning

""'.

"Thought arid its Subject-Matter," was published along with a number of other
e5says by Dewey's colleagues and students at Chicago under the title Studies in
Logical Theory (1903). Dewey also founded and directed a laboratory school at
Chicago, where be was afforded an opportunity to apply directly bis developing
ideas on pedagogical methoQ. This experience provided the material for his first
major work on education, The School and Society (1899).
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http://www.utm.ediliresearch/iep/d/dewey .htm
1906 Cooperative
Education Movement
founded at the University
of Cincinnati"

Cooperative education was founded at the University of Cincinnati in 1906 by
Professor Herman Schneider. Its first peri<>d of growth from 1906 to 1942 was
moderate but steady. Eight out often colleges and universities that began the
program continued its operalion, and by 1942 there were 30 successful programs in
existence. Even the severe depression of the 1930's, when jobs were difficult to
fmd, failed to halt the growth pattern. During the war years, most co-op programs
were dise-0ntinued in favor of the emergency acceleration of academic programs.
After the close of World War II, ih~ seeond growth period in ihe cooperative
education movement began in 1946. This second period, e-0ntinuing to the present
time, has been characierized by an acceleration of growth. as lhe total participating
colleges and universities rose from 29'in 1946 to nearly 200 colleges and
universities by 1970.
http;//www.uwm.edu/CEAS/CareerServiceslhtrill/cciisCssStu'dentsCoop.html

1910 William James
envisions non-military
national service in "The
Moral Equivalent of
War"

American philosopher William James envisions non-military national service in his
essay "The Moral Equivalent of War": "... instead of military conscription, a
conscription ofthe whole youthful population to fonn for a certain number of years
a part of the anny'enlisted against Nature, the injustice would tend to be evened out
and numerous other goods of the Commonwealth would follow."
·" .. ..
' http://www.nationalservicc.org/about/history.html
1

1914 Smith Lever Act
SEC. 2.£7> Cooperalive agricultural extension work shall consist of the development
of practical applications of n:search knowledge and<•> giving of instruction and
establishes Cooperative
ij practical demonstrations of existing or improved praetices or' tcch:nolOgies<~t in
Extension Service
nationally
agriculture, uses of solar energy with respect to agriculture,1101 home eeonomics,
and rural energy,111J and subjects relatingl 11>thereto to persons not attending or
residen1 in said colleges in the 5evenil communities, ·and imparting infonnation on
said subjects through demonstrations, ·publications, and otherwise and for the
necessary printing and distribution<m of infonnation in connection with the
foregoing; and this work shall be carried on in such manner as may be mutually
agi'eed upon by !he Secretary ofAmculture and the State agricultural college or
colleges or Territory or possession 14>receiving I.he benefits of this Act.
1

..

1

http://www.rceusda.gov/l 70Gnegisls-1.htm
Circa 1915 Some Folk
Schools in Annalachia

The Scandinavian folk schools were created to·instill national pride by preserving
traditions and customs of native life. These Scandinavian schools were used as a

I
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--become work, service,
and learning connected

model for the creation of similar cultural education and preservation centers
throughout Appalachia.
http:J/www.library.appscate.edu/appcoll/research_aids/folk_schools.hanl

1931 Myles Horton
establishes Highlander in
Tennessee

Highlander in relation to major movements and historical events and cover periods
from 1931 until the early '60s when the State ofTennessee padlocked the
Highlander Folk School and revoked its license. As Myles Horton observed, "You
can't padlock an idea" (M.Horton, p. 237). Highlander is unquestionably among the
most remarkable adult education institutions of the century-all the more remarkable
because of its survival with vision intact for more than sixty years. Its history has
been ineJtorably linked with the history of the South and specifically with the
struggles of Southern workers and African-americans for equality, civil rights and
justice. Highlander has, from its beginning, been well known-famous, in fact-,
enduring a prominence it seldom sought since the enemies of this mountain school
have been many and powerful. The most vocal of these, of course, have been those
whose special privileges have been threatened by the demands of the labor or the
civil rights movements.
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http://www.nl.edulace/R~ources/Documents/AEQ-Highlander.htmJ

1!>33-1942 Civilian
Conservation Corps
created by Franklin D.
Roosevelt Millions of
young people serve 6-18
month terms to restore
and revitalize the nation
and support their families

-~'

~~a

Professional foresters and interested layman raised these aims. In what would later
be called "The Hundred Days," President Roosevelt revitalized the faith of the
nation with several measures, one of which was the Emergency Conservation Work
(ECW) Acl, more commonly known as the Civilian Conservation Corps. With this
action, he brought together cwo wasted resources, the young men and the land. in
an effort to save both. He proposed to recruit thousands of unemployed yollllg men,
enroll them in a peacetime army, and send them into battle against destruction and
erosion of our natural resources. Before it was over, over three million young men
engaged in a massive salvage operation, the most popular experiment of the New
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EJtecutive order of President Fmnklin Delano Roosevelt as the Works Progress
Administration; it was renamed the Work Projects Administration in 1939, when it
was made part of the Federal Works Agency. Created when unemployment was
widespread, the WPA-headed by Harry L. Hopkins until 1938-was designed to
increase the purchasing power of persons on relief by employing them on useful
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1944 The GI Bill links
service and education,
offering Americans
educational opportunity
in return for service to
their country
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http://www.cccalumni.org/historyl.hi:rnl

http://www.encyclopedia.com/html/WIWorkP l roj.asp
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Deal.

1935 Work Projects
Administration
established (needed
public work for people
who needed jobs)
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It established veterans' hospitals, provided for vocational rehabilitation, made low·
interest mortgages available, and granted stipends covering tuition and Jiving
expenses for veterans attending college or trade schools. Subsequent legislation
extended these benefits to veterans of the Korean War, and the Readjustment
Benefits Act of 1966 extended them to all who served in the anned forces even in
peacetime. From 1944 to 1949, nearly 9 million veterans received close to $4
billion from the G.I. b.ill's unemployment compensation program. The education
and training provisions existed until 1956, providing benefi_ts to nearly 10 million
veterans. The Veterans' Administration offered insured loans until 1962, and they
totaled more than $50 billion. The economic assistance provided by the G.I. bill
and the Veterans' Administration accelerated the postwar.d,emand for goods and
services.
"
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http://college,hmco.com/history/readerscomplrcahlhtml/ah_036500_gibill.hun
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1960s ;rhe Retired and
Senior Volunteer.
Program (RSVP), the
Foster Grandparent
Program, and the Senior
Companion Program are
developed to engage
older Americans

RSVP is an outgrowth of effortS by private groups, gerontologists, and government
agencies over the past two decades to address the needs of retired persons in
America. The While House Conference on Aging in 1961 called attention to the
continuing need of older people for useful activity. One of the outcomes of the
Conference was the passage of the Older Americans Act of I %5. In the same year
the·Community Service Society of New York launched a pilot project on Staten
Island which involved a small group of older adults in volunteer service to their
communities. It was named SERVE (Serve and Enrich 'Retirement by Volunteer
·Experience). The success of this program, Which demonstrated beyond doubt the
value of the services of older volunteers, led to an amendment to the Older
Americans Act, creating the Retired Senior Volunteer Program in 1969.
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http:J/viww.senioreorps.org/research/history .html
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The Congrcss·ofthe United States declares that it is the policy of the United States
and the purpose of this chapter lo promote world peace and friendship through a
Kennedy establishes the
Peace Corps, which shall make available to interested countries and areas men and
Peac<fCorps, with
authorizing legislation
women of the United States qualified for service abroad and willing to serve, under
approved by Congress on conditions ofhardship if necessary, to help the peoples of such countries and areas
September22, 1961
in meeting their needs·for trained manpower, panicularly in meeting the basic
needs· of those living ih tlie pooresnueas of such countries, and to help promote a
:better understanding of the American people on the part of the peoples served and a
better understanding of other peoples on the paft of the American people.
1961 President John F.

http:l/W\VW4Jaw.cornell.eduluscode/2212SO I .html
-.
..
The White Houstffellows program, established by President Lyndon Johnson in
1964, gives outstanding Americans a one-year assignment in which they work with
leaders in federal government. The fellowship year begins in September and is
unaffected by changes in administration.
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Fellows program
established
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Dcscnoing a TVA- funded project that linked eastern Tennessee college students
with tributary development organizations in the area. However, the history of the
practice of service learning dates back much further than the lenn itself (I 8).
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http:J/www.mscd.edu/news/medialfacVfact_%20sheet:._2003_04;pdf
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C9lorndo s "College' of Opportunity," Metropolitan State College ofDcnver is the
third largest higher education jnstituti~n in Colorado and one of the largest public
four-year colleges in the United States. Adjacent to the financial and artistic heart
of downtown Denver, Metro State and its students reflect the city's rich mixture of
ethnicity, economic background, age and culture. The college's accessibility is
made possi\)I~ 14rough its modified open--enrollment poli~y._affordable tuition and
financial aid awards.
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1960 "service-learning"
first used
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http://www.arnericorps:orf!/visqilhistory.httnl

1965 College work-study
programs established

~.Jj

.....~

1964-1965 VISTA
President Lyndon B. Johnson declared a "war on poverty" and signed the Economic
(Volunteers in·Serviceto Opportunity Act of 1964. The Act"Crcated Volunteers In Service To America
America), a NatiohaJ
(VISTA) and fulfilled President Kennedy's dream. The first VISTA members
stnrced in January 196.S, and by the end of the year, more than 2,000 members were
Teacher Corps, the Job·
Corps, and Universifj
working in the Appalachian region, migrant worker camps in California, and poor
:neighborhoods ill Hartford, Connecticut
Year of Action.
~
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http:J/www.aero.orglnews.lcurrentllindsay.hlml
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1964 White House
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http:J/WViw.geocities.comljmn2dukelhistoiy.html
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1966 Urban Corps
emerged, funded with
federal work-study
dollars

Since its inception in 196.6 as the NYC Urban Corps, over I00,000 students from
more than 100 colleges and universities have participated in the program.
Currently, PSC provides opportunities for Federal Work-Study and academic credit
placements al a multitude of City government sites.
http:J/www.ci.nyc.ny.us/html/dcaslpdf/psc_factsheet.pdf

1967 The tenn "service
learning," was coined
from educatois Robert
Sigmon and William
Ramsey

Developed the Manpower Development lntcmshjp Program, first coined the tenn
in the early 1960s. They wanted a tenn that described the combination of conscious
educational growth with the accomplishment of certain tasks that met genuine
human needs
http://www.findanicles.comlcf_dlslm082212_102/82$95539/pl/articlc.jhtml

1968 National Service
Secretariat Conference
on National Service held
in Washington, D.C

National·service; a rcpon.
J Eberly

Dona!~
~196.8

Book x, 598 p. illus. 28 cm.
l-:!ew Yo~ Russell Sage Foundation
WorldCat Record, OCLC: 451424

1969 Atlanta ServiceLeaming Conference
(sponsors included
Southern Regional
Education Board, U.S.
Dept. HEW, City of
Atlanta, Atlanta Urban
Corps, Peace Corps, and
VISTA)

One of the firs1 formal attempts at defining the engagement between schools and
community occurred when the Southern Regio~al Education Board ( l 969) defined
Service Leaming as the integration of the accomplishment of the tasks that meet
human needs with conscious educational growth
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http://www.ccbd.net/documenls/bb/8to l 5Spring200 l .pdf
1969-1971 Office of
l .Economic Opportunity
establishes the National
Student Volunteer
Program

~

Consolidated into ACflON, effective July I, 197 l, were domestic volunteer
programs established in the Office of Economic Opportunity pursuant to the
Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 (78 Stal 508), August 20, 1964 (VISTA and
National Student Volunteer Program); domestic volunteer programs established in
the Department of Health, Education. and Welfare pursuant to the Ol~er Americans
Act of 1965 (79 Stat. 2f 8), July 14, I 965, and the Older Americans Act
Amendments of 1969 (83 Stat. 11 l ), September J7, .1969 (Fp~!t';r Grn,ndparents
Program and Retired Senior Volunteer Program); the international volunteer
programs represented by the Peace Corps, established in the Department of State
pursuant to EO t 0924, March I, l 961; and the volunteer action clearinghouse
functions vested in the Office of Voluntary Action, Department of Housing and
Urban Development, pursuant ~o EO l 1470, May 26, 1969.
http://www.archives.gov/researcQ.room/federal_rooords_guide/action_rg362:html

1970,The Youth
Conservation Corps
eng,ages 38,000 people

,_

A summer employment program. for young men and women age IS through 18,
from all segments of society, who work, learn, and earn together by doing projects
on public land. Since 1970 the Youth Conservation Corps program has operated as
a work-eam-leam program for youth. as provided for in Public Law 91-378, 1970,
as amended. The program is administered by the U.S. Department of Agriculture forest Service, U.S. Department of Interior's Fish and Wildlife and National Park
Service.
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http://www.fs.fed.us/pcoplelprograms/ycc.htm
1970 Paulo Freire
publishes Pedagogy of
the Oppressed

Paulo Freire argues that the ignorance and lethargy of the poor are the direct result
oft he whole siruation of economic, social ani:I political domination. By being kept
in a situation in which it is practically impossible to achieve a critical awareness
and response, the disadvantaged are being kept 'submerged'. In some countries the
oppre5Sors use the system of education lo maintain this culture of silence, while in
others the advance of technology has condemned many people, particularly the less
well off, to a rigid conformity.
http://www.niace.org.uk/Publications/P/pedagogy.hnn

...

1971 Federal Agency
ACTION esl:lblished

In this report are described projects and activities undenaken by ACTION's seven
volunteer programs in 1972. After an introduction that overviews the yeal'in
general, a discussion of International Organizations gives an account of Peace
Corps activities in Africa, Latin America, and North Africa, Near East, Asia, and
the Pacific. The next section describes prognlJlll! under the responsibility of the
Office of Domestic and Anti-Poverty Operations: Vista, Older Americans
Volunteer Programs, SCORE. and ACE. Regional program reports are provided for
the 10 regions of the Domestic Operations programs. Responsibilities and/or
accomplishments of these other offices are also reported: Administration and
Finance, Citizens Placement, Congressional Affairs, General Counsel, Minority
Affairs, Program and Policy Development, Public Affairs, Staff Placement and
Training, and Voluntary Act Liaison. State summaries of active volunteers are
provided for VISTA, University Year for ACTION, Retired Senior Volunteer
Program, Foster Grandparents, and Service Corps of Retired Executives/Active
Corps of Executives. (YLB)
ERIC Document Number ED209552'

1971 circa National
Student Volunteer
Program (became the
National Center for
Service-Leaming in
1979) established.
Published Synergist, a
journal promoting
linking service and
learning

Working closely with other national, state and local organizations engaged in
education, service and volunteer initiatives, the NCLC contributes to a collective
public voice in support of service-learning and the contributions volunteers make in
efforts to improve student learning,
: Thtr NCLC provides leadership to ·help schools make quality service-learning
; opportunities available to all students. Chief state school officers and local
superintendents have the chance to do, themselves, what they ask of students make a contribution to their community in a way that fosters their own personal
learning and growth.
http://WVIW.ecs.org/html/projectsPartners/clC/CLCAboutUs.htm

i971 White House
Conference on Youth
report full of calls for

linking service and
learning. Also, the
National Center for
Public Service
Internships was
established, and the
Society for Field
Experience Education
(these two merged in
1978 to become the

The National Society for EXpcriential Education (NSEE) is a nonprofit membership
association ofeducators, businesses, and community leaders. Founded in 197 J,
NSEE also senres as a national resource center for the development and
improvement of experiential education programs nationwide. NSEE supports the
use oftearning through experience for:
intellectual development
cross-cultural and global awareness
civic and social responsibility
ethical development

l
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National Society for
Internships and
EXperiential Educ-.ition)
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t

career exploration.
personal growth
pttP,://www .apsanet.org/PS/organizationslrelated/nsee.din

1971 Higher Education
Consortium for Urban
Affairs (HECUA)
established

Since 1971, the Higher Education Consortium for Urban Affairs (HECUA) has
been developing off-campus educational experiences in urban affairs and social
justjce issues. With programs in the U.S. and abroad, HECUA examines the
systems that create inequality and the ways that social change is made. HECUA's
programs address the changing global economic systems with a multicultural
pe!Spective. The content and approach provide an integrated set of learning
experiences and appeal to all majors.
h!fP:l/y;ww.stolaf.edu/depts/s~ishlprograms_and_opportunilies/hecua.html

1976 California
Governor Jeny Brown
establishes the California
iI
Conservation Corps
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http://www.ccc.ca.gov/cccweb/ABOUT/HISTORY/history .htm
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Modeled after the original Civilian Conservation Corps created in 1933 by
President Franklin Roosevelt, legislation for today's California program was signed
into iaw by Governor Jerry Brown O!'.J July 7, 1976. Governor Brown envisioned
tlie program as "a combination Jesuit seminary, Israeli kibbutz, and Marine Corps
boot camp."

1978 The Young Adult
Conservation Corps

!
I

The Young Adult Conservation Corps (YACC) program has received federal
approval ofa $3,351,000 grant, according to Gov. James R. Thompson. Eligible for
paJ1icipation in the program are any unemployed persons, age 18-23. Participants
will work on conservation projects in public lands and water.; and need no prior
experience to apply. Modeled after depression-era Civilian Conservation Corps, the
program's major goal is to reach all I 02 counties providing worthwhile jobs for
unemployed young men and women in each area. Persons hired in the program can
participate for up to 12 months. Enrollees will be permitted to work a standard 40hour week and will be paid the current federal minimum wage. Work crews will
consists of 10 to 60 individuals based at each camp site.

..

National Center for Service-Leaming in Early Adolescents. The Center offers
technical assistance, training and program development, and a variety of resources
materials for middle educators:and policymakers. They have an extensive database
of middle/junior high school programs from throughout the country. NCSLEA,
CASEl'.CUNY, 25 W. 43rd St., Ste 612, New York, N.Y. !0036-8099. 212/6422947, Fax: 2121354-4127.
http://www.servicelearning.org/article/archiven l /
,, .

1983 National Youth
Leadership Council
established

-.

Service learning focuses on both those being served and those serving. Sigmon 's
three principles of service learning are the following: those being served control the
services provided; those being served become better able to serve and be served by
their own actions; those who serve also are learners and have significant control
over what is expected to be learned.
http://csf:colorndo.edu/forurnslservice·leaming/julOO/msgOOO I I .html

1981 National Center for
Service-Leaming for
Early Adolescents
established
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http://www.lib.niu.edu/ipo/ii780732a.html
1979 ''Three Principles
of Setvice,-Learning"
pu{Jlished in the
Synergist

ir.::
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The National Youth Leadership Council (NYLC) helps to prepare future leaders
and has pioneered youth leadership initiatives. NYLC was the first organization to
champion a meaningful new vision ofleaming that addresses a dual purpose:
educating America's K-12 and college-age students throu!!h thoullhtful and
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practical service, while at the same time benefiting the communities in which those
young people live. This is the essence of service-learning
http://www.nylc.org/
~~·-

1984 Campus Outreach
Opportunity League
(COOL) established as
the first national studentled community service
advocacy group

~
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~

COOL has served as a reso_urce t9 carripuses in their student service engagement
since 1984. lts national programs and accessible resources have propelled growth
not only in individual students' leadership but also in campus' infrastructure for
civic engagement. COOL's Founders saw service as an avenue for building
healthier.communities and strong democracy.
http://www.cool2servc.org/about/about.htrn

---

1984 David Kolb
publishes Experiential
Leaming: Experience as
the Source of learning
and Development

:
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David A. Kolb's n:i_odej of experiential learning can be found in many discussions
of the theory and practice of adult educa1ion, informal education and lifelong
learning. We set out the model, and examine its possibilities and problems; The
Leaming Style Inventory describes the way you and how you deal with ideas and
day-to-day situations in your life. As this instrument is copyrighted please contact
Ginny Flynn at 1-800-729-807.4 for licensing information. The learning style
inventory, and assotiated terminology are based on the work of John Dewey, Kurt
Lewin, Jean Piaget, and J.P. Guilford.
http://www.infed.-0rg/bibliolb-explm.htrn
http://pss.uvm.edu/pss 162/learning_styles.html

1985 National Campus
Compact formed by
college and university
Presidents

In 1985, the presidents of Brown, Georgetown, and Stanford universities along
with the president of the Education Commission of the States joined together to
form Campus Compact, a c-0alition of college and university presidents whose
primary purpose is to help students develop the values and skills of citizenship
through panicipation in public and community service.

I
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http://www.compact.orglaboutcc/retrospective/retrospective.btrnl
1985 National
Association of Service
and Conservation Corps,
which helps replicate
youth corps in states and
cities

The Second Wave: Urban Conservation and Service Corps
The California local corps were strengthened by passage of the California Bottle
Act in 1985, which earma.rkedJlinding for local corps' recycling projects. Just a
year later, New York City established the City Volunteer Corps and added a new
dimension to the corps field by engaging young people in_lhe delivery of human
services as well as conservation work. During the mid-1980s, despite the absence
of fe<leral support, new state and local corps continued to spring up across the
cpuntry. Many of the early local conservatfon corps began to add human services
projects to their portfolios.
http://www.nascc.org/history.htm

1986 Youth Service
America. through which
many young -people are
given a chance to serve

Founded in 198(:), YSA's mission is to strengthen the effectiveness, sustainability,
and scale of.the youth service and service-learning fields. A strong youth service
movement will create healthy communities and foster citizenship, knowledge, and
the personal development of young people. YSA envisions a powerful network of
organizations committed to ma.king service and service-learning the conunon
expectation and common experience of all young people in America
http://www.ysa.org/aboutlaboutus3.cfm

1988 New Eneland

Affiliated with the Graduate Colle_ge of Educalion NERCHE, founded in J988, is
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-Resource Center for
Higher Education
founded at U-M~s
Amherst

dedicated to improving colleges and universities as workp~ces, communities and
organizations.

http://www.umb.edu/rcsearch/cen!ersf
1989 Wingspread
canference leads to the
esuiblishment of
Principles of Good
Practice in Combining
Service and Leaming

This final product was created at the 1989 Wingspread Conference, hosted by the
Johnson Foundation. The principles are the cumulative best practice wisdom
articulated by experienced practitioners and have been adopted by service-learning
professionals across the nation as th~ foµndation for effective, programs in schools
and on campuses.
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.http://web.wm.edu/sharpe/faculty/principles.php
1989 MN Legislature
begins funding the postsecondary serviceleaming grants program

I'•

In' 1989, the program was housed at the Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating

Board. Al !hat time, the money was allocated "TO HIGHER EDUCATION
COORDlNATING _BOARD FOR COMMUNITY SERV1CE GRANTS" (direct
quote from the bill). Internally MHECB titled their request "'Incentive for
institutions to promote communitv service."
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'. 1989-1990 President
George Bush-creates the
: Office of National
Service in the White
HollSe and the Points of
Light Foundationto
foster volunteering
1
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http-J/wviw.pointsoflight.orglabout/about.cfm,
1990 Ernest Boyer
publishes Scholarship
Reconsidered: Priorities
of the Professoriate

~.~n

While the Foundation·does not directly mobilize or coordinate specific volunteerinitiatives within local communities, we do support the efforts of Volunteer Centers
and other agencies that are responsible for coordinating volunteers. We believe that.
a sustained (long-term) commitment by volunteers is the best way to make a
significant differe"Qce-in tl1e lives of others. Episodic, occasional or one--tirne
volunteering is also important, but may not develop the appropriate long"tenn
knowledge or experience necessary for volunteers ta solve·today's serious social
problems.
I

1990 Combining Service
and-Leaming: A

Resource Book for
Community and Public
Service published, edited
by Jane Kendall et al.
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Combining service and teaming : a rewurce book for community and public
service I
Jane C Kendall
1990·
Book v. <t~2 >; 22 cm.
Ra!Cigh, N.C. : National Society for Internships and Experiential Education,
•

..

'"·

National and Community Service Act of 1990 (42 USC l240J; 1()4 Stat. 3127) ••
PUblic Law 101-610, signed November 16, 1990, authoriZes several programs to
engage citizens of the U.S. in full- and/or part-time prOjeetS designed to combat
illiteracy and poverty, provide job skills, enhance educatianal skills, and fulfill
environmental needs. Several provisions are of particular interest to the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service.
http://laws.fws.gov/lawsdigestlnatlcon.html

"'')
....::

.•. to movi; beyond tlie deb1M a\;M;Jut 'tea~hing versus Tl!$earch' as faculty priorities,
and to give scholarship a broader, more efficacious meaning... we propose a new
paradigm of scholarship,.one with four separate yet interlocking parts: t}\e
discovery of knowledge, the integration of knowledge, ~e application of
knowled2e, and the scholarship ofteachinn.
,.
http://ultibase.rmit.~du.~~Afticleslj~~~7/gla.ss1.htm

1990 National and
Community Service Aet
ofl990

b!
. .....
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National Soc:iety for Internships and Experiential Education {U.S.) ; Mary
Reyn_olds Babcqck Foundation. ; Charles F. Kettering Foundation.
WorldCnt Record; OCLC: 22006709
1992 - Maryland is the

first state in the nation to
. require high school
; students to engage in
'. service-learning
activities as a condition
of graduation

The Maryland State Board of Education adopts mandatory service requirement
I.hat becomes effective in 1993 and affects the graduating class of 1997 and
beyond.

.....

Each of the 24 scho9l districts in Maryland implement the service-learning
graduation requirement differently, because t.liey tailor the.specifics of their
program to their local co1Jlmunity.

t::
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http://www.mssa.sailorsite.net/hisfory.html

:Jl

c:

ASCD Mission Statement.
1993 Association of
Supervision and
. Curriculum Development A ~ivc~, intemational,community·of educators, forging covenants in teaching and
, learning for the success of all learners .
. endorse the importance
of linking service with
learning
hnp:J/www.ascd.org/cms/in<lcx.cfin?TheVicwlD=342
1993 Corporation, for

National Service
established as a result of
the 1993 National
Community Service
Trust Act

The National and Community Service Coalition along·with member organizations,
American Youth Policy Forum, State Education Agency K-12 Service-Leaming
Network (SEANet), Youth Service America (YSA), and Campus Compact,
convened a policy dialogue with Leslie Lenkowsky, Chief Executive Officer,
Corporation for National and Communily Service (CNCS), and legislative aides
from the U.S. House and Senate. The purpose of the dialogue was to help audience
members follow the progress of the HR 4854 Citizen Service Act of 2002 through
Congress, and to understand the goals of the Corporation's leadership. The Citizen
Service Act -is ·the· House of Representative's bill to reauthorize the National and
Community Service Trust Act of 1993.

-·
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ht1p:J/www.aypf.org/forumbriefs/2002/fb062002.htm
1993-1995 National
Service-Leaming
Listserv established by
University of Colorado
& Service-Leaming
network on !he internet,
via the University of
Colorado Peace Studies
Center

The purpose of this site is to scrve·as a virtual guide to, and library of, serviceteaming. Its primary focus is service~leaming in higher education. Jn the Spring of
1993, before the world wide web existed, Robin J. Crews created this internet site
and the Service-Leaming Discussion Group (or "SL List") as a service to those in
higher education interested in service-learning. The idea came from having done
the same for the field of peace studies a year-and-a-half earlier. "II was my hope
that the site and discussion group would enhance communication, informationsharing and learning across large distances, and help to nurture a new national
service-learning community. At the time they were created, and for quite some time
afterwants, this site and the SL List were the only internet/web site and national
discussion group on setvice-leamihg. I rontinuc to manage the web site and
discussion group on a volunteer basis in my capacity aS a fotinding editor, list
owner and web site developer of Communications for a Sustainable Future (CSF),
which is hosted by the University of Colorado at Boulder."

..
1994 Michigan Journal
for Community ServiceLeaming CSYlblisljed_as

http://csf.co IOrado.edU/sl_/abOut~this-site.htinl

The Michigan Jownal provi<les a venue 10 -intellectually stimulate educators around
the issues pertinent to academic sei'vic·e in higher education, as well as a venue to
publish ~holarly articles specific;illy for a service-learning audience.
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the first refereed servicelcam~ng journal

The MJCSL aims to widen the community of service-learning cducators,Jo sustain
and .develop the intellectual vigor of those in this community, and to encourage
research and pedagogical scholarship related 10 service-learning. Furthermore, it
strives to contribute to the academic legitimacy of service-learning and to increase
the nwnber of students and faculty who have a chance to experience the rich
teaching and·lcaming benefits that accrue to service-learning participants.
'MJCSL publishes papers that pertain to the theory, practice, pedagogy, and.for
' research of academic service-learning in higher education. Contributing authors are
associated with a wide range of academic disciplines and professions.

.....

• http://www.umicb.cduf-mjcsl/about.html
1994 Mirmesota Campus
Compact established

Under the theme of The Engaged Campus, Minnesota Campus Compact envisions
a state where: Every college and university is engaged in reciprocal, sustained
partnerships that mobilize a wide variety of resources in order to strengthen
children, families, campuses and communities; and Every college and university
graduate is well-pn."Pared not only. for a career, but also for informed and active
citizenship.

-·
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http://www.mncampuscompact.org/
1994 National Service
Bill passed to establish
AmeriCorps program

AmeriCorps is a network of national service programs that engage more than
50,000 Americans each year in intensive service to meet critical needs in education,
public safety, health. and the environment. AmeriCorps members serve through
more than 2,100 nonprofits, public agencies, and faith-based organizations. They
l;utor and mentor youth, build affordable housing, teach computer skills, clean parks
and streams, run after.school programs, and help communities respond to disasters.
Created in 1993, AmeriCorps is part of the Corporation for National and
Community Service, which also oversees. Senior Corps and Learn and Serve
f@i:ri?· Together these programs engage more than 2 million Ameri~ of all
ages and backgrounds in service each year.

..

..

It was decided that we would identify an initial group of twenty to be the fust
group in the Invisible College, that we would have a simple governance structure of
a chair and steering committee, that we would ask the Highlander Center if we
could hold our meetings there-because we wanted to associate ourselves with
Highlander's tradition of participatory education for social justice-and that we
would call ourselves the Invisible College.

http://www.e4ce.org/pageslhistory .htm
1994 Congress passes the
King Holiday and
Service Act of 1994,
cbarning the Corporation

!:"'

iJ
.........

Few institutions can contribute more to rebuilding America's communities than its
colleges and universities. They not only create and transmit knowledge, they are
also economic engines, applied technology centers, major employers, investors,
real estate developers, and populated with creative and energetic people. COPC is a
5-year demonstration program designed to help universities harness these resources
in the service ofneaiby communities.
bup:J/www.hud.gov/progdesc/copc.cfm

1994 lnvisible College
members meet at
Highlander for the first
time

"""'
!\:)
....)

.....

http:/lwww.americorps.org/whoweare.btml
1994 US Department of
Housing and Urban
Development launches
Community Outreach
Partnership program

~J

...n

With the passage of the King Holiday and Service Act in 1994, transforming the
MLK Holiday into a national day of service, citizens have the opportunity to live
Dr. King's legacy through volunteerism.
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for National Service with
taking the lead in
organizing Martin Luther
King Day as a day of
service

The MLK Holiday of Service has become a truly national movement to bring
diverse groups of citizens together on the King holiday to actively celebrate Dr.
King's legacy of promoting social justice and helping others. These citizens
embody King's belief that each individual has a re§~~!bility to his or her
community. He said it best:. ''Everybody can be .~at because anybody can serve."
http://www.dccarys.orglvolunteers/special_days_of_service/mlk_holiday_of_servicelAboutMLK.
aspx

1994-1999 California
State University
Monti:n:y ~ay founded
as the 1st comprehensive
state university requiring
~ervice-leaming for
graduation

In April J999, Governor Gray Davis called for a community service requirement
for all students enroJled in California's public institutions of higher education. This
was formalized in a letter to each of the leaders (lf the public ~y~tcmi> of higher
education on July 15, 1999, calling on them to work toward the development of a
community service requirement.for grad1.1ation.

http:J/www.calstate.edu/CSUprogramslscrvlearn,..call.shtml
1995 Invisible College
sponsors the first
National Gathering on
service-learning

How can service learning enhance students' learning? What are the links between
scholarly research and service? How can educational institutions collaborate with
conununity based organizations to create partnerships for social change? The
Invisible College, the Campus Compact. and the Feinstein
lnstitut~ f~r Public Service are looking for educators who have been asking these
questions to share their inquiries and findings with their peers at a Nationl!I
Gathering on service learning on May 11 • 14, 1995 at Providence College.
http://csf.colorado.edu/forumslservice-tearning.194/0079.html

1995 National Thom.as
. Ehrlich Faculty Award
for Service-Leaming
. tl.st.ablished

Campus Compact recognizes and honors one.faculty member each year for
contributing to the integration of community or public service into the curriculum
and for efforts to institutionalize service-learning. The award-is named in honor of
Thomas Ehrlich, past chair of the Campus Compact e~ecutive committee, President
Emeritus oflndiana University, and currently a senior scholar at the Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching. One award of$2,000 will be granted
to a faculty member from a Campus Compact member institution. Ten finalists will
also be selected and recognized.
...

..

"

http:J/www.compact.org/ccawards/ehrlichawardlehrlichaward-info.html
1995 Engineering
Projects ln Community
Service (EPICS)
program foWlded at
Purdue University

EPICS is an innovative program al Purdue University that creates partnerships
between teams of undergraduate students and local community not· for-profit
organizations to solve engineering-based problems in the community. This
partnership provides many benefits to the students and the community alike.
:

http://epics.ecn.purdue.edu/about/overview.htm
1996 Journal for Higher
Education, Outreach and
Engagement established
by the University of
Geo.rgia

••
"""·
I
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I

The Institute ofJ-ligher Education and the Office of the Vice President for Public
Service and Outreach of the University of Georgia are pleased to announce the
publication of the Journal of Higher Education Outreach and Engage~ent, fonnerly
the Journal of Public Service and Outreach. JHEOE seeks to serve as a forum to
promote the continuing dialogue about the service and outreach mission of the
University and its relatiOnship to the teaching and research missions and to the
needS of the sponsoring society. Published thrt.-e times per year (fall, winter, and
spring/summer). JHEOE is a peer-reviewed journal that casts a wide net am:! . ..
j
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welcomes submissions from a broad range of scholars, practitioners, andprofessionals,
·--

bttp://www.uga.edu/jhcoc/abou1.htrn
"'""".

1996 Campus

CommWlity fa,rtnerships
for Bc.!llQl founded

Community-Campus Partnerships for Healtl\ (CCPH) is a nonprofit organization
thal promotes health through partnerships Qt:twcen communities and higher
educ.ational institutions .. fQ!Jlld!'!!f in 1996, CCPH is a growing .network of over
I 000 communities and ~arop~e~. CCPH has members throughout the United
States and increasipgly the world who are collaborating to promote health through
se_rvig;-lcarning, community-based research, community service and other
partnership strategics. These partnerships arc powerful tools for improving health
prof!'!~ional cd1,1cation, civic responsibility and the overall health of communities.
....

-·~

•·r-

http://www.futurehealth.ucsf.~ulcSPh.htrnl

J996 The national early
literacy iniljativc,
America Reads, launched
by the US Department of
Education

When President Clinton framed the America R~ds Ch;illenge in August 1996, he
sci in motion a series of events that w~re designed to culminate in a national
commitment to a shared goal ofhclpjpg children to acquire basic reading abilities
by the end of third grade. This section briefly highlights three points: first, the
significance of the goa.1 as a call to action; second, ongoing activities in support of
America Reads mobilizing existing resources; and third, the legislatiye proposal
designed to attract additional resources.
The gqal !hot all children shall read well and independently by third grade has
profound implications for the education of children in America. To a greater extent
than heretofore, a benchmark goal for the schools has been set that calls for
combined efforts of the total society if it is to be achieved. The challenge makes
explicit the need for partnership efforts· that combine the energies of parents; Head
Suut, child care and prc~chool programs; the public schools: and libraries,
museums and other community groups.

...

,

http:J/www.ed.gov/pubs/RoadtoReadlprut5.html
1997 AAHE publishes
first VQ!umes of Service-

Learning in the
Disciplines monograph

series

~-

• AAHE has undertaken a multiyear initiative to.enrich service-learning practice. The
· primary activity of the .initiativ~ is an eighteen-volume monograph series released
: over 1997-98 entitled• AAHE's Series on Service-Lcruning in the Disciplines."
As its title implies., the distinguishing characteristic of the Series is that the
con!ribulors lo each volume are scholars witing for peers in their own discipline.
This disciplinary context is critical to making service-learning work - and to
interesting faculiy in trying the pedagogy. Across the volumes, theoretical essays
illuminate issues of general importance to educators interested in a service-learning
pedagogy; pedagogical essays discuss the design, implementation, and outcomes of
specific service-learning programs.

http://aahebulletin.com/publiclarchivcJbringlc_and_zlotkowskUnterview.asp
1997 Thc Presidents'

Swrunit for America's
f\lture, chaired by

General Colin Powell,
brings together President
Clintori, former
Presidents Bush, Ford,
and Carter, and Mrs.
Reagan to n."Cognize and
expand the role of

The summit, chaired by Army general (retired) C-Olin L. Powell, centered on the
promise that by the year 2000, two million additional children and youth will have
access to the following five basic resources summit leaders say are essential to
make it in t6day's World:
•
•
•
•
•

an ongoing relationship with a caring adult - a mentor, coach or tutor
safe places and structured activities during nonschool hours to learn and grow
a healthy start and a healthy future
a marketable skill through effective education
an opportunity to give back to their communities through their own service.

IOt

.)

to.,.

-AmeriCorps and other
service programs

-http://www.wfn.org/1997/06/msg00261.html
,--

I

·-- The annual Ernest A. Lynton Award for Facuity Professional Service and
Academic Outreach recognizes a faculty member who oonnects his or her expertise
and schoiarship to community outreach. Unlike traditional service·leaming awards
that focus on the link between teaching and service, the Lynton Awaro emphasiz.es
the connection more broadly 10 incorporate professional service and academic
outreach.

1997 Ernest Lynton

Award .for Faculty
Professional Service and
Academic Outreach
established

--

http://www.nerche.org/Lyntonllynton.html

- --·.
1997 National ServiceLeaming Clearinghouse
for K· 12 funded by
Corporation for National
Service at the University
of Minnesota

Facult)' touch both directly and indirectly the lives Of thousands of children, pret~ns, and teens every day. As scholars, lhey study relationships and social
behavior, learning and perception, developmental psychology, and the intersection
of learning with racclelhnicity, cla.Ss, and gender-issues at the core of K-12
education-and they contnbute tlieit findings to the public policy discusSions and
decisions that shape our educational system and its schools. As teachers, they
actively reach out to help teachers teach and help students develOp language and
other skills. As artists in the schools; they teach children the joys and challenges of
artistic creation.
bttp://www2.cla.umn.cduloutrcach!prck I 2_programs.htmJ
The seeds for "Political Education and the Modem University" can be traced to a
statement issued in July 1999 by Campus Compact billed as the "Presidents"Fourth
of July Declaration on the Civic Responsibility of Higher Education." Responding
to concern about "the disengagement of college students from democratic
participation," the statement challenged higher education to "'reexamine its public
purposes and itS commitments to the demtieratic idea~." DePauw President Robert
G. Bottoms, with a grant from the Mellon Foundation, responded by inaugurating a
series of fa~Jty discussions on religion, leader.;hip, and civic responsibility to
probe the opportunities and implications of the Campus Compact challenge.

l 999 Fourth of July
Declaration on the Civic
Responsibility or Higher
Education published ·

1999 Wingspread
Declaration Renewing
the Civic Mission of the
American Research
University ~ublished

r•

http:i/www.collegenews.org/x2077.;i;mJ
.
The concern of the USA academic community on I.he matter of citizenship within
·higher education instiiutions is expressed through the Wingspread Declaration on
Renewing the Civic Mission of the American Research University (December
1998) and the Presidents' Fourth of July Declaration on the Civic Responsibility of
Higher Education (]>residents'. Leadership Colloquium convened by Campus
. Compact and the American Council on Education at the Aspen Institute on 29
IJune-I July 1999).

I

t

As a result. two parallel projects were launched.in Europe and in the United States

under the responsibility of the Higher Education and.Researoh Committee of the
Council of Europe and a consortium of US researchers and institutional
representatives.
bttj>://www.coe.int!f/E/Cultural_Co:operationleducatioo/Higher_educati~-n/Archives/Sites_of_Citiz.enship._!Sp.

. 1999-2000
.Clearinghouse and
National Review Board
for the Scbolarshio of

The National Review Board considers the Scholarship of Engagement as a term
ilial captures scholarship in the areas Of teaching, research, and/or service. It
engages faculty in academically rolevant work that simultaneously meets campus
mission and J?oals as wen as communiiv needs. In essence. it is a scholarly ai?enda
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Engagement established

,that integrates community issues. Jn this definition community is bt'OBdly defined to
include audiences external to the campus that arc part of a collaborative process to

contribute to the public good.
http:l/www.coe.uga.edu/scholarshipofengagement/aboutJFAQs.htmi
WOO Kellogg
Commission oflhe
Future of State and
Land..Grant Universities
issues Renewing the
Covenam; Learning,
Discovery and
Engagement of a new
age and Different World

Washington, D.C., March 21, 2000: A universiiy-refonn commission has called for
a renewal of the historic "covenant" between the American people and their public
colleges and universities. Winding up three years of work. the Kellogg
Commission on the Future of Stale and Land-Grant Univei:;iries is calling for
passage of new feden1l lcgislation, a Higher Education Millennial Partnership Act,
to serve as the Jnfonnation·Age equivalent of 19th ceniury h;gislation that
promoted the founding of public universities.
In return. the 24 state university presidents and chancellors on the commission lay
out a series of commitments that public universities are willing to make 10 uphold
their part of the covenant. These include providing genuinely equal·access to
students of all ages and backgrounds, as well as ~conscious efforts to bring the
resourees and expertise at our institutions to bear on community, state, national,
and international problems in a coherent way."

· ·http:fiwww.nasulgc.org/Whatsnew/Press_Releases!Kellogg%20Covenant.htm
2000The~

C!!-'IC)'. EoundatiQD

Provided pilot funds for the award in 2000 and is supporting Minnesota Campus
Compact's replication of the Caner Award in Minnesota.

provided pilot funds for
the award
hrtp://www.kairospublishi.ng.otg/mcc/carteraward/spt>nsor.htrnl
In August 200!, the National Service-Learning Clearinghouse
2001 The Learn and
(http://www.serviceleaming.org] is awarded to ETR Associates in Scotts Valley,
Serve America National
· t California. The purpose of the Clearinghouse is.to collcet and disseminate
Service-Learning
· infonnatfon and.materials n:late!j tQ service-teaming. Topics include service·
Clearinghouse, funded
learning in: K-12 schools; institutions of higher education; community-based
by the Corporation for
. National and Community organizations; Indian Tribes and U.S. Territories; especially Learn and S~rve
' Service, is awarded to
America gr.antei:s and subgrantees; and AmeriCorps, Senior C.orps and other
programs and projects involved in service-learning.
ETR Associates in
California

.....

. '

http://www.augsbµi-g.edu/education/aacte~ssglriewslct1er/SSO_Ncw~.!et1cr_8·

0103.hlml
2001 First International
Conferenet: on Service·
Leaming Research held

..

·In October 2001, the long awaite!i First Annual International Conference on
Service-Leaming Research was held in Berkeley and brought 350 researchers,
policymakers and others interested in service-learning research together to share
and hear about new findings, research agendas and explore research interests. This
year, we will convene the Second Annual International Conference in Nashville,
Tennessee to build on this work. International Stholars and practitioners who are
actively engaged in service-learning research are invited to present their most
recent breakthroughs in research findings, methodological approaches and
theoretical advances at all levels: K-12 education, teacher education and higher
education. We are also particularly interested in prcsent,ations from researchers in
related fields whose theoretical or methodological approaches have something to
offer to the service-learning research field.
http://www.learningindeed.org/research/
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2001 Wingspread
conference on student
civic engagement held

The Wingspread Summit on Student Civic Engagement was held on March 15l 7, 2001 at the JohnS-On Foundation in Racine, Wisconsin. The participants
included a group of thirty-three juniors and seniors representing twenty-seven
colleges and universities from across the country. These students were nominated
by faculty and community service directors and asked to participate for two days in
a candid group discussion focused on their "civic experiences" in higher education.
http://www.compact.org/wingspread/dcfnult.html

2001 The New Student
Politics is published by
National Campus
Compact

In 2002, Campus Compact published The New Student Politics: The Wingspread
Statement on Student Civic Engagement. This volume articulates political and civic
engagement as outlined by students at the 2001 Wingspread Summit, examining
contemp-0rary models of service and engagement and offering specific suggestions
for how campuses can increase their commitment to this activity. The New Student
Politics has been distributed to more than 5,000 students across the country. The
New Student Polities Curriculum Guide, developed as a faculty companion, has
been piloted in IS courses around the country and will be distributed widely in the
next academic year.
http://www.eompact.org/students/2002review.html

2002 Invisible College
group establishes itself as
a 50 lc3 and renames
itself Educators for
Community Engagement

Educators for Community Engagement (fonnerly the Invisible College) is a
national membership organil'..ation of educators who promote service-learning to
build and strengfuen community on campus and in society. Georgetown University
has been involved with the Invisible College (now ECE) since its inception in
1994, through the work of Patricia E. O'Connor, one ofits founding faculty and its
Chair from 1999-2000. Many Georgetown faculty, students, staff and community
pa.11ners are active members. Georgetown University hosted the National Gathering
of the Group in 2000. Since its inception, national offices for the Invisible College
have moved from Campus Compact in Providence, RI to Portland State University
in Oregon, to Georgetown University. As the ECE organil'..ation changes to 50lc3
status it will relocate in lndianapalis.
http://socialjustice.georgetown.edu/teachlng/ece.htrnl

2002 National Campus
Compact receives
funding thru MS!1Ch 2004
from Pew Charitable
Trust for the 'Student
Civic Engagement
Campaign'

With generous supp-0rt from The Pew Charitable Trusts, Campus Compact is
undertaking a two-year campaign to increase student participation in public life and
document the role of young people in working 10 meet national and community
needs. The campaign began in fall 2002 on campuses across the nation with more
than 41,000 students participating in civic events, ranging from voter registration
drives to forums on community issues. Over the course of the full two years we
plan to involve more than 200,000 students in civically related activities.
http://www.compact.org/students/2002review.html
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-Key Definition ofTenns
Term
Altruism
Charity

Definition

Charity is the act of giving something to someone in need without
expectation of recompense (Rhoads, 1997).The liberaJ giving of gifts to the
or based on love and oodness
oads, 1997, . 139 •
Civic.
Civic engagement is defined as soCial action for a public purpose in a local
En a ement
communi
later, 2004, . I0 .
Compensatory
Compensatory j\iStice is defined as the obligation of the fortunate or wen.:.
off to hel the Je5s fortunate or disadvanta ed Rhoads, 1999, . 139
Justice
The term democracy indicates (a) a government by the people; especial1y
Democracy
rule of the majority and (b): a government in which the supreme power is
vested in the·people and exercised by'them dire<;tly or indirectly through a
system of representation usually involving periodically held free elections
Menriam Webster On-line diction ;·www.onelook.com .
Experiential education is a type of pedagogy where learners learn through
Experiential
real-life experiences
.education
oads, 1997, . 208)
Faculty is defined as members of any one of the learned professions
Faculty
collectively. The body of instructors in a school, university or college
Webster's Colle iate Diction , 2002 . 254 .
Globalization is the process by which a business starts to operate on a
Globalization
lobal or world-wide scale Oxford Diction , 3rd ed., . 294 .
Higher Education Higher Education is defined as postsecondary education, and includes the
work of colleges, junior colleges, commwtity coUeges, two-year colleges,
universities, professional and technical schools, and other degree-granting
institutions (Title 8, Chapter II Regulations of the Commissioner of New
York State De artment of Education .
Intellectual capital is defined as acquisition of knowledge and cognitive
Intellectual
skins which is enhanced by curriculum anchored in core subjects or
capital
academic disci lines atrick 1998 . 3 .
Internship is defined as a period ohime when a student or trainee is placed
Internship
in an organization to do a job in order to gain skills for employment
(Oxford Dictionary 3rd ed., 2006) and is recompensed by monetary
a ent.
Mutuality is the belief that service out to be a two-way relationship in
Mutuality
which all parties give and receive and that all parties participate equally in
the lannin of service activities
oads, 1999, . 127.
Pluralism is the acceptance within a society of a number of ~ups with
Pluralism
different beliefs or ethnic backgrounds (Oxford Dictionary 3rd ed., 2006, p.
525).
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Service-learning

Social capital

Social Change
Social justice
Volunteerism

Definition
Service-learning is defined as a credit bearing educational experience in
which students (a) participate in an organized service activity in such a way
that meets identified community needs and (b) reflect on the service activity
in such a way to gain further understanding of course content, a broader
appreciation of the discipline, and an enhanced sense of civic responsibility
(Bringle & Hatcher, 1995, p. 112).
Social capital is the acquisition of participatory skills and civic virtues or
character traits necessary for the constructive engagement of citizens with
their civil society and government. Examples of civic virtues are civility,
honesty, self-restraint, tolerance, compassion, patriotism, respect for the
dignity and worth of each person, concern for public good, and social trust
(Patrick, 1998, p. 3).
Social change is defined as the impetus to address the ills of society through
addressing systemic causes (Rhoads, 1999, p. 139).
Social justice is defined as bringing about a more equitable distribution in
society's wealth (Rhoads, 1999, p. 139).
Volunteerism is defined as the work a person does without being paid or
performance of work offered freely at one's own convenience (Oxford
Dictionary 3tt1 ed., 2006, p. 788).
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COLLEGE

January 10, 2008
File No: 876-011708-05

...

Cynthia Smith
10 Alicia Circle
thurcbviJle, NY 144.28

Dear Ms. Smith:

Thank )'.OU for submitting your research proposal to the Institutional Review Board.
I am pleased to inform you that the Boaxd has approved the proposal entitled, 'The
perceptions, motivations, and deterrents of faculty who teach in higher education
-institutions, who do and do not. incorporate service-learning into curriculum."
Following federal guidelines, research related records should be maintained in a
secure area for three years.following the completios;i oftbe project at which time they
may be destroyed.

...

Should you have any questions about this process or your responstbilities, please
contact me at 385-5262 or-by e-mail to emerges@sjfc.edu.

•.,•

Sincerely,

Eileen M. Merges, Ph.D.
Chair, Institutional Review Board

••

EM;.ilm
Copy:OMUUl
IRS: Ap;ucve ~doc

3690 East Avenue• Rochester, NY 14618 • 585-385-8000

+

www.sjle.edu
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RIT lnsiitutional Review 13oard for !he
Proieaion of Human Subjects in Resean:h
141 Lomb Memorial Drive
RocheSter, New York 14623-5604
l'ttone; 585-47.5-2167

Form(;
IRB Decision Form
TO:

Cynthia Smith

FROM:

RIT Institutional Review Board

DATE:
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Project Title - Perceptions, Motivators, and Deterrents of Post-secondary F acuity who do and who do not

Incorporate Service-Leaming Pedagogy in Curriculum

The Institutional Review Board (IRB) has taken the following action on your. project named above.

f8l

Exempt

46.101

(b)(2)

Now that.your project is approved, you may proceed as you described in the Form A.
You are required to submit to the IRB any;

•

Proposed modifications and wait for approval before implementing lhem,

•

Unanticipated risks, and

•

Actual injury to human subjects.

..

Heather Foti, MPH
Associate Director
Offiee of Human Subjects Research
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SUMMARY ABSTRACT: Please supply the following Infonnation below: BRIEF description of
the participants, the location(s) of the project, the procedures to be used for data collection,
whether data will be confidential or anonymous, disposition of the data, who will have acces.5 to the

...~

data.

Gain understanding of what phenomenon attracts or deters post·secondary faculty from participating in
the pedagogy of service learning. Over 900 full, part·time and adjunct teaching faculty at all ranks.
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Dear Teaching Faculty,
My name is Cynthia P. Smith. I am a doctoral candidate at St. John Fisher and ari Instructor in
Health Professions at Monroe Community College. To satisfy my dissertation research, I run
investigating the topic of service-learning.

...........
..

I am attempting to understand the perceptions, motivations, deterrents, and,cobcerns of
teaching·facultY in higher education who include service~learning componepts in their
cur.ri~µJµm.

I.am equally inte.rested in bearing from faculty wh.o do not include service-learning
projects in their curriculum.
As part of this study, a web-based survey has been designed. This survey consists of 45 questions
and will truce no longer than 15 minutes of your time. The survey has been approved by the St.
John Fisher Col1ege Internal Review Board as well as the IRB of your teaching institution.

This survey is not anonymous, but the information gathered will be held in strict confidence.
Participants will be issued a code through the web-based hqst. This code will only be made
~vailable to me, the researcher. The files are password protected. If the results are published,
your identity will remain absolutely confidentia1. There is no anticipated risk to you as a
participant.

...
~ii

...

•~1/il

Should you desire to participate in a follow up focus group, please either leave your name and
contact number on the electronic survey or contact me by phone or e-mail. My contact
information is provided below.

...

Since this survey is self-initiated by those.desiring io participate. Therefore, by choosing to
participating, consent is given to the researcher to compile all data that is provided.

...

..
)
I..,

ih,e results of this study will help to increase the knowledge base of service-learning pedagogy.
I deeply appreciate your interest and participation. Survey concludes on April 4. 2008.
Should any questions exist, please contact me: (585) 292-2772 or csmi1h1@monroccc.edu or my
I;>i~sertation Chair, Dr. John Travers, at (585) 381-7259, or jtravers@sjfc.edu.Cynthia P. Smith
Instructor, J;IeaJth Professions
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Follow Up Survey E-Letter
Dear Teaching Faculty)
My name is Cynthia P. Smith. I am a doctoral candidate at St John Fisher and an Instructor in
Hea1th Professions at Monroe Community College. To satisfy my dissertation research, 1 am
investigating the topic of service-learning.

.....

I am attempting to understand the perceptions, motivations, deterrent and concerns of
teaching faculty in higher education who include service-learning components in
curriculum.

..:~

....
....

;~

m

1 am equally interested in those faculty who do NOT include service-learning projects in
curriculum.

This is a gentle reminder in regards to participation in the Teaching Faculty Survey that was sent
electronically one week ago. The last day to participate in this survey is April 1S, 2008. If you
have already participated in the survey-THANK YOU!

.J

~

~1

I.I

ll

~~

I

This survey is not anonymous; however, the researcher will ensure confidentiality. The files are
password protected. If the results are published, your identity will remain absolutely
confidential. No risk is anticipated to you as a participant in this survey. Should you desire to
participate in a follow up focus group, please either leave your name and contact number on the
electronic survey or contact me by phone or e-mail. My contact infonnation, as well as my
Dissertation Chair's contact infonnation is provided below.
Since this survey is self-initiated by those desiring to participate. Therefore, by choosing to
participating, consent is given to the researcher to compile all data that is provided.
The results of this study will help to increase the knowledge base of service-learning pedagogy.
I deeply appreciate your interest and participation.
Should any questions exist, please contact me: (585) 292-2772 or csmith@monroccc.edu or my
Dissertation Chair, Dr. John Travers (585) 381-7259 or jtravers@sjfc.edu.
Cynthia P. Smith
Instructor, Health Professions
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RE: Dissertation Question

Reply

Reply 10 nll

n11ps:110\va.monrocu:.coU1cxcnange1csm11JJ11nooX/K.t::%ZUlJ1sserta11.

forward

. I

.. '..1
;

;'\

Close

You forwarded this messnge on 8!12!2008 6: 11 P'.\l.
From:
Banerjee. f.fadhurnita [mbanerjce@stcloudstate.edu!
To:

Help

Sent: Tue 8 2$

~Olli

I:06 n1

.

i'

Smith. Cynthia P. (Henhh Professions)

•

..

Cc:
Subject:
RE: Dissertation Ques1ion
Attllchmcnis:

Hi Cindy,
Thank you for the kind words. You do have my permission to use the Facuity Perception Survey. Personal
Characteristics Survey, and the slightly modified Abes et al {2002) Facuity Motivation and Deterrents
Survey. However, you must acknowledge Abes el al.'s work in your dissertation as that was the original
source for the faculty motivation survey which l modified to suit the purposes of my study.
Your study sounds interesting and I believe it will add much value to the existing body of knowledge. The
web survey was a tedious and time consuming process. Especially the part where you have to retrieve
emails rrom college websites and then send multiple emails in the form of intro letter, informed consent,
thank you etc. But I had some fascinating responses and that often made my day. There were
encouraging notes from faculty from all corners of the US with tips, suggestions, and insights and I am
proud to be part of such a community. I also had a good MIS support team in my college and they helped
me immensely with the design, format, layou~ and data retrieval process. If possible, send me a copy of
your dissertation as I look forward to reading it. Wish you all the best in your journey forward ....

..

Mita

..

..

tt't•••••••••••••t•+••••••••••Yt•t+t•••••t•tft9••••~•tt11f

Mita Banerjee Ph.D.
Assistant Professor
Dept. of Statistics and Computer Networking
Sr. Cloud S1a1e University

.
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Faculty Perception Survey

Directions. This questionnaire is designed to help us gain a better understanding of faculty member's
perception of how scrvice~lcarning tlln further the gollls of FnmUy :ind.Consumer Sciences.
Using the scale below, please~ the number that indicates your opinion about ench of the
statements. Refer co the following definition of service-learning while choosing your responses.
Service-learning is a form of experiential education characterized by !ill of the following:
• student participation in an organized service activity
• student participation in service activities connected to specific learning outcomes
• student participation in service activities that meet identified community needs
• structured lime for student reflection and connection of the service experience to learning
Strongly
Disa ee

Moderately
Disa

.II

Uncertain
ee
4

I

1. Service-learning experiences raise questions about social issues

2

3

4

5

6

7

2. Service-learning enhances students' awareness of the world
around them

2

3

4

5

6

7

3. Interaction with individuals during service participation
helps students better understand critical problems facing
society

2

3

4

5

6

7

4. Service-learning means a significant decrease in classroom

2

3

4

5

6

7

5. Service-learning brings about a sense of responsibility to
address social issues by connecting students to local
communities

2

3

4

5

6

7

6. Service participation helps students realize that they
can make a difference in people's lives

2

3

4

5

6

7

7. Service-learning deters student's 11ppreciation of diversity

2

3

4

s

6

7

8. Service participation inspires student.S to become involved
in social issues

2

3

4

5

6

7

9, Service-learning helps students to think critically

2

3

4

5

6

7

10. Service•leaming helps develop new skills such as
leadership, interpersonal, or communication skills

2

3

4

s

6

7

5

6

7

'

I
I
I

~

~

instruction time

1 l.

Service~leaming

diverts anention from textbook content

2

3

4
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..

Strongly
Disai!ree
l

Moderately
... Disat:ree
·•· 2

Slightly

Uncertain

Slightly

Moderately

Al!ree
5

AJ..rree
6

Disas:rree
3

4·

.,.

Strongly
Auree
7

12.Service participation helps students apply theories and
concepts to real settings

2

3

4

5

G

7

I 3. Service-learning enhances self-esteem when students
accomplish a chnllenging task

2

3

4

s

6

7

14. Service•leaming helps students to work cooperatively
in group settings

2

3

4

5

6

7

15. lt is relatively easy to evaluate student's perfonnance
in service-learning activities

2

3

4

5

6

7

16. Service-learning fosters responsibility by highlighting
the impact students can have on others and.on their
community

2

3

4

5

6

7

I
J
l

7

I

17. Service-learning experience challenges students to
question assumptions about critical issues concerning
spciety

i
f

l

i

3

4

s

6

~I
~I

18. Service-leafl'lit}g is the academic equivalent to voluntary
service

2

3

4

s

6

7

19. Service-learning helps students realize that it is as much
their responsibility as everyone else's to do what they
can to make the world a better place

2

3

4

5

6

7

20. In service-learning students apply newly acquired skills
and knowledge to address needs in the society

2

3

4

s

6

7

21 . Service participation helps students see inequities
that exist in our society

2

3

4

5

6

7

22. Service-learning helps develop an awareness of how people
are affected by interconnected social structures.

2

3

4

s

6

7

23. Service-learning is not a rigorous educational pedagogy.

2

3

4

s

6

7

·24. Service-learning enhances the ability to get along with
people of different races and cultures.

2

3

4

s

6

7

2

3

4

s

6

J

25. Service-learning dasses that discuss social problems
help students d·evelop a heightened sense of commitment
.to social change.

I

..

.~
m

11

:)
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Faculty Motivation nnd Deterrents fonhe Use of Service-Learning

Service-learning is a form of experiential e.ducation characterized by all of the following:
• student participation in nn organized service activity
• participation in sctvice nctivities connected to spedfic learning outcomes
• participation in service activities that meet identified community needs
• structured time for student reflection and connection of the service experience 10 learning
;PART A. Your Motivation To Incorporate Service-Learning Into Your Teaching

l. Using the definition of service-learning above as a guideline, do you currently teuch or have you
ever taught a course thnt included a service·leaming component? Please circle your answer.
a.
YES
....
GO TO QUESTION 2a

·b.

-

NO

GO TO QUESTION 9 (Page l t)

2a. liave any of the people listed below encouraged you to use service-learning?
2b. Of those who have encouraged the use or servlce-Je@rning (those for which you circled "yes"
below},. how important was that encouragement In your decision to use service-learning?

Not
Jmoortant
1

Somewhat
lmoortant
2

Important
....

3

..

Very

Not

Important

Aonlicablc

4

NIA

..

Don't
Know
DK

·Please rl!'.:f!£ your answers

Person

2a. Received Encouragement

2b. Importance of

Encouragement
I. Your president or senior
academic officer

YES

NO

DK

l

2

3

4

NIA

2. Your college denn

YES

NO

DK

l

2

3

4

NIA

3. Your department
chairperson

YES

NO

DK

·1

2

3

4

NIA

4. Another faculty member in

YES

NO

DK

l

2

3

4

NIA

YES

NO

DK

l

2

3

4

N/A

6. A community member

YES

NO

DK

1

2

3

4

NIA

7. Scudents at your institution

YES

NO

DK

l

·2

3

4

NIA

-~

•

>

~"

your department·
5. Faculty in other
departments
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Jn. Which of fhc forms of in~tructlonal support listed below did you receive on how to
incorporate
service.learning into your teaching?
~· Of the forms of instructional support that you received {those for which
below),
how helpful were each to you?

Not

Helpful
t

Somewhat
Helpful
2

)'Otl

Very
Helo fut

Helpful

3

circled "yes"

Not
Applicable
NIA

4

Please circle your ;lnl)wers
3a. Received Support

lnstrucdona.l support

3b. Helpfulness of Support

l. Faculty teaching handbook

YES

NO

1

2

3

4

NIA

2. faculty development at
your institution

YES

NO

J

2

3

4

NIA

3. Professional

YES

NO

l

2

3

4

NIA

4. Mentoring

YF.S

NO

l

2

3

4

NIA

S. Advice from colleagues

YES

NO

1

2

3

4

NIA

6. Professional
journals/presentations

YES

NO

1

2

3

4

NIA

7. Other (please specify)

YES

NO

1

2

3

4

NIA

~II

organizations/conferences

~I

4. In general, how important are student-learning outcomes in your decision to incorporate service·
learning into your teaching? How important are community-based outcomes?
Not
lmoortant
1

Somewhat
lmoortant
2

Important

Very

Important
4

3

Please circle your answers
Student-learning outcomes.
Community·based outcomes

2

3

4

3

4
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5. Each of the items listed below may be outcomes of service-learning. Which, if any. of
these outcomes have been most importanl lo you in your decision to incorporu!e servicc-k:iming

into your teaching?
Please circle no more than three outcomes.
a.

Increases students' cognitive development

b. Increases students' understanding of the course material
c. Jncreases students' appreciation of diversity
d. Increases students' personal development

e. Increases students' moral development
f.

increases students' civic parrlcipation

g. Increases students' understanding ofsocial problems as systemic

I

I

h. Provides useful service in the community
i.

Gives community members a voice in addressing their needs

j.

Contributes to community-building

I
~

~I

,,
le. Creates university-community partnerships

I.

II

Allows me to participate in and/or support community service

m. Improves/revitalizes my teaching
n. Improves/contributes to my research agenda

o. Contributes to institutional/departmental service obligations
p. Other (please specify) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
PART B. Your Intentions To Continue To Incorporate Service-Lenrning Into Your Teaching.

6. ijow likely is it that you will continue to incorporate service-teaming into your teaching in the
future?
(P!Ca.se circle your answer)
a. Very likely

b. LikeJy
c. Neither likely nor unlikely
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d. Unlikely
e. Very unlikely

7. Which, if any, of the reasons listed below might c:iuse you!!.!!!..!!? continue incoJ]>or.ning
service-learning into your teilching or to ·do so less frequenily?
Please circle no more than the .!.!.!r££ reasons most important to you.

a. I am not certain that my students benefited from my service-learning course(s)
b. I am not certain that the community benefited from my service-learning coursc(s)
c. Service-learning courses are time-intensive and therefore difficult to b3lance with my other
professional responsibilities
d. I had difficulty coordinating the community service component of my course(s)
e. I had difficulty establishing partnerships in the community

f.

I had difficulty securing funding for cleveloping and/or: implementing my service-learning
coufse(s}

g. I have had difficulty or have been unable to secure release time to develop service-learning
courses
h. J do not feel comfortable with my competency in using service·leaming
1.

I have not been rewarded 'ln my performance reviews and/or tenure and promotion decisions
for my use of service,leaming

j.

Other (please specify) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

8. As you think about whether you will continue to incorporate service-learning into your teaching,
how

important is it that you be rewarded in your performance reviews and/or tenure and promotion
decisions for doing so? (Please circle your answer)
a. Not important
b. Somewhat important
c. Important

d. Very Important

Go To Page 13 {here page 125) for Professional Characterlstks Questions
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PART C. Your Reasons For Not Incorpornting, Service-Learning Into Your Tc:u:hlng
For your convenience, the definition of service-learning, which you should use to guide your
this survey, is tepeared again.

respon~es 10

Service-le:irning is a form of experiential educalion characterized by all of the following:
• student participation in an organized service activity
• participation in service activities connected to specific learning outcomes
• participation in service activities that meet identified community needs
• structured time for student reflection and coMection of the service experience t6' leaming1
9. Prior to rcceJving this survey, had ,You ever heard of servlcc~lcarningY
(Please~

a.

YES

b.

NO

your answer)
GO TO QUESTION I0

-

GO TO QUESTION 12 (page 13)

JO. Have you ever given any thought as to whether or not you should Incorporate service·
learning into your ~eachlng? (Please~ your answer)

a.

YES

GO TO QUESTION 11

b.

NO

GO TO QUESTION 12 (page 13)

J l. We are Interested In understanding your rensons for not lncorporntlng servic~learning
into your teaching. Indicate the extent to which you agree that each of the following
statements describes why you do not use servke·learnlng. Please circle your answer.

Strongly
Disarn:e

Disagree

I

2

Neither Agree
Nor Disagree
J .,_

Agree

Strongly
Agree

s

4

-

"'

a. I do nol use service-leaming b~cause it will not benefit my students

2

3

4

5

b. r do not use sei:vi~e-Jeaming because ii is not academically rigorous

2

3

4

5

c. I do not use, service-lea ming because it will notbenefittbe community

2

3

4

5

d. I do not use service·leaming because it is not relevant to the courses
r teach

2

3

4

s

c. I do not use service·lcaming because I am not interested in creating
new courses or modifying existing courses to include a service-learning
component

2

3

4

5

f. 1 do not use service-learning because service-learning courses are

2

3

4

5
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time-intensive and would be difficult to balance with my other
professional responsibilities
Strongly

Disagree

Disam-ee
l

2

Neither Agree
Nor Dis:mree
3

'

Agree

Strongly
Anree

4

5

g. l do not use service· learning because I do not know how to do
so effectively

2

3

4

5

h. I do not use service-teaming because doing so will take away
class time for teaching critical content

2

3

4

5

i. J do not use service-learning because it is unlikely that I will be

2

3

4

5

j. I do not use service-leamfag because my institution does not place
a high value on teaching

2

3

4

5

k. I do not use service-learning because my institution does not place
a high value on community service and/or engagement

2

3

4

s

L- I do not use service-learning because my institution's president
or senior academic officer has not encouraged doing so

2

3

4

5

m. I do not use service-learning because my dean has not encouraged
doing so

2

3

4

5

n. I do not use service-learning because my department chairperson
has not encouraged doing so

2

3

4

5

o. I do not use service-learning because l have not been given and/or
do not anticipate being given release time to develop a service-learning
course

2

3

4

s

p. I do not use service-learning because l anticipate having logistical
problems coordinating the community service aspect of the course

2

3

4

s

q. 1 do not use service-teaming because I anticipate having (or have had)
difficulty establishing community partners

2

3

4

s

r. l do not use service-learning because I anticipate having (or have had)
difficulty securing funding for service-learning

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

rewarded in my performance review and/or tenure nnd promotion
decisions for doing so

s. I ,do not use serv.i,C¢·1~a1Jling bt;:c;ayse co111munity service is
not important to me
t. Other (please specify)

l
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-J2. How likely is it that you will incorporate service-learning into your teaching in the

future? {Please circle your answer)
a. Very unlikely
b. Unlikely

c. 1am unsure
d. Likely
e. Very likely

l3. What, ifan)thing, might increase the likelihood that you will incorporate service-learning
into your teaching in the future?
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__

Personal Chnrncterislics Survey

Please respond to the statement below by circling the letter of your choice or writing the npproprinlc
response in the space provided.

l. What is your content area of teaching?
A. FCS Education

B. Clothing, Apparel, & Textiles
C. Human Development & Family Studies
D. Food Science & Human Nutrition
E. Food Production & Services
F. Other (Please specify)----2. What is your current faculty rank?
A. Professor
B. Associate Professor

C. Assistant Professor
D. Instructor
E. Other (Pieasc specify)------

3. What is you

tenu~stl}tus?

A. Tenured
B. Not tenured, on tenure track
C. Not tenured
4. How many years in total have you taught in a co\lege or university?
~~~'--~-~__,ears

5. What iS your major professional responsibility?

A. Teaching
Research
C. Service
D. Advising

·a.

7. Number of courses you taught within the last 5 years that incorporated service-teaming? (courses
that you nave taught more than once should be counted only one time)

A. Nohe
B. 1·2

c.

3.5

D. More than 5
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8. What is your age group?
A.
B'.
C.
D.
E.
F.

25-30 years
3\~0

41-SO
51-60
61-70
Ahove 70 years

9. What is your gender'!

A. Female
B. Male

10. What is your race/ethnicity?

A. African Amedcan
B. American Indian/Alaskan Native
C.
D.
E.
F.

Asian/Pacific Islander
Caucasian
Hispanic
Other _ _ _ __

IL What is the name of your institution?

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR TIME AND HELP
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Appendix G
Focus Group Questions
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Qualitative Focus Group Questions
Focus group questions were adapted from The Conununity·Campus Partnerships for Health
Methods and Strategies for Facu)ty Assessment and Reflection study (1999). These questions
may be modified or additional questions may be generated from aggregated data from the
quantitative survey.
Focus groups questions for faculty who have incorporated service-learning into curriculum:

1. How did you come to know about service-learning?
2. In what ways have you implemented service-learning into your curriculum?
3. What would you tell other faculty about service-learning?
Focus group questions for faculty who have not incorporated service-learning into curriculum:
1. Tell me why you don't use Service-learning projects in your curriculum.
2. Some faculty has voiced concerns about implementing service-learning projects into their
curriculum. Tell me if you have any.
3. Tell me about your experience with service-learning.
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Appendix H
Focus Group Consent Form
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i
I

.I._

Informed Consent Form

Dear Colleague:
Thank you for agreeing to be interviewed for this study that is being conducted for my
dissertation to complete the requiremen~ for the Doctorate of Executive Leadership at St. John
Fisher. The title of the study is: The atlitud~s. p~rceptfons, and concerns ofhigher education
teaching/acuity regarding imp/emenJing service-learning projects into cu,rri<;ula. The study
examines why teaching faculty in-several higher education institutions in Monroe County, adapt
or do not adapt service· learning into coursework.

By agreeing to participate in this study
1. You agree to meet with the researcher and several other participants in a focus group.
2. You agree to have the interview taped oy the researcher.
3. You will be available if needed to clarify topics from the interview at a later time by
telephone or e-mail.
4. You understand that you are free to withdraw from participation in the study at any time.
5. You consent to the data collected during the interview being used for possible secondary
analysis in the future with all of the same confidentiality protections. (Data from this
study might be suitable for a different type of analysis. Your transcribed interview might
be used at a later date for another research project by this researcher.)
To protect your rights and confidentiality
1. The study proposal has been approved by the IRB at St. John Fisher College in
Rochester, NY.
2; You will not be mentioned by name, position or party affiliation in any of the research
results or reports.
3. Every effort will be made to seiect narrative quotes to illustrate the concepts analyzed in
the research in a manner that protects the anonymity of all subjects.
4. Subjects will be linked to the data by an identifying code known only to the researcher.
5. All data including research field notes, subject codes, audiotapes and transcriptions of the
interviews will be kept in a file in the researcher's home office.
6. You will receive a copy of this consent form for your records that includes contact
infonnation for the researcher.
Possible rusks
Due to the small numbers of educators who implement service-learning into coursework, it is
possible that an immediate peer of a subject who reads the research report might identify a
subject as a participant in this study. However, steps will be taken to reduce this risk. No
subject wiH be mentioned by name. position or party affiliation in any of the research results
or reports. Jn addition, every effort will be made to select narrative quotes to illustrate the
concepts analyzed in the research in a manner that protects the anonymity of all subjects. If
politically sensitive issues or sensitive personal matters are discussed by a subject, no
information related to these will be used in narrative quotes or related to a subject by name,
position or party affiliation anywhere in the research results or reports.
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Possible Risks

Due to the small numbers of educators who implement service-leaming into coursework, 1t is
possible that an immediate peer of a subject who reads the research repon might identify a subject as
a participant in this srudy. However, steps will be taken to reduce this risk. No subject will be
mentioned by name, position or party affiliation in any of the research results or reports. Jn addition,
every effort will be made to select narrative quotes to illustrate the concepts analyzed in the research
in a manner that protects the anonymity of all subjects. If politically sensitive issues or sensitive
personal matters are discussed by a suhjcct, no infonnation related to these will he used in narrative
(jUOtcs

or related to a subjecc by name, position or party affiliation anywhere in the research results or
to the participant. Jf an accidental injury

reports. Tn all research, there may he unforeseen risks
occurs, appropriate mcasmes will be taken.

Subject Stuemenr l have read the explanation provided to me. l have had all my question:;
answered to my satisfaction, and I voluntarily agree to participate in this study.

Si!,'11Cd: - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Date:---------

Audio Tape Consent Fonn
I consent to being audio taped during this study.

Signed:-------------

Date:-------

Rc.~.1:.iller Statement: I cenify that I obtained the consent of the subject whose

signature is above.
I understand that I must give a signed copy of the informed consent fonn to the subject, alld keep
the original copy in my files for 3 years afrcr the completion of the research pro1ccr. At the end of
three years, chis researd1 will be destroyed.
Date:---------

Signed:-----

Contact Information:
Researcher:

Cynthia P. Smith

10 Alicia Circle
Churchville, NY 14428
(585) 293-3192
csmith@monmcn:.edu
Dissertation Chair:

Dr. lohn Traver:'
Alesi Academic Center i«JOrn 204
St. John Fisher College
3690 !fast :\venue

Rochester. NY 14618
(585) 385-7259
j 1ra\'t'rs~1)sifr .cdu

In addition, parnc1pams may also contact the Chair, I lum~n Suh1ectS Rcsean:h Comnu11ec
Mon rot· ( :omn1111111y Colltgr should pmhlem$ arisC' during rhc: cour.;e of tins !'tuth

~1
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This Questionnaire ls designed In 3 parts and may be completed In as rew as 10 minutes.
This section of the questionnaire is designed to help better understand faculty perceptions of service· learning.

Please read and utilize the definition of service· learning provided to answer the following 26 questions by clicking on
the statement that best represents your response.
Dellnltlcn of Servlct·l•arnln9
S•rvlce·lornlng IS, a cre~lt·b<!arlnO odu<atlOMI e•p•rlenct In which Sludents participate In an organhed service acllvity that meets
community ne-eds. Jn -addJUan, stud~nts reflect on the servl'~ .activity fn sveh .a way .as to .gain further understanding cl (Ovtse
content. a.broa4er appre<latlon of the dlsctpune, and•• •nhancetl sense or civic re<pnns•blllty (&rlngle & H•tcher, 19~5).
Servlce·h?arolng Is NOT vo1unteer1sm, i' cc·op, an tn.ternshtp, or a mandated cHnlcal tKperh:n<e. Students

h~lp

the commutHty

thrOu91! Involvement with the communlly end the community (a9e1>cy) helps t~e student learn pracncal aspects of courseworl< with the
assls(ance of a tradltlonal in\\t<octor or tocher. Some method of student rell«llM 1$ also reiiu1red such ' ' or9an1a<1 ln·deptll
dlscusslcn, jovrnaflng. end·of .. term summary -project .. PortfoHo. or 0th.er method.

For clarlftc•tlon purposes. the dlnlcal component In ariv health 'related currtculum does NOT currently qual!ty as servtce·learnlng,
unlus an additional com"!unl,W service project accompanied by a reOectlve component, as defined above, is Included,

1. Service-learning experiences r~ise qu~stions about social issues.
Qs1ro119lv
Disagree

Q Moderbtely Q Slightly
Ot~agree

Q Uncertain

0

Slightly

Agree

Ot53Qtet'

Q Moderately Q
Agree

Strongly

Aoree

2. Service-learning enhances students' awareness of the world around them.

Q

Strongly

Olngree

Q

Moderately
Oisaore-e-

0

Slightly

Q Uncertain

0

SllQhtly

Agree

OIUQree

Q H<>derately Q
Agree

Strongly

Agree

3. Interactions with individuals during service participation helps students better
understand critical problems facing society.

Q

Strongly

Dlsao~t<e

Q

Hodu•tely
Olseoru

Q

Sllohtly
01.agree

Q U-ntert:aln

0

0

Sliohlly
Agree

Stron9ty

AQree

4. Service-learning means a significant decrease in classroom instructiqn time.

0

Sttongly

Disagree

Q Moderately 0
Olsa9ree

SllgnUy

Q Uncert•ln

Q

Moderately
Agree

o~aoree

5. Service-learning brings about a sense of responsibility tp
connecting students to local communities.

Q Strongly

0

Olugree

01saoree

l'!oderately

Qs110ht1t

0

\lllcertaln

Olsaoree

a~dress

Qs11g1>11y

Q

Agree

Agree

Q Stnmgly
Agree

social issues by

Moouuety

Qst«motr
Aoree

6. Service participation helps students realize that they can make a difference in
people's lives.

0

SllOllOIY

Dlsogree

Q

Moder~tely

DIU9ree

0

Slightly
Otsa9ree:

Qvneertaln

0

Slightly
Aoree

Q Moderately 0
Aoree

SltOl'lgly

Agree
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7. Service-learning deters student's appreciation of diversity.

Q

Stron9ly

Disagree

Q

Mod~rat~ly

DISagree

0

Sllghtly

Q Uncertain

Dlso9ree

Qsug1111v

Q

Agr"e

Agree

Moderately

Q Strongly
Agree

s. Service participation inspires students to become involved in social issues.
Q Moderately 0 Sllghtly
0 Sll<)htly
Q Vncertaln
Q Strongly
Q Moderately Q
01sa9ree

Disagree

Agree

Dlsagr-ee

Strongly

Agree

Agree

Q

Q

9. Service-learning helps students to think critically.
Q Stroo{lly
01sagrt;1e

Q

Mode-rbtely

Disagree

0

SllghtfV

Q

vncertaln

Q

SllohtJy

Agree

Disagree

Moderately

A_Oree

Strongly

Agree

10. Service-learning helps develop new skills such as leadership, interpersonal, or

communication skills.

Q

Strongly

Disagree

Q Moderately 0
Disagree

Slightly

Q Un-certain

Disagree

Qs11oht1y

Q Moderately Q

Agree

Agree

Strongly

Agree

11. Service-learning diverts attention from textbook content.

Q Strongly

Q Hoderateiy 0

01ugree

DJsagret";

Slightly

Qunc.ertaln

0

Slightly

Agree

Disagree

Q

Mo<l.,rately

Agree

12. Service participation helps students apply theories and concepts to real settings.

Q

Strongly
.01sa9rce

Q Moderately Q
p1saorh

Sltghtly

Q tlncertain

Dlsaoree

0

Slightly

Ag;ee

Q

Moderately

!'-gree

Q Strongly
Agree

13. Service-learning enhances self-esteem when students accomplish a challenging
task.

Q

Strongly

OISllgree

Q

Moder~tely

Disagree

0

Slightly

Q

u111:er1a1n

Ol••gree

0

SOghtly

Agre~

Q Moderately Q Strongly
A11rt<!

Agree

14. Service-learning helps students to work cooperatively in group settings.

Q

Strongly

Dlsaore1>

Q

Moderately

Olsagree

0

Sllghlly

Q vncettatn

Disagree

0

Sllgh11y
Agree

Q

Moderately

Agree

Q Strongly
AOrH

15. lt is relatively easy to evaluate student's performance in service-learning
activities.

Q

Sttongly

Disagree

Q

Mod~ratclv

otsaoree:

0

Sll9hlly

tnsaorett

Q Uncertain

0

Sllghtly

Agree

Q

Moderately

Agree

Q Strongly
A-ore-~

16. Service-:learning fosters responsibility by highlighting the impact students can
have on others and on their community.

Q Strongly

Q

Olsagre:e

Disagree

Jo!oderatelv

0

Sll9Mly

Dlsaoree

Qslightly

Q

Agree

Agree

Moderately

Q

Strongly

Agree
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11. Service-learning experience challenges students to question assumptions about
critical issues concerning society.
Qstrongly

Q

Disagree

Disagree

Moderotely

0

Slightly

Q

Uncertalt'I

ll1.$agre~

0

Slightly

Agree

Q Modeta!ely
Agree

18. Service·learning is the academic equivalent to voluntary service.

Q

Stronl)ly

01Sa9ree

Q

Moderately

Dl$a9ree

0

Slightly
Disagree

Q

Uncertaln

0

Sllohtly

Agre"C

Q

Moderolely

Agree

Q

Stronolv

Agree

19. Service-learning helps students realize that it is as much their responsibility as
everyone else's to do what they can to make the world a better place.

0

svongly

Ols;igree

Q Moderat~ly Q Slightly
Disagree

Q

Uncert:itht

Disagree

0

Slightly
Agree

Q

Moden1tely

Agree

Q

Strongly

Agree

20. In service-learning students apply newly acquired skills and knowledge to
address needs in the society.

Q

Strongly

Dl••oree

Q

Moderately

Disagree

Qsu91>11y

0

Disagree

Agree

Slightly

Q

Moderately

Aoue

Q

Strongly

Agree

21. Service participation helps students see inequities that exist in our society.

Q Stron!)ly

Q Moder~ttly 0

OINgree

Dis.agree

Slightly

Q Unc.ertaln

Otsagree

0

Sl1ghtly

Agree

Q

Moderately

Agre<!:

Q

Strongly

Agro•

22. Service-learning helps develop an awareness of how people are affected by
interconnected social structures.

Q Strongly

Q Moderat<!IY

Qsuonuv

Dlnoree

01sooree

Disagree

Q Uncernln

0

Q

Slightly
Agree

Strongly

Agree

23. Service-learning is not a rigorous educational pedagogy.

Q

Strongly

Disagree

Q

Moderately

Disagree

0

Sll9h!ly

Q

Un<ertaln

Disagree

Qs11111>t1v

Q

Agree

Agree

Moder~tely

24. Service-learning enhances the ability to get along with people of different races
and cultures.
Qstrongly

Q Moderately 0

Disagree

Ol•a;r<1e

SllghUy

Q

Unce-rtaln

Disagree

0

Slightly

Agree

Q Moderately Q
Agree

Strongly

Agree

25. Service-learning classes that discuss social problems help students develop a
heightened sense of commitment to social change.

Q Strongly

Q

Dlngr.;:e

Disagree

Moderately

0

SllQhtly

Disagree

Q

uncertain

0

Sllghtly

Aoree

Q

Moderot<ily

Agree

Q

Strongly

A9r<•e
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* 26. Using the definition of service-learning as a· guideline, do you currently teach or
have you ever taught a course that included a service-learning component?
A RESPONSE TO THIS QUESTION IS REQUIRED TO MOVE ON TO THE NEXT SET OF
QUESTIONS.
Thank you!

Qves
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21. This section contains 9 questions. Please answer each question according to the
directions noted.
Have any of the people listed below encouraged you to use service-learning?

Of those who have encouraged the use of service-learning, please indicate how
important was that encouragement in your decision to use·servite•learning. If the
person listed did not encourage you towards service-learning, please respond NA
(not applicable).
Not Jmpo1U!\I
Your prtslctent or senior
acedemtc orncer

Your college dean
Vour department

ch ah' person

Another t1cutty member
In your department

Faculty In other
de-partmtnts
A community

m~mber

Students It your
Institution

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Somewhat lt!'!P<>tl•nt

Important

very Important

Not applicable

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0

28. Which of the forms of instructional support listed below did you receive on how to
service-learning in.to your teaching?
Of the forms of instructional support that you received, how helpful were each to
you? If you did not receive the indicated instructional support, please answer Not
Applicable {NA).
Faculty teaching
t"ndboo~

Faculty development at
your lllstltuUon
Prolesstonal
oroanlza!loos or
conferences.
Mentoring

AcMce from collugues
Professional
Journals/1>resentatlons

Not helprul

Somewhat helprul

Helpful

Very tielplul

Not applicable

0

0

0
0

0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0

0

0

0

Other (please specify)
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29. In general, how important are student-learning outcomes in your decision to
incorporate service-learning?
How important are community-based outcomes?
Not
Stud.,~t-learnlng

outcome-s
commu!lltrbased
outcome$

lmport~nt

Somewhat Important

tmportant

Very Important

0
0

0

0
0

0
0

0

30. Each of the items listed below may be outcomes of service-learning •

.Which, if any,,ofthe outcomes have been MOST IMPORTANT to you in your decision

to incorporate service-learning into your teaching?
~lease

0

limit your responses to NO MOJU THAN 3 outcomes.

Increases students' co9n!.tlve development

Q lncteases students' understand~no of the cours~ m~t~ti@I

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

·o·
0
0

Jnereases stvdents• api>reclation of diversity

Increases studettts' petso"at development

'ntr~ases stu!Jt;nis• moral t'-'v-ef~pm-e:nt
lnaeatts stU<lents' civic ptrtlclpatton

ln<;r,~ascs ~Ju~en,tf ~nd,e~st~ndlng pf soclal ptobtems as system!~
ProvJdts ustfol service tn the community
Glv•s community membe,. • voice ln addressing their needs
Contributes to communttv·bulldl09

~reates un!verslty·communitV r>artne~hlps·
Allows me t<> partlelpate In and/or support commun!ly servlCe
1mprove$/rev1tallzes my teaching

Jmp-roves/contrlbutes to my re$earch .ag-tnda
CMttlbutes to 1nst1tutional/d~partmental service obligations

Other (please spetlfy)
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:n. How likely is it that you will continue to incorporate service-learning into your
teaching in the future?

Q

veryu~e1v

0

Ukely

Q
Q
Q

Nlther lll<ely Nor Unlikely

vnll~ely
Very IJnflkely

32. Which, if any, of the reasons listed below might cause you not to continue
incorporating service-learning into your teaching or to do so less frequently?

Please select NO MORE THAN 3 reasons listed below.

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

I

~m not cert•ln that my students benefited from

my

servl(e·learnlng couru(s)

r am not cert•ln that the community benented from my serv1C•Hnrn1ng ccurse(s)
Servlce·iearntng courses .are Ome·tntef\Stve and thttcfore difficult to balance with tny other orotesslona• res.oonslb!Hlles
I had dltnculty ccordlnatlnQ lht community service componont

or my course(s)

I hod dlfflcuttv «st•bllshlnO partnushlps In the community

J ttad dlrt'iculty securtng funding for develop,ng and/or lrnplem~nUl')Q my s~rvice .. JeamlrHJ c.ovrses
J have had dltn,ulty Of' have beeo unable to secure rttease Ume to Uevelop service .. Jearnlng cours-es
I do net Itel comfortable with my competency In using servlce·leunlng
J have not bt!en rtwarded Jn mv t:""rlormance reviews an<1/or tenure 1;nd promotlon dtcis.Jons tor my use or $tnilce .. learniru,

Other (pleose soetlrv)

33. As you think about whether you will continue to incorporate service-learning into
your teaching, how important is it that you be rewarded in your performance
reviews and/or tenure and promotion so?

Q Not lmpcrtant

Q

Somewh~t Important

Q

Important

Q

Very Important

34. Number of courses you have taught within the last 5 years that incorporated
service-learning? (Courses that you have taught more than once should be counted
only ONE time)
QNone

01-2
QM
Q

More than 5
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35. In what course(s) did the service-learning project(s) occur? Please select all that
apply.

0
0
0
0
0
0

8ustn~ss

0 Criminal Justlct
0 'ducauon
D Food, Hotel and Tourism
0 Health end Physical Education

Comouter Stlenc-e

Q

Acaununo
Eng/_Pl:>U

&lology

0

Humtn Services

0

Mathematics

D Theater
0 lransttlon•I Studles
Arts (VAPA)

Hls!ory

Oihu (plustt specify)

* 36. You are almost finished! Please take a few more minutes to answer 7 remaining
questions about yourself!

Qves
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Servlce·learnlno is • form of experltntlal edvotlon ch;itacterlM<I by 111 er the lcllcw1n9:
Student participation In an organlied urvlce activity that meets spectnc community nuds:
Partldpal:lon· In servke ~ctJYltJes conn~ct.ed to specJfJc.JearnJng outcomt-s;
Sttuctured time tor student refftttlon and <onnecttor'I of the S•rvlce expu1encc lo le1rnln9.
Please use this Qeflnitlon of serv1ce·l.. rn1n9 to guide your resi>0nsn to the tollowlno 11ues11ons:

37. I do not incorporate service-learning projects into my curriculum because I have
either never heard of it or have limited knowledge of the pedagogy.

0
0

Agree

Disagree

38. I do not use service-learning because it will not benefit my students

Q Strongly Disagree

QDtuorH

Q

!!tither Agree nor·

Q Agree

D!Ugr..e.

39. I do not use service-learning because it is not academically rigorous

Q Strongly Disagree

Q

Disagree

Q

Neither Agree nor
01sa·orte

Q

Agree

Q

Stron9fy Agree

40. I do not use service-learning because it will not be.f!efit the community

Q

Strongly Disagree

Q

Dlsavree

o·

Neither Agree nor

Q

Agree

Q Slron9ly A~reo

Diu9ru

41. I do not use service-learning because it is not relevant to the courses I teach

Q

Strongly Disagree

Q Dtsaorce

Q

NeltMr Agree nor
Disagree

Q Agree

Q Strongly Agree

42. I do f!Ot use service-learning because I am not interested in creating new
courses or modifying existing courses t9 include a service-learning component
QD1uoree

Q

Neither Agree nor
Disagree

QAoru

Q

Stronoiv Agree

43. I do not use service-learning because service-learning courses are time-intensive
and would be difficult to baJance with my other professional responsibilities

0

Q

Stronotr Dls•gree

Nf!llhcr Ai)ree nor

Disagree

44. I do not use service-learning because I do not know how to do so effectively

Q

Stron9ly Dlu9tte

Q

Dlsagrew

Q

Neltner Agree nor

QAgrce

Q

Strongly Agree

Disagree
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45. I do not use service-learning b~c!)USe dc;>lng so will take away class time for
teaching critical content

Q

StronQly Disagree

Q

Otsa9ree

Q

Ntlthtr

Agree nor

Q A9ru

Q

Strongly

Aor~e

Disagree

46. I do not use service-learning because i.t !s u.nlikeJy tha~ I will be rewarded in my
performance review and/or te.nµre and promotions decisions for doing so

Q

Strongly DIHoree

Q Dlstgree

Q

Neither Agru nor

Q

Agree

Q

Strongly

Agr~e

Disagree

41. I do not use service-learning beci,IU$~ my institution does·not place a high value
on teaching

Q

S1ronOI>' Dtugree

Q

Disagree

Q Nettller Agree nor

Q Agree

Q

Strongly Agree

Disagree

48. I do not use service-learning because my institution does not place a high value
on community ser.vice and/or engagement

Q Strongly Disagree Q Disagree

Q Nelttler Al}rn nor Q Agree
Disagree

49. I do not use service-learning because my institution's president or senior
academic officer has not encouraged doing so

Q

Strongly Disagree

Q

Olugree

Q

Neither Agret nor

Q

Agree

Q Strongly Agree

Disagree

so. I do not use service-learning because my department chairperson has not
encouraged doing so
Q

Strongly Disagree

Q Disagree

Q Ncunu Agree nor

Q Agree

Q Strongly Agree

Disagree

51. I do not use service-learning because I have not been given and/or do not

anticipate being given release time to develop a service-learning course

Q Strongly Dtsa9ree Q

Olsapree

Q

Neither Agree nor

Q Agree

Q

StTOngly Agree

Dtsaoree

52. I do not use service-learning because I anticipate having logistical problems
coordinating the community service aspect of the course

Q Strongly Disagree

Q

Disagree

Q

Neither Agree nor

Q

AOree

Q

Strongty Agree

Olsagree
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53. I do not use service-learning because I anticipate having (or have had) difficulty
establishing community partners

Q

Strongly Olugrce

Q

Q Neither Agrte nor

Olsogr~e

Q Agree

Q Stronoty Agree

OIS•Orte'

54. I do not use service-learning because I anticipate having (or have had) difficulty
securing funding for service-teaming

Q

Strongly Olsagree

Q Ols•9ru

Q

N•lther Agree nor
01sao1ee

Q

Agree

Q

Strongly Agree

55. I do not use service-learning because community service is not important to me

Q

Strongly Disagree

Q

Q

Dlsegr~e

Neither Agree nor

Q

Agree

Q Stron9ly Agree

01seoree

pther (please speclfy)

56. How likely is it that you wlll incorporate service-learning into your teaching in the
future?

0

Very unllkt'ly

Q

Qonllkely

1.amunJt.1f1J

QLtkely

Qvuyllkdy

57. What, if anything, might increase the likelihood that you will incorporate servicelearning into your teaching in the future?

I

~
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Please respond to the !otlowln9 7 questions by selectlnQ tlle characterlslit(s) whltll best represent you.
For rouow·up Qualllottve focus oroup research participation, please be sure to continue th• su,.,.ey to the end. I .appr.ctate vour
parttc1potlon tllus tar. ud would appreciate continued dlalo9011 tllrovgh fotu$ group P•rtltlo~tton, whether vou use servl<t·l~arnino or
not. Thenk you!

58. What is the primary area of your teaching discipline?

D
D Eng/Phll
0 Blolooy
D
0 Compvter S<len<e
Accou<>tlng

Business

D

Crtrn1ne1 Justice

D Education
D Food, Hotel •nil Tourism
D He•hh and Plly$1ul Educouon
D History
D
D ttathemaucs

0 Sciences
D Soclal Sciences
D Theater Arts (VAPA)
0 Tronsltlonal StuOlts

Humon Servtces

Other (please spedly)

59. What is your current faculty rank?

Q lecturer
Q

lnstructor

Q Assistant Prof.essor
Q
Q

Assocla:tt-

Prof~ssor

Professor

Q0thtr

60. What is you tenure status?
Q·Tent,1red

Q Not tenurtd, on tenured tra<k
Q

Not lenurtd

61. Oo you teach:

Q
Q
Q

fyU!lme
Piirt tjme

.6.dJv•<l
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62.Gender:

OM•ll!
QHma1':

63. How many years have you taught in a higher educational institution?

Q

Leu

0

&

Q
Q
Q

th~n S ynrs

lO~

ye.ill'$

10 to 1S vears
1610 25

vors

More than 26

vors

64. What is your age group?

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

25·30 years
lt to 40

veers

41 10 SO years

Sl to 50 years
61 to ?O years

More than 10 years

65. In which higher educational institution do you work?

Q

Monroe Community

College

Q Naareth College

Q

Rochester Jnslllvte of
Technology

Q

St. John Fisher Coll•o•

Thank you tor completing thls survey. Yovr p•rllclpatlon Is voluedl Tills ••••cv Is one of two major components th•t wlfl assist this
rtseo•Cller In ll'l<:rtaslng the knowledge base of faculty in•Olvement In strvlce·learnln9 pedagogy.

Part ll of this ren~rch ln•olves lormlng locus groups of facully who 00 anti who 00 NOT lnCklde HrWte·IOMlt1g Ped•Ol>llY Into new
or eidsUng curriculum.

~lease consider participating ln one or the locus groups. To do so, please contact me at cp~OSl95@SJl<:.e11u or t$mlth@>monroecc.edu
and use 'Focus Groue>' on the subject line of your t•mall. I wlll cont•tt you with the details.
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Table4.2

Sources of Encouragement ond Level of Importance

a. 27 This section contains 9 questions. Please answer each question according to the
directions noted. Have any of the people listed below encouraged you to use serviceleaming? Of these who have encouraged the use of service-learning, please indicate how
important was that encouragement in your decision to use service-leamlng. U the person listed
did not encourage you towards service-learning, please respond NA (Not ApElieable).
N;;;77
Your prei;ident 9r senior academic officer
Your college dean
Your department chairperson
Another faculty member in your department
Faculty in other departments
A community member
Students at your institution

Valid
24

NA
53

32
40
47

45
37

Mean

42

30
34
35

2.13
2.69
2.88
3.17
2.79
3.00

38

39

3.00

43

Median
2.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00

Std.
Deviation
1.076
1.176
1.137

.892
.~88

.937
.771

Table 4 ..3·
Effective sources of instructional support for servie»-leaming.

a. 28 Which of the forms of instructional support listed below did you receive on how to
incorporate service-learning into your teaching? Of the fonns of instructional support that
you received, how helpful were each to you? If you did not receive the indicated instruction
support, please answer Not Applicable (NA).
N=77
Faculty teaching handbook
Faculty development at your institution
Professional organizations or
conferences
Mentoring
Advice from eolleagues
Professional joumals or E!resentatlons

Std.
Deviation

36
40

NA
41
37

Mean
2.31
2.75

Median
2.00
3.00

42

35

2.93

3.00

.973

38
56

39
21

42

35

3.08
3.34
2.90

3.00
4.00
3.00

1.024
.837
.878

Valid

1.064
1.080
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rable4.4

Motivating outcomes for service-learning faculty.

Q.30 Each of the items listed below may be outcomes of SL. Which, if any, of the
outcomes have been MOST IMPORTANT to you in your decision to incorporate service·
learning into your teaching? Please limit your responses to NO MORE THAN 3 outcomes.
Response

Response

Count
14
36

Percent

lncre~$es students' appreciation of diversity

21

27.3%

Increases students' personal development
Increases students' moral development
Increases students' civic participation
Increase students' understanding of social problems as systemic

45

58.4%

12
31
27
32
8
22
26

15.6%

N=77
Increases students' cognitive development
Increases sJudents' understanding of the course material

Provides useful service in the community
Gives community members a voice in addressing their needs
Contributes to community-building
Creates university -community partnerships.
Allows me to participate in and/or support community service.

15

Improves/revitalizes my teaching
Improves/contributes to my research agenda

11
5

Contributes to institutional/departmental service obligations

4

18.2%
46.8%

40.3%
23.1%
41.6%
10.4%
28.5%
33.8%
19.5%
14.3%
6.5%
5.2%

Table 4.5

Likelihood of using service-learning in the future.
Q.31 How likely is it that you will continue to incorporate

service·leaming into your teaching in the future

N

77

Mean
4.29

Median
5.00

Std,
Deviation
1.19
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Table 4.6
Rewards

Q.33 As you think about whether you will continue to incorporate servicelearning into your teaching, how important is it that you be rew;;irQed .in
your performance reviews and/or tenure and promotion so?
N=77
Not important
Somewhat
important
Important
Very important

Response
Count

19
29
19
10

Response
Percent
24.7%

37.7%
24.7%
13.0%

Table 4.7
Potential concerns regarding continuing SL
Q.32 Which, if any, of the reasons listed below might cause you not to continue
incorporating service-learning into your teaching or to do so less frequently? Please
select NO MORE THAN 3 reasons listed below.
N=SS

I am not certain that my students benefited from my SL
course(s}.
I am not certain that the community benefitted from my SL
courses.
SL courses are time intensive and therefore difficult to
balance with my other professional responsibllities.
I had difficulty coordinating the community service
component of my courses.
I had difficulty establishing partnerships In the community.

I had difficulty securing funding for developing and/or
implementing my SL courses.
I had difficulty or have been unable to secure release time
to develop SL courses.
I do not feel comfortable with my competency using SL
I have not been rewarded in my performance review
and/or tenure and promotion decisions for my use of SL.

Response
Count

Response
Percent

~l

20.0%

s

9.1%

20

36.4%

19
12

34.5%

14

25.5%

10
4

18.2%
7.3%

16

29.1%

21.8%
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'Table 4.8

NSL Rationale

Q.37 I do not incorporate SL courses into my curriculum because I have
either never heard of it or have limited knowledge of the pedagogy

Response Response
N=245

Count

93
152

Agree

Disagree

:l:d9 not

Percent
38.1%
62.3%

incorporut~ SL

courses into my
curriculum because I have either never heard of it
or have limited knowledge of the pedagogy

a Agree
• Oi!..lft'CC
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Table4.9
NSL Rationale of Concerns
Neither
Agree

Q.38 I do not use St because it wlll not benefit my students.

Q.391 do not use Sl because It is not academically rigorous.
Q.40 1do not use SL because It wilt not benefit ttie 'ommunity

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Oisa~ree

~ree

Strongly
Agree

N= 246

SS

83

82

16

10

%

22.4%

33.7%

33.3%

6.5%

4.1%

N: 246

so

98

76

19

3

%

20.3%

39.8%

30.9%

7.7%

1.2%

nor

N=245

1?

!,14

49

2

2

%

31.8%

46.5%

20.0%

0.8%

0.8%

Q.411 do not use SL because It ls not academlcally rigorous.

N=247

24

so

66

72

46

%

9.7%

20.2%

22.3%

29.1%

18.6%

Q.42 I do not use SL because I am not Interested In creating new courses
or modifying existing courses to Include a SL compol'lent.

N:245

53

83

65

40

4

%

21.6%

33.9%

26.5%

16.3%

1.6%

Q.431 do not use Sl because Sl courses are time intensive and would be
difficult to balante with mv ottier ptofessional responsibilities.

N=243

26

65

7-1

56

22

%

10.7%

25.7%

30.5%

23.0%

9.1%

Q,441 do not use SL because I do not know how to so effectively.

N=243

14

48

72

96

13

%

5.8%

19.8%

29.6%

39.5%

5.3%

Q.451 do not use SL because doing so will take away class time for
teaching crltical content.

N=243

27

63

75

52

26

%

11.1%

25.9%

30.9%

21.4%

10.7%

Q.461 do not use Sl because It is unlikely that Iwill be rewarded in my

N=24S

54

82

73

19

17

%

22.0%

33.5%

29.8%

7.8%

6.9%

performance review and/or tenure and promotion decls!ons for doing so.
Q.471 do not use SL becau$e my in$tltution does not plate a high value
on teathlng.

N::245

91

81

63

4

6

%

37.1%

33.1%

25.7%

1.6%

2.4%

Q.481 do not use SL because my institution does not place a high value
on community seNice and/or engagement.

N= 241

70

91

65

12

3

%

29.0%

37.8%

27.0%

5.0%

1.2%

Q.491 do not use Sl becaU$C my Institution's president or senior
academic officer has not encouraged doing so.

N=241

42

72

92

30

s

%

17.4%

29.9%

38.2%

12.4%

2.1%

a.so I do not use SL because my department chairperson has not
encouraged doing so.

N=24S

39

62

97

40

7

%

15.9%

25.3%

39.6%

16.3%

2.9%

Q.511 do not use Sl because I have not been glven or do not anticipate
being given release time to develop a SL course.

N=244

24

52

83

S4

26

%

9.8%

21.3%

35.1%

22.1%

10.7%

Q.52 1do not use SL because I antlclpate having loglst!c.al problems

N:;242

23

50

75

64

30
12.4%

coordinating the community seNlce aspect of the course.

%

9.5%

20.7%

31.0%

26.4%

Q.531 do not use St because I antlclpate having (or have had) dtfficu!ty
establishing community partners.

N=244

34

61

96

36

17

%

13.9%

25.0%

39.3%

14.8%

7.0%

Q.S4 I do not use SL because Ianticipate having (or have had) difficult'f
securing funding for SL

N=240

21

43

126

32

18

%

8.8%

17.9%

52.5%

133%

7.5%

Q.551 do not use SL because community service is not important to me.

N=243

105

98

33

7

0

%

42.2%

40.3%

13.6%

2.9%

0.0%
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Table 4.10

likelihood of incorporating SL components into
curriculum in the future
Q.56 How likely is it that you might incorporate
SL into your teaching in the future?

Very Unlikely
Unlikely
Unsure
Likely
Very Likely

N=244

%

50

20.5%

85

34.8%

82
17
10

33.6%
7.0%
4.1%
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Table 4.11

Participant Demographics
Service-learning
Faculty

All
Rank
Full Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Lecturer
Instructor
Other

n=322
54

Tenure Status

n=321

%

n=77
11

%

19
17
1
3

14.3
33.8
24.7
22.1
1.3
3.9

%

n=76

%

n=245

120
86
115

37.4
26.8
35.8

32

42.1

88

23
21

30.3
27.6

63
94

%
35.9
25.7
38.4

Years taught in higher ed
Less than 5 years
6 to 9 years
10 to 15 years
16 to 25 years
More than 26 years

n=323
82
76
55
66
44

%
25.4
23.5
17
20.4
13.6

n=77
16
14
16
20
11

%
20.8
18.2
20.8
26
14.3

n=246
66
62
39
46
33

26.8
25.2
15.9
18.7
13.4

Do you teach
Full time
Part time
Adjunct

n=322
220
23
79

n=76
58
3
15

%

n=246

68.3
7.1
24.5

76.3
3.9
19.7

162

Gender
Male
Female

n=315
144
171

45.7
54.3

n=74
28
46

%
37.8
62.2

n=241
116
125

Age group
25-30years
31 to 40 years
41to50 years
51to60 years
61 to 70 years
More than 70 years

n=317

%

%

n=242

13
78
85
104

1.3
26.7
18.7

SS

35

4.1
24.6
26.8
32.8
11

n=75
l
20
14

2

0.6

Higher educational institution
Monroe Community College
Rochester Institute of
Technology
St. John Fisher College

n=322

%

147

45.5

106
69

32.8
21.4

Tenured
Not tenured, on tenured track
Not tenured

66
92
74
21

15

16.8
20.S
28.6
23
6.5
4.7

Non Servicelearning Faculty
n=245
%
43
17.6
40
16.3
73
29.8
57
23.3
20
8.2
12
4.9

%

%

26

20
64

12

%

%
65.9
8.1
26
%

48.1
51.9

%
5
24
29.3
29.3
12

6
1

1.3

71
71
29
1

n=78
31

%
39.7

n=244
116

%
47.3

25

32.1
28.2

81
47

33.1
19.2

33

22

44
8

0.4
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Table4.12a
Correlation Matrix SL Faculty

Spearman's rho

Q1

Correlation Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)

N

Q2

03

04

05

Q6

07

08

09

010

011

012

013

014

Correlation Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Correlation Coefficient
Sig. (2-talled)
N
Correlation Coefficient
Sig. (2-talled)
N
Correlation Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Correlation Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Correlation Coefficient
Sig. (2-lailed)
N
Correlation Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Correlation Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Correlatlon Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Correlation Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Correlation Coefficient
Sig. (2·tai1ed)
N
Correlation Coefficient
Sig. {2-tailed)
N
Correlation Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)

N

Gender
.201

.066
74
.241

.O;IB
74
.118
.317
74

-.094
.423
74

.154
.190
74
.161
.171
74

.005
.967
74
.218
.062
74

.115
.331

Faculty
rank
.127
.246

85
.066
.548
85
-.042
.703
85
-.169
.122
85
.006
.957
65
-.058
.599
85
.007
.950
85
.005
.963

85

.055
74

-.035
.7<48
85
.012
.911
85
.025
.820
85

.263~

-.004

.024
74
.154
.192

.972
85

74
.156
.183

74
.224

74
.167
.154
74

.009
.530
85

Tenure
status

.028
.813
76
-.144
.216
76
-.074
.523
76
.003
.981
76
-.12;?
.296
76
-.205
.076
76
-.003
.981
76
-.125

.284
76
-.069
.552
76
-.077
.508

76
.027
.614
76
-.102
.376
76
•.188
.104

.062

76
-.076

.576

.512

85

76
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Table4.12b
Correlatlon Matrix SL Faculty
Gender
Spearman's rho

015

Correlation Coefficient

.128

Sig. (2-taifed)

.276
74
.245

.035

.348

.oa·a

85
.029
.790
85
•.221
.042
85

76
-.102
.381
76
.167
.150

N

74
.083
.484
74
.052
.660
74

Correlatlo.n Coefficient

.133

-.014

.023

Sig. (2-tailed)
N

.259
74

.897
85

Correlation Coefficient

.250.

-.103

Sig. (2-tailed)
N

.032
74
.114
.332
74
.181

.346
'85

.841
76
-.258
.025
76
.004
.971
76

018

Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Correlation Coefficient
Sig. (2-failed)

Correlation Coefficient

023

024

76

.

Sig. (2-tailed)
N

.123

Correlation Coefficient

.051

Sig. (2-talled)
N

..564
74
.095

.023

-:166
.153
76
-.167

.422

.834

.148

74
.144
.221

85

76

.042
.700

·.077
.507

74

85

76

Correlation Coefficient

Correlation C-Oefficient

Sig. (2-tailed)
N

025

.

.008
.942
85
.109
.321
85
·.035
.753

Sig. (2-tailed)
N

022

.505

76

Correlation Coefficient

021

.:01a
-.•197

Q17

020

status

-.145
.185

85

Correlation Coefficient

Sig. (2-tailed)
N

019

.

Tenure

rank

.103

N

016

Faculty

Correlation Coefficient

Sig. (2-tailed)
N
•. Correlation is significant at lhe 0.05 level (2-tailed).

74

85

·.076

.513

76

-. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

.I
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Table4.13a
CorrolatJon Matrix NSL Faculty

Spearman's rho

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

010

011

012

013

Correlalion Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Correlation Coefficient
Sig. {2-tailed)
N
Correlation Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Correlation Coefficienl
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Correlation Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Correlation Coefficient
Sig. {2-tailed)
N
Correlation Coefficient
Sig. (2-lailed}
N
Correlation Coefficienl
Sig. (2-taited}
N
Correlation Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Correlation Coefficient
Sig. {2-tailed)
N
Correlation Coefficient
Sig. {2·tailed)
N
Correlation Coefficient
Sig. (2-t.ailed)
N
Correlation Coefficient
Sig. (2~talled)
N

014

Correlation Coefficient
Sig. (2·1ailed)
N

.

Gender
.158
.014
241

Faculty
rank
-.037
.586
245

.229
.000
241

-.092
.153
245
-.102

.210

.001

.111

241

245

-.096

.006
.301
245
-.101

.136
241
.212
.001
241
.216-

-

.001

241
.106
.102
241
.215.001
241
.240
.000
241
.154
.017

-

241

.102
.115
241
.204.001
241
.185
.004
241
.179
.005
241

.116
, '

245
-.111
.082

245
-.016
.805
245
-.064
.321
245

-.126
.048
245
-.161
.012
245
-.098
.127

245

-

-.170
.008
245
-.131
.040
245
-.139
.029
245

Tenure
status

-.082
.332
245
-.137·
.032
245
-.134

.035
245
.024
.713
245
-.115
.072
245
-.126

.048
245
.027
.676
245
-.092
.151
245
-.192
.003

-

245
•.167
.009
245
-.098
.125
245
-.188
.003
245
-.130
.042
245
-.086
.178
245

161

Tabla4.13b
Correlation Matnx NSL Faculty

Tenure

Faculty
rank

Gender
Speannan's rho

015

016

028

·.077

-057

Si9. (2-tailed)

.661

.227

.371

N

241

245

.148

-.089

021

.165
245

.118

. 102

• 159

013

Correlation Coefficient

Sig. (2-taited)
N

017

018

Sl3.~-

Correiation Coefficient

241

Correlation Coefficient

206

245
·------ 100
245

.

Sig. (2-tailed)

001

110

N

245

245

Correlation Coefficient

241
030

-.129·

·. 109

Sig (2·tailed)

646

044

.083

N

241

245

245

019

Correlat;on Coefficle~l"--··---~1~134"---

020

N
Correlation Coefficient

Sig. (2-tailed)

Sig. (2-tafled)
N

·a21··---- corre1a1fori"'Cooffici;;:;·t········Sig. (2-tailed}

022

001
241
.183"
004
241

N
Correlation Coefficient

Sig (2·13iled)
Q23

N
·c<>7r~1~t10t1c<;;m;ieni--·-----:

Sig. (2-!ailed)

023
245
. 058

-------

t60

245
...............
. 105

__ ..
,

___
<364

245

-.095

.101

138

245

245

-004

• 149
020
245

313
245

··:-

.261

665
245

245

-·----·--·---. 129.
-109

Cor<elation Coefficient

168

Sig. (2-tailed)

.009

.044

241
.201
.002

245

.090
245

. 077

-.003

230
245

.325

N

025

636
245
. 090

13s'----·-·:a·n-----::020
036
241

N

024

000
241
204 ..
001
241
221

-.14<3.-

Conelatio11

CoetriCfe;;s·-----

Sig. (2·ta1led)

N
•.Correlation 1s signi.!iCantat.1he 0.05 level

241

(2-laffe'd): -·- · - -

245

·

-. Correlation is significarit at tile O.Dl level (2·1ai!ed).

162
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